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Chapter 1. Overview of the InfoSphere BigInsights technical
information

InfoSphere BigInsights technical information is available through the following
tools and methods:
v InfoSphere BigInsights Information Center

– Topics (task, concept, and reference topics)
– Help for InfoSphere BigInsights tools
– Sample programs
– Tutorials

v InfoSphere BigInsights books
– PDF files (downloadable)
– PDF files (from the InfoSphere BigInsights PDF DVD)

You can access additional InfoSphere BigInsights technical information, such as
technotes, white papers, and IBM Redbooks® publications online at ibm.com.
Access the Information Management software library site at http://www.ibm.com/
software/data/sw-library/.

Documentation feedback

We value your feedback on the InfoSphere BigInsights documentation. If you have
suggestions for how to improve the InfoSphere BigInsights documentation, send an
e-mail to

Draft comment
???@??.ibm.com

. The InfoSphere BigInsights documentation team reads all of your feedback, but
cannot respond to you directly. Provide specific examples wherever possible so
that we can better understand your concerns. If you are providing feedback on a
specific topic, include the topic title and URL.

Do not use this e-mail address to contact Customer Support. If you have a
InfoSphere BigInsights technical issue that the documentation does not resolve,
contact your local IBM service center for assistance.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2010 1
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Chapter 2. Printing topics and subtopics

You can use the Open Quick Menu option to print all topics within a branch of the
Navigation view.

Procedure

To print a single topic, or a specific topic and all its subtopics, from the
InfoSphere™ BigInsights Information Center Navigation view:
1. In the Navigation view, move your cursor over the first topic you want to

print. The Open Quick Menu icon ( ) is displayed to the right of the topic.
2. Click the Open Quick Menu icon to display a menu.
3. Click one of the following options:

v Print this topic to print just the topic selected (without subtopics, if any).
v Print this topic and subtopics to print the topic selected and its subtopics. A

maximum of 100 topics can be printed.

A browser window with a preview of the topic or topics is displayed.
4. Select the print option on the browser window to print the preview content.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2010 3
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Chapter 3. Features of the InfoSphere BigInsights Information
Center

The InfoSphere BigInsights Information Center gives you access to all of the
information you need to take full advantage of the InfoSphere BigInsights product.
The InfoSphere BigInsights Information Center also contains information for major
InfoSphere BigInsights features and components, including...

The following features help you find and work with the information you need.
Note that some features require support for JavaScript be enabled.

Search
You can search all of the topics in the InfoSphere BigInsights Information
Center by entering a search term in the Search text field. You can retrieve
exact matches by enclosing terms in quotation marks ("), and you can
refine your search with wildcard operators (*, ?) and Boolean operators
(AND, NOT, OR). The search results are displayed on a tab in the left
pane, and can be returned to without having to rerun the query.

Table of contents
You can locate topics in the InfoSphere BigInsights Information Center from
the table of contents tab in the left pane. The table of contents is organized
primarily by the kind of tasks you can perform, but also includes entries
for product overviews, goals, and reference information.

Alphabetized index
The index provides an index of keywords that direct the user to specific
help topics, similar to indexes found at the back of a book. As you type in
the text field, the best match will automatically be highlighted in the list of
keywords. Pressing enter or clicking on a keyword will display the given
topic.

The InfoSphere BigInsights Information Center can be viewed in Firefox 1.0 and
higher, Mozilla-based browsers 1.7 and higher, Safari 3.0, or Microsoft Internet
Explorer 6.0 and higher.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2010 5
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Chapter 4. Navigating in the Information Center

The Information Center expands the capabilities of your Web browser with features
to help you browse documentation.

The Navigation pane on the left side of the window displays the titles of topics in
the documentation. Select a topic title in the Navigation pane to display the topic
content in the pane on the right side. Three navigation views are available:
v The Contents view ( ) shows the titles of all topics in a table of contents or

navigation tree structure.
v The Index view ( ) shows all documentation in an alphabetized and grouped

listing.
v The Search Results view ( ) shows the titles of all topics returned by an

information search. When you search for information, the Navigation pane
automatically updates to display the search results. The most recent search
results remain displayed on this tab. You can switch back to this tab to explore
other search results without having to rerun the search each time.

To switch between views, click the tabs at the bottom of the Navigation pane.

Use the Back ( ) and Forward ( ) buttons to navigate within the history of viewed
topics.

The space devoted to the right and left panes can be modified by dragging the
separator with your mouse. You can maximize the content frame while reading
topics, then reduce its size while finding other topics using the left pane.

Click Home ( ) to open Home page.

To collapse all the topics in the Navigation view, click Collapse All ( ) on the
Navigation tool bar.

The Highlight button ( ) will not be shown until you click any of the search results
in the search result view.

If you are using a Microsoft Internet Explorer browser, the Bookmark document ( )
sets a bookmark for the topic currently in the topic pane

You can keep track of topic location within the help system by breadcrumb trails
automatically generated when you select the topic: .

Synchronizing the table of contents

When you follow a link within a topic or navigate to a topic from the index, the
Contents view does not automatically change to display and highlight the new
topic. To see where the new topic fits in the table of contents and synchronize the
two views, click Link with Contents ( ) or the Show in Table of Contents button ( ).
The topic title for the currently displayed topic is highlighted in the Contents view
on the left.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2010 7



Navigating using the keyboard

For information on using the keyboard to navigate the Information Center, see the
information about keyboard input and navigation in the Accessibility topic.
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Chapter 5. Using the Index view to access topics in the
Information Center

This topic describes how to use the Index view to find topics in the Information
Center.

To use the Index view to find the information that you need, perform the following
steps:
1. To display the Index view, click the Index tab ( ). The Index icon is found at the

bottom of the navigation pane.
2. In the input field, type a word or words for the information you are searching

for. As you type, the best match will automatically be highlighted in the list of
index entries.

Note: Index terms can be in a hierarchical structure, but only the first-level
keywords can be located when you type an entry in the input field.

3. To display the topic, click the index entry.

Notes
v If there is more than one topic associated with a keyword, when you select the

keyword to see the associated topic, a window displays the titles of the
associated topics.

v Any filters that you might have set do not apply to the index.
v Searches of the index are not case-sensitive.

To toggle between the Contents view and the Index view, click the Contents tab ( )
or the Index tab ( ) which are found at the bottom of the navigation pane. You can
also synchronize the Index view with the Contents view. After finding a topic in
the index, clicking the Link with Contents( ) or the Show in Table of Contents
button ( ) will also highlight the currently displayed topic in the Contents view.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2010 9
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Chapter 6. Searching the Information Center

About this task

You can search the Information Center for exact words or phrases, portions of a
string of text, using wildcard characters, topics that contain at least one of the
words you type in, or, topics that do not contain any of the words you type in,
using Boolean operators.

Procedure
v To search topics in the Information Center:

1. Enter a query in the Search field and click Go. The Search Results view in
the navigation panel of the interface displays the top 500 ranked results.

2. Select a search result to display that topic in the right side of the Information
Center. The words from your query are highlighted in the displayed topic.

3. To toggle between the Contents view and the Search Results list, click the
Contents tab ( ) or the Search Results tab ( ) at the bottom of the Navigation
pane on the left side of the Information Center.

v Searching for exact words or phrase
You can identify a search phrase as an exact string by enclosing it in double
quotation marks. For example, “log file” searches for the string log file, not the
separate words log and file. Without the quotation marks, the search term is
interpreted to find instances of both the word log and the word file in the topics.
In English and German only, the search engine “stems” other forms of a single
search word. For example, a search for the word challenge will also find the
word challenging. Surround the terms you enter in the search field with double
quotation marks when you do not want your search results to include such
variations of the terms.
Strings that are a mix of numbers and letters, such as a message number, will
return search hits only if you type the exact string as it appears in topic text. In
this case, the use of quotation marks is not required.

v Searching with wildcard characters
Wildcard characters cannot be used in the first character position of a search
term. You can use the following wildcard characters:
– Asterisk (*) represents multiple unknown or variable characters in the term.

For example, the search term par* returns partly, participate, partial, and
other words beginning with par.

– Question mark (?) represents a single unknown or variable character. For
example, the search term par? returns part but not partial or partly.

v Searching with Boolean operators (AND, OR, NOT)
You can insert the binary operators AND, OR, and NOT in your search term. For
example:

database AND "log file"
Narrows the search to return topics that contain both of the terms
“database” and “log file” anywhere in the topic.

database OR "log file"
Widens the search to return topics that contain either the term
“database” or the phrase “log file” anywhere in the topic.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2010 11



database NOT "log file"
Searches for topics that contain “database” but that do not contain the
phrase “log file”.

database OR "data base" NOT "log file"
Searches for topics that contain the term “database” or the phrase “data
base” but do not contain the phrase “log file” anywhere.

v Narrowing your search scope
By default, all topics shown in the Contents view are searched. You can,
however, narrow your searches to a particular set of topics, called a search list
and save search lists to use again later.
To create a search list:
1. Click the Search scope link next to the Search field. The Select Search Scope

window opens.
2. Select Search only the following topics and click New. The New Search List

window opens.
3. In the Topics to search list, select the navigation categories that you want to

include in your search. You can expand categories to select only certain
subcategories.

Note: In some browsers (for example Konqueror and Safari), the ability to save
search lists is not provided.
The search list that is currently active is always shown at the top of the
Information Center, next to the Search scope link. The search list that you used
most recently persists across sessions. Remember to reset the Search scope link
back to Search all topics when you are finished with a specific search scope.
Otherwise, you will find your search results limited.

v Displaying the search results
If the topics in the documentation set are tagged with different criteria, such as
version, product name, platform, or category, you can group the topics in the
search results accordingly.
1. Click the Search Results tab ( ). You will see the search results grouped by

none as default.
2. Click Group search result ( ) on the toolbar.
3. Choose a grouping criterion in the menu.

– GroupByNone
With this default selection, you display the search results unorganized.

– GroupByVersion
– GroupByProdname
– GroupByPlatform
– Show result categories
It groups the search results according to their book names.

4. And you will get the search results listed according to the selected criterion.
Note: To add or remove the result descriptions in the view of search results,
click Show result descriptions ( ).

v Removing search highlighting
The search highlighting feature highlights the occurrences of your search terms
in a topic you selected from the search results list. When many occurrences of
your search terms exist in a topic, the search highlighting feature can disrupt
your reading.
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To remove the highlighting from a topic, click the Turn Highlighting Off tab ( ).
The topic is reloaded into the content area, with the highlighting removed.

Results

Searches are not case-sensitive.

Chapter 6. Searching the Information Center 13
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Chapter 7. Setting bookmarks in the InfoSphere BigInsights
Information Center

You can set bookmarks to topics so that you can find them later.

About this task

If you are using a Microsoft Internet Explorer browser, to set a bookmark for the
topic currently in the Topic pane, click the Bookmark icon ( ) above the right side
of the Information Center. If you are viewing a remote Information Center in
Microsoft Internet Explorer, the Favorites window will open and you can save the
topic in one of your Favorites folders. The bookmarks are saved to your Microsoft
Internet Explorer Favorites menu.

If you are using another browser, to set a bookmark for the topic currently in the
Topic pane:
v In a Firefox browser, put your mouse on the topic in the Topic pane, then

right-click and select This Frame → Bookmark This Frame.
v In any other browser, put your mouse on the topic in the Topic pane, then

right-click and select Bookmark this link.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2010 15
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Chapter 8. Accessibility

Accessibility features help users with physical disabilities, such as restricted
mobility or limited vision, to use software products successfully.

The following list specifies the major accessibility features:
v All BigInsights functionality is available using the keyboard for navigation

instead of the mouse.
v You can customize the size of the fonts on BigInsights user interfaces with your

web browser
v BigInsights documentation is provided in an accessible format.

Keyboard input and navigation

Keyboard input

You can operate the BigInsights tools using only the keyboard. You can use
keys or key combinations to perform operations that can also be done
using a mouse. Standard operating system keystrokes are used for
standard operating system operations.

Keyboard navigation

You can navigate the BigInsights tools user interface using keys or key
combinations.

Keyboard focus

The area of the active window where your keystrokes will have an effect is
highlighted.

Accessible display

The BigInsights tools have features that improve accessibility for users with low
vision or other visual impairments. These accessibility enhancements include
support for customizable font properties.

Font settings

You can select the color, size, and font for the text in menus and dialog
windows, using your web browser.

Non-dependence on color

You do not need to distinguish between colors to use any of the functions
in this product.

Compatibility with assistive technologies

The BigInsights interfaces are browser-based applications, which enables you to
use screen readers and other assistive technologies with BigInsights products.

Accessible documentation

Documentation for BigInsights products is provided in XHTML 1.0 format, which
is viewable in most Web browsers. XHTML allows you to view documentation

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2010 17



according to the display preferences set in your browser. It also allows you to use
screen readers and other assistive technologies.

Syntax diagrams are provided in dotted decimal format. This format is available
only if you are accessing the online documentation using a screen-reader.

Using keyboard shortcuts and accelerators
You can use keys or key combinations to perform operations that can also be done
using a mouse.

About this task

You can initiate menu actions from the keyboard in the following ways:
v Press F10 to activate the keyboard; then press the arrow keys to access specific

options, or press the same letter as the one that is underlined in the name of the
menu option you want to select. For example, to select the Help Index, press
F10 to activate the main menu; then use the arrow keys to select Help > Help
Index.

v Press and hold the Alt key; then press the same letter as the one that is
underlined in the name of the main menu option that you want to select. For
example, to select the General Help menu option, press Alt+H; then press G.

Note: On some UNIX operating systems, you might need to press Ctrl instead
of Alt.

To exit the main menu without selecting an option, press Esc.

Some menu items have accelerators, which allow you to invoke the menu option
without expanding the menu. For example, you can enter CTRL+F for find, when
the focus is on the details view.

Often the directions for how to access a window or wizard instruct you to
right-click an object and select an object from the pop-up menu. To open the
pop-up menu using keyboard shortcuts, first select the object then press Shift+F10.
To access a specific menu option on the pop-up menu, press the same letter as the
one that is underlined in the name of the menu option you want to select.

Table 1. General keyboard shortcuts and accelerators

Action Shortcut

Access the menu bar Alt or F10

Go to the next menu item arrow keys, or the underlined
letter in the menu option

Go to the next field in a window Tab

Go back to the previous field in a window Shift+Tab

Go from the browser address bar to the browser content
area

F6

Find Ctrl+F

Find Next Alt+N
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Table 2. Keyboard shortcuts for table actions

Action Shortcut

Move to the cell above or below up or down arrows

Move to the cell to the left or right left or right arrows

Give the next component focus Tab

Give the previous component focus Shift+Tab

Table 3. Tree navigation

Action Shortcut

Navigate out forward Tab

Navigate out backward Shift+Tab

Expand entry Right

Collapse entry Left

Toggle expand/collapse for entry Enter

Move up/down one entry up or down arrows

Move to first entry Home

Move to last visible entry End

Table 4. Editing actions

Action Shortcut

Copy Ctrl+C

Cut Ctrl+X

Paste Ctrl+V

Select All Ctrl+A

Undo Ctrl+Z

Information center navigation

The major accessibility features in the information center enable users to do the
following:
v Use assistive technologies, such as screen-reader software and digital speech

synthesizers, to hear what is displayed on the screen. In this information center,
all information is provided in HTML format. Consult the product documentation
of the assistive technology for details on using assistive technologies with
HTML-based information.

v Operate specific or equivalent features using only the keyboard.
v Magnify what is displayed on the screen.

In addition, all images are provided with alternative text so that users with vision
impairments can understand the contents of the images.

The following table gives instructions for how to navigate the information center
by using the keyboard.
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Table 5. Keyboard shortcuts in the information center

Action Shortcut

Go to the next link, button or topic branch
from inside a frame (page)

Tab

Expand or collapse a topic branch Right and Left arrow keys

Move to the next topic branch Down arrow or Tab

Move to the previous topic branch Up arrow or Shift+Tab

Scroll to the top Home

Scroll to the bottom End

Go back Alt+Left arrow

Go forward Alt+Right arrow

Next frame Ctrl+Tab

Previous frame Shift+Ctrl+Tab

Print the current page or active frame Ctrl+P
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Chapter 9. Terms and Conditions

Permissions for the use of these publications is granted subject to the following
terms and conditions.

Personal use: You may reproduce these Publications for your personal, non
commercial use provided that all proprietary notices are preserved. You may not
distribute, display or make derivative work of these Publications, or any portion
thereof, without the express consent of IBM.

Commercial use: You may reproduce, distribute and display these Publications
solely within your enterprise provided that all proprietary notices are preserved.
You may not make derivative works of these Publications, or reproduce, distribute
or display these Publications or any portion thereof outside your enterprise,
without the express consent of IBM.

Except as expressly granted in this permission, no other permissions, licenses or
rights are granted, either express or implied, to the Publications or any
information, data, software or other intellectual property contained therein.

IBM reserves the right to withdraw the permissions granted herein whenever, in its
discretion, the use of the Publications is detrimental to its interest or, as
determined by IBM, the above instructions are not being properly followed.

You may not download, export or re-export this information except in full
compliance with all applicable laws and regulations, including all United States
export laws and regulations.

IBM MAKES NO GUARANTEE ABOUT THE CONTENT OF THESE
PUBLICATIONS. THE PUBLICATIONS ARE PROVIDED "AS-IS" AND WITHOUT
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING
BUT NOT LIMITED TO IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
NON-INFRINGEMENT, AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
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Chapter 10. Notices

Draft comment
This needs updating: metadata othermeta
content="DBV82.db2tv.20031022203134" name="vrmlastchanged" metadata

This information was developed for products and services offered in the U.S.A.
Information about non-IBM® products is based on information available at the time
of first publication of this document and is subject to change.

IBM may not offer the products, services, or features discussed in this document in
other countries. Consult your local IBM representative for information on the
products and services currently available in your area. Any reference to an IBM
product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that only that IBM
product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product,
program, or service that does not infringe any IBM intellectual property right may
be used instead. However, it is the user's responsibility to evaluate and verify the
operation of any non-IBM product, program, or service.

IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter
described in this document. The furnishing of this document does not grant you
any license to these patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to:

IBM Director of Licensing
IBM Corporation
North Castle Drive
Armonk, NY 10504-1785
U.S.A.

For license inquiries regarding double-byte character set (DBCS) information,
contact the IBM Intellectual Property Department in your country or send
inquiries, in writing, to:

Intellectual Property Licensing
Legal and Intellectual Property Law
IBM Japan, Ltd.
1623-14, Shimotsuruma, Yamato-shi
Kanagawa 242-8502 Japan

The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or any other
country/region where such provisions are inconsistent with local law:
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION PROVIDES THIS
PUBLICATION “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, OR FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some states do not allow disclaimer of express or
implied warranties in certain transactions; therefore, this statement may not apply
to you.

This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors.
Changes are periodically made to the information herein; these changes will be
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incorporated in new editions of the publication. IBM may make improvements
and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this
publication at any time without notice.

Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are provided for
convenience only and do not in any manner serve as an endorsement of those Web
sites. The materials at those Web sites are not part of the materials for this IBM
product and use of those Web sites is at your own risk.

IBM may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any way it
believes appropriate without incurring any obligation to you.

Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for the purpose
of enabling: (i) the exchange of information between independently created
programs and other programs (including this one) and (ii) the mutual use of the
information that has been exchanged, should contact:

IBM Canada Limited
U59/3600
3600 Steeles Avenue East
Markham, Ontario L3R 9Z7
CANADA

Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions,
including, in some cases, payment of a fee.

The licensed program described in this document and all licensed material
available for it are provided by IBM under terms of the IBM Customer Agreement,
IBM International Program License Agreement, or any equivalent agreement
between us.

Any performance data contained herein was determined in a controlled
environment. Therefore, the results obtained in other operating environments may
vary significantly. Some measurements may have been made on development-level
systems, and there is no guarantee that these measurements will be the same on
generally available systems. Furthermore, some measurements may have been
estimated through extrapolation. Actual results may vary. Users of this document
should verify the applicable data for their specific environment.

Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the suppliers of
those products, their published announcements, or other publicly available sources.
IBM has not tested those products and cannot confirm the accuracy of
performance, compatibility, or any other claims related to non-IBM products.
Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products should be addressed to the
suppliers of those products.

All statements regarding IBM's future direction or intent are subject to change or
withdrawal without notice, and represent goals and objectives only.

This information may contain examples of data and reports used in daily business
operations. To illustrate them as completely as possible, the examples include the
names of individuals, companies, brands, and products. All of these names are
fictitious, and any similarity to the names and addresses used by an actual
business enterprise is entirely coincidental.

COPYRIGHT LICENSE:
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This information contains sample application programs in source language, which
illustrate programming techniques on various operating platforms. You may copy,
modify, and distribute these sample programs in any form without payment to
IBM, for the purposes of developing, using, marketing or distributing application
programs conforming to the application programming interface for the operating
platform for which the sample programs are written. These examples have not
been thoroughly tested under all conditions. IBM, therefore, cannot guarantee or
imply reliability, serviceability, or function of these programs. The sample
programs are provided "AS IS", without warranty of any kind. IBM shall not be
liable for any damages arising out of your use of the sample programs.

Each copy or any portion of these sample programs or any derivative work must
include a copyright notice as follows:

© (your company name) (year). Portions of this code are derived from IBM Corp.
Sample Programs. © Copyright IBM Corp. _enter the year or years_. All rights
reserved.

Trademarks

IBM, the IBM logo, and ibm.com are trademarks or registered trademarks of
International Business Machines Corporation in the United States, other countries,
or both. If these and other IBM trademarked terms are marked on their first
occurrence in this information with a trademark symbol (® or ™), these symbols
indicate U.S. registered or common law trademarks owned by IBM at the time this
information was published. Such trademarks may also be registered or common
law trademarks in other countries. A current list of IBM trademarks is available on
the Web at “Copyright and trademark information” at www.ibm.com/legal/
copytrade.shtml.

The following terms are trademarks or registered trademarks of other companies
and have been used in at least one of the documents in the InfoSphere BigInsights
documentation library:

Microsoft, Windows, Windows NT, and the Windows logo are trademarks of
Microsoft Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both.

Intel, Intel logo, Intel Inside, Intel Inside logo, Intel Centrino, Intel Centrino logo,
Celeron, Intel Xeon, Intel SpeedStep, Itanium, and Pentium are trademarks or
registered trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the United States
and other countries.

Java and all Java-based trademarks and logos are trademarks of Sun Microsystems,
Inc. in the United States, other countries, or both.

UNIX is a registered trademark of The Open Group in the United States and other
countries.

Linux is a registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the United States, other
countries, or both.

Adobe, the Adobe logo, PostScript, and the PostScript logo are either registered
trademarks or trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the United States,
and/or other countries.
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Other company, product, or service names may be trademarks or service marks of
others.

Trademarks

IBM, the IBM logo, and ibm.com® are trademarks or registered trademarks of
International Business Machines Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide.
Other product and service names might be trademarks of IBM or other companies.
A current list of IBM trademarks is available on the Web at “Copyright and
trademark information” at www.ibm.com/legal/copytrade.shtml.

The following terms are trademarks or registered trademarks of other companies
v Linux is a registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the United States, other

countries, or both.
v Java and all Java-based trademarks and logos are trademarks of Sun

Microsystems, Inc. in the United States, other countries, or both.
v UNIX is a registered trademark of The Open Group in the United States and

other countries.
v Intel, Intel logo, Intel Inside, Intel Inside logo, Intel Centrino, Intel Centrino logo,

Celeron, Intel Xeon, Intel SpeedStep, Itanium, and Pentium are trademarks or
registered trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the United States
and other countries.

v Microsoft, Windows, Windows NT, and the Windows logo are trademarks of
Microsoft Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both.

v Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States, other
countries, or both.

Other company, product, or service names may be trademarks or service marks of
others.
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Chapter 11. Contacting IBM

Draft comment
This needs updating: metadata othermeta
content="DBV82.db2tv.20031022203134" name="vrmlastchanged" metadata

To contact IBM in your country or region, check the IBM Directory of Worldwide
Contacts at http://www.ibm.com/planetwide.

To learn more about InfoSphere products, go to InfoSphere Software.
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Chapter 12. Release notes

TBD

Draft comment
TBD
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Chapter 13. InfoSphere BigInsights

IBM InfoSphere BigInsights Version 1.1 is a portfolio of software and services for
the analysis and visualization of Internet-scale data volumes. BigInsights is
powered by Apache Hadoop, an open source distributed computing platform.

InfoSphere BigInsights is designed to help IT professionals quickly get started with
big data analytics using Hadoop. It facilitates the installation, integration, and
monitoring of this open source technology. BigInsights helps organizations quickly
build and deploy custom analytics and workloads to capture insight from big data
that can then be integrated into existing database, data warehouse, and business
intelligence infrastructures.

InfoSphere BigInsights offers great value to organizations that are dealing with
Internet-scale volumes (petabytes) of data that exists in many different formats,
and that might be spread across many different locations; customers who are
interested in greater flexibility for understanding patterns and doing efficient
“what if” analyses against many different types and sources of data; and
organizations that are interested in leveraging open source innovation for handling
Internet-scale information.

IBM InfoSphere BigInsights Enterprise Edition Version 1.1 contains the following
components:
v The IBM Distribution of Apache Hadoop, which contains Apache Hadoop, a

64-bit Linux version of the IBM SDK for Java 6, and Java
v IBM InfoSphere BigInsights Jaql, a query language designed for JavaScript

Object Notation (JSON), is primarily used to analyze large-scale semistructured
data

v Apache Avro, a data serialization system
v Flume, a distributed, reliable, and highly available service for efficiently moving

large amounts of data around a cluster
v Apache HBase, a non-relational distributed database written in Java
v Hadoop Hive, a data warehouse infrastructure that facilitates both data

extraction, transformation, and loading (ETL), and the analysis of large data sets
that are stored in the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS).

v Apache Lucene, a high-performance, full-featured text search engine library
written entirely in Java

v Oozie, a workflow coordination manager
v Orchestrator, an advanced MapReduce job control system that uses a JSON

format to describe job graphs and the relationships between them
v Apache Pig, a platform for analyzing large data sets, consists of a high-level

language for expressing data analysis programs and an infrastructure for
evaluating those programs

v BigInsights scheduler, which ensures that all jobs get an appropriate share of
resources over time

v Apache ZooKeeper, a centralized service for maintaining configuration
information, providing distributed synchronization, and providing group
services

BigInsights Enterprise Edition Version 1.1 offers the following benefits:
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v Simplified cluster installation. A BigInsights installation can be a single-node
installation or a cluster ranging in size from a few nodes to thousands of nodes.

v The BigInsights console, an administration user interface (UI)
v A secure cluster architecture with support for LDAP or flat file authentication

and access control, and the ability to configure the BigInsights console as a
gateway into the cluster

v Increased line of business (LOB) value through analytic applications as well as
enterprise integration capabilities through a single offering

v Statistical analysis through Jaql integration with the R programming language
v Text analytics
v The ability to move data easily between DB2® and the HDFS
v The extension of DB2 Warehouse to leverage Hadoop (running Hadoop jobs

from DB2 through SQL user-defined functions)

Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)
The HDFS is a distributed file system that is designed to be highly fault tolerant
and to run on low-cost hardware. The HDFS provides high throughput access to
data and is suitable for applications that have large data sets.

The HDFS has a master/slave architecture. An HDFS cluster has a single
NameNode, a master server that manages the file system name space and regulates
access to files by clients. The cluster also has a number of DataNodes, usually one
per node in the cluster. DataNodes manage the storage that is attached to the
nodes on which they run. The HDFS exposes a file system name space and allows
user data to be stored in files. Internally, a file is split into one or more blocks and
these blocks are stored in a set of DataNodes. The NameNode executes file system
name space operations, such as opening, closing, and renaming files and
directories. It also determines the mapping of blocks to DataNodes. The
DataNodes are responsible for serving read and write requests from the file
system's clients. The DataNodes also perform block creation, deletion, and
replication in response to direction from the NameNode.

The NameNode and DataNode are software that is designed to run on machines
running a GNU or Linux operating system. Because the HDFS is built using the
Java language, any machine that supports Java can run the NameNode or the
DataNode software. A typical deployment has a dedicated machine that runs only
the NameNode software. Each of the other machines in the cluster runs one
instance of the DataNode software. The NameNode is the repository for all HDFS
metadata, and user data never flows through the NameNode.

For detailed information about the HDFS, see the HDFS Architecture Guide. For
information about the interaction of users and administrators with HDFS clusters,
see the HDFS User Guide.

MapReduce
MapReduce applications can process vast amounts (multiple terabytes) of data in
parallel on large clusters in a reliable, fault-tolerant manner.

MapReduce is a computational paradigm in which an application is divided into
self-contained units of work. Each of these units of work can be executed on any
node in the cluster.
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A MapReduce job splits the input data set into independent “chunks” that are
processed by map tasks in parallel. The framework sorts the map outputs, which
are then input to reduce tasks. Job inputs and outputs are stored in the file system.
The MapReduce framework and the HDFS are typically on the same set of nodes,
which enables the framework to schedule tasks on nodes that contain data.

The MapReduce framework consists of a single master JobTracker and one slave
TaskTracker per node. The master is responsible for scheduling job component
tasks on the slaves, monitoring tasks, and re-executing failed tasks. The slaves
execute tasks as directed by the master. Minimally, applications specify input and
output locations and supply map and reduce functions through implementation of
appropriate interfaces or abstract classes. Although the Hadoop framework is
implemented in Java, MapReduce applications do not have to be written in Java.

For detailed information about MapReduce, including examples, see the
MapReduce Tutorial.

BigInsights scheduler
The BigInsights scheduler provides a flexible workflow allocation scheme for
MapReduce jobs.

This scheduler is an extension to the Hadoop fair scheduler, which guarantees that,
over time, all jobs get an equitable share of cluster resources. The BigInsights
scheduler allocates maximum resources to small jobs, thereby guaranteeing that
these jobs are completed quickly (average response time metrics).

To enable the BigInsights scheduler, add the following property to the
mapred-site.xml file:
<property>

<name>jobtracker.taskScheduler</name>
<value>com.ibm.biginsights.scheduler.WorkflowScheduler</value>

</property>

The BigInsights scheduler also supports maximum stretch metrics, in which jobs are
allocated resources in proportion to the amount of work that they require. To
enable the BigInsights scheduler with maximum stretch metrics, add the following
property to the mapred-site.xml file:
<property>

<name>mapred.workflowscheduler.algorithm</name>
<value>1</value>

</property>

The default for this property is 0, which specifies average response time metrics for
the scheduler.
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Chapter 14. Integration points

This section provides information about the interaction of BigInsights components
with other products.

DB2 integration
The DB2 integration with InfoSphere BigInsights framework has two main
components: the IBM InfoSphere BigInsights Jaql server and DB2 user-defined
functions (UDFs).

The Jaql server is a middleware component that can accept Jaql query processing
requests from multiple DB2 clients. The Jaql server can accept Jaql queries from the
following DB2 UDFs:
v HDFS_READ
v JAQL_SUBMIT
v REMOVE_MODULEUDF
v UPLOAD_MODULEUDF

Enabling DB2-Jaql integration
DB2-Jaql integration pertains to a set of Java-based DB2 user-defined functions that
enable you to communicate with BigInsights Jaql through an SQL statement.

After you install IBM InfoSphere BigInsights, a directory named jaql-db2 under
$BIGINSIGHTS_HOME contains three subdirectories: lib, scripts, and test. You can
copy these subdirectories to your DB2 server, because these products can be on
different servers.

To enable DB2-Jaql integration, perform the following steps from the server on
which the DB2 product was installed.
1. Run the install.sh script, which is located in jaql-db2/scripts. Ensure that

the $LIB_HOME variable is correctly set in this script before you run it. Change
the database name before you run this shell script to match the name of the
database to which you want to connect.

2. Run the following scripts (located in jaql-db2/scripts) to register two required
user-defined functions.
$db2 -tvf createjaqlSubmitFunc.txt;
$db2 -tvf createModuleFunc.txt

3. Run the following test case (located in jaql-db2/test. Ensure that the
$BIGINSIGHTS_HOME variable in simpleTest.txt has been set according to your
scenario.
$db2 -tvf simpleTest.txt;

Note: If the DB2 server and the Jaql server are installed on different machines,
you must replace localhost with the IP address of the Jaql server in
simpleTest.clp, and ensure that $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/jaq2/test/books.json
exists on the Jaql server.

There are more SQL examples in the $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/jaql-db2/examples
directory.
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If you do not plan to use this function and want to remove it, run $db2 -tvf
dropFunctions.txt.
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Chapter 15. Installing IBM InfoSphere BigInsights

Hardware and software prerequisites
This section describes the hardware and software prerequisites to installing and
running IBM InfoSphere BigInsights.

The following list is the recommended hardware and software requirements to
install and run BigInsights per computer in a cluster that is dedicated to running
Hadoop. Additional disk space might be required to store data for processing by
Hadoop jobs. Do not install on an existing Hadoop cluster or an existing Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS) if you expect the original cluster to remain and the
HDFS data to be kept.
v Operating system:

– Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 5.3, 5.4, or 5.5, Advanced Platform x86-64
– SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) 11.0, x86-64

v RAM - 4 GB
v Disk space - 40 GB

Note:

v Secure shell (SSH) access to the servers must be enabled.
v The Linux Expect package must be installed on the server from which the

installation is started. After extracting the BigInsights tar file, you can find the
Expect RPM under ./artifacts/expect-5.42.1-1.x86_64.rpm.

v Host name resolution must be properly configured, either by /etc/hosts or by
DNS.

v A firewall, if enabled, must be properly configured. Loopback connections must
be allowed for all nodes in the cluster, and specific ports must be opened for
BigInsights components, as shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Default ports for BigInsights components

Component Ports

NameNode 9000 and 50070

Secondary NameNode 50090

JobTracker 9001 and 50030

TaskTracker 50060

DataNodes 50010, 50020, and 50075

Node that runs the installer 8300

Administration console 8080

Jaql server 8200

Hive server 10000

Hive web interface 9999

ZooKeeper client 2181
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BigInsights installation planner
This section contains a worksheet that you can print and use to facilitate the
installation planning process.

Prior to installing BigInsights, ensure that all required ports on the system are
available, and that there are sufficient read/write permissions to all directories that
are specified as parameter values (in the case of a nonroot installation). If you are
reinstalling the product, ensure that no BigInsights processes are still running and
that related directories have been deleted.

Note: Components that are not selected during an installation cannot be installed
during a subsequent reinstallation.

The following table lists the installation parameters and provides you with the
available response options. Default values appear first; the word “configurable”
indicates that you can specify a user-defined value. The lower portion of the table
contains rows that you can annotate with your configuration preferences for
components on the nodes in your cluster.

Table 7. BigInsights installation worksheet

Installation type: Cluster/Single node

Configure SSH: Yes/No

BigInsights administrator group ID: biadmin (configurable)

BigInsights administrator user ID: biadmin (configurable)

BigInsights installation directory: /opt/ibm/biginsights

BigInsights data/log directory: /var/ibm/biginsights

BigInsights console security: Flat file/LDAP/no user authentication

BigInsights console port: 8080

Configure Jaql UDF server: Yes/No

Jaql server port: 8200

Derby port: 1528

BigInsights orchestrator port: 8888

Cache directory: /hadoop/mapred/local

Log directory: /var/ibm/biginsights/hadoop/logs (configurable)

Map/Reduce system directory: /hadoop/mapred/system

Install HDFS: Yes

Shared POSIX file system root directory: Not applicable (configurable)

NameNode port: 9000

NameNode HTTP port: 50070

Name directory: /hadoop/hdfs/name

JobTracker port: 9001

JobTracker HTTP port: 50030

Secondary NameNode HTTP port: 50090

Secondary NameNode data directory: /hadoop/hdfs/namesecondary

DataNode port: 50010

DataNode IPC port: 50020
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Table 7. BigInsights installation worksheet (continued)

DataNode HTTP port: 50075

TaskTracker HTTP port: 50060

Data directory: /hadoop/hdfs/data

Configure Hive: Yes

Hive Web Interface port: 9999

Hive node port: 10000

Configure Pig Yes

ZooKeeper port: 2181

Tick time (in milliseconds): 2,000

Initial time (in ticks): 5

Sync interval (in ticks): 2

Flume ZooKeeper mode: Use a shared ZooKeeper installation

Configure Oozie Yes

Oozie port: 8280

Configure HBase: Yes

HBase ZooKeeper mode: Use a shared ZooKeeper installation

HBase installation mode: Pseudo distributed

HBase root directory: /hbase

HBase master port: 60000

HBase master UI port: 60010

HBase region server port: 60020

HBase region server UI port: 60030

BigInsights console

Jaql UDF server

Jaql server node

Derby

BigInsights orchestrator

NameNode

JobTracker

Secondary NameNode

DataNode and TaskTracker

ZooKeeper

Flume nodes

Flume master nodes

Oozie nodes

HBase master nodes

HBase region nodes
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Installing BigInsights
This section describes how to extract and start the BigInsights installation program.
1. Extract the IBM InfoSphere BigInsights tar file onto a Red Hat Enterprise Linux

(RHEL) 5.3, 5.4, or 5.5 server, or a SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) 11.0
server. The server where you want to start the installation procedure could be
part of your cluster.

2. After you extract the tar file, run the start.sh script from the root directory
where you extracted the tar file. This script starts WebSphere Application
Server Community Edition on port 8300. The script provides you with a URL
to the installation wizard, which is available at:
http://<your-server>:8300/Install/

where your-server is the server on which you extracted the tar file. Note that
multiple URLs might be provided if the machine has multiple IP addresses;
pick one that is accessible from your browser. If the start.sh script is unable to
proceed, it displays information about any problems that occurred.

Although the installation can be initiated by a normal user, the installation wizard
prompts you for a root password to create a BigInsights user on all cluster nodes
and to configure passwordless SSH. If a root password is not available, you can
still run the installation program by completing the following steps.
1. Manually create the BigInsights user on all cluster nodes.
2. Manually configure passwordless SSH from the node that runs the installation

program to all other nodes, including itself.
3. Run the start.sh script as the BigInsights administrator user.
4. After the installation wizard has completed, click the Finish button on the last

page. This stops WebSphere Application Server Community Edition (WAS CE).
(Alternatively, you can run start.sh shutdown to stop WAS CE after the
installation wizard is done.) It is now safe to remove the extracted installation
files.

Silent installation
This section describes how to perform the BigInsights silent installation procedure.

To silently install IBM InfoSphere BigInsights Enterprise Edition, complete the
following steps:
1. Extract the IBM InfoSphere BigInsights tar file onto a Red Hat Enterprise Linux

(RHEL) 5.3, 5.4, or 5.5 server, or a SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) 11.0
server. Choose an arbitrary installer path, such as $BigInsightsInstaller, for
example.

2. Choose and edit an appropriate response file containing the BigInsights
installation configuration that you want. You can find several sample response
files, which are named sample-install-*.xml, under the silent-install
directory; for example, $BigInsightsInstaller/silent-install/sample-
install-*.xml. Choose one of these files to use as a template. The files have a
standard format that must be preserved during editing.
v Use sample-install-noSecurity.xml for installing the BigInsights console

with no user authentication.
v Use sample-install-enterprise-ldap.xml for installing the BigInsights

console with Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) authentication.
This file uses a security realm plan file (ldap-SecurityRealmPlan.xml,
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specified as a <securityrealm/> tag value) for access authentication. You can
find and configure a sample ldap-SecurityRealmPlan.xml file under the
silent-install directory.

v Use sample-install-enterprise-defaultFlat.xml for installing the
BigInsights console with default security configuration and flat file
authentication. This file uses a security realm plan file (flat-
SecurityRealmPlan.xml, specified as a <securityrealm/> tag value) for access
authentication. You can find and configure a sample flat-
SecurityRealmPlan.xml file under the silent-install directory.

v Use sample-install-enterprise-customizedFlat.xml for installing the
BigInsights console with customized security configuration and flat file
authentication. This file uses a security realm plan file (flat-
SecurityRealmPlan.xml, specified as a <securityrealm/> tag value) for access
authentication. You can find and configure a sample flat-
SecurityRealmPlan.xml file under the silent-install directory.

3. Run the silent-install.sh script, which you can find in the silent-install
subdirectory. For example:
./silent-install.sh $BigInsightsInstaller/silent-install/sample-install-noSecurity.xml

The silent installation process returns a log file named silent-install.log in the
$BigInsightsInstaller/silent-install directory.

BigInsights component directories
This section describes some of the component directories and files that are created
during BigInsights installation.

IHC directories

IBM Hadoop Cluster (IHC) is a mandatory BigInsights component. After
installation, you will find the following directories under $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/:
v jdk contains IBM JDK. The JDK is deployed on all cluster nodes.
v IHC contains the IHC, which is deployed on all cluster nodes.
v hadoop-conf contains the Hadoop configuration that is used by the IHC. The

hadoop-conf directory is deployed on all cluster nodes, and is intentionally kept
separate from the IHC so that the Hadoop binaries and configuration can be
updated separately.

BigInsights orchestrator directories

During BigInsights installation, you can configure the orchestrator node that starts
immediately after installation, and specify its server port. After BigInsights
installation, the orchestrator is installed and configured on every node in the
BigInsights cluster.

After installation, you should find the following directories and files under
$BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/hdm/component/Orchestrator:
v biginsights-orchestrator.properties: This file stores information about all of

the orchestrator nodes in the cluster.
v binary directory: This directory contains a tarball named metatracker.tar.gz

and a script named install_orchestrator.sh, which are used during
orchestrator installation. Do not change the contents of this directory.
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v conf directory: This directory contains a file named metatracker.properties,
which has the following details: the server port, the working directory, the
permanent directory, the Derby root directory, and the log directory.

Flume directories

After installation, you will find the following directories and files under
$BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/hdm/components/flume:
v binary directory: This directory contains two shell scripts named

config_flume.sh and install_flume.sh. There is also a tarball for Flume named
flum-0.0.1.tar.gz. These files are used during Flume installation. Do not
change any file in this directory.

v conf directory: This directory contains four files named flume, flume-conf.xml,
flume-env.sh, log4j.properties, and verify.text. You can change
flume-conf.xml or flume-env.sh if necessary, then use the syncconf command to
deploy the changed files on all of the nodes on which Flume was installed.

BigInsights components installation summary
This section contains an overview of the required and optional BigInsights
components that are configured during the installation process.

Some components are optional. In some cases, a component is installed on all
nodes, but is configured on only one node. The “Type” column indicates whether a
particular component is an IBM component, an Apache Hadoop component, or an
open source component.

Table 8. Installation summary for the BigInsights components

Node or Component Required or Optional Configured Location Instances Type Notes

BigInsights console Required Install node Only one instance IBM

BigInsights orchestrator Required Any node Only one instance IBM

BigInsights scheduler Required All nodes Library IBM

Jaql server Optional Any node Only one instance IBM

NameNode Required Any node Only one instance Hadoop It is recommended that the NameNode be the only component on its node.

JobTracker Required Any node Only one instance Hadoop It is recommended that the JobTracker be the only component on its node.

Secondary NameNode Required Any node Only one instance Hadoop

DataNode and TaskTracker Required Any node At least one instance Hadoop

Derby Required Any node Only one instance Open source

Flume Required Any node At least one instance Open source

Flume Master Required Any Flume node At least one instance Open source

HBase master server Optional Any node Only one instance Open source

HBase region server Optional Any node At least one instance Open source

Hive Optional All nodes One instance per node Open source

Oozie Optional Any node Only one instance Open source

ZooKeeper Required Any node At least one instance Open source

Avro Required All nodes Library Open source

Lucene Required All nodes Library Open source

Pig Optional All nodes Library Open source

Jaql Required All nodes Library IBM
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Table 8. Installation summary for the BigInsights components (continued)

Node or Component Required or Optional Configured Location Instances Type Notes

BigInsights text analytics Required All nodes Jaql module IBM

R Required All nodes Jaql module IBM

Avro Jaql module Required All nodes Jaql module IBM

HBase Jaql module Required All nodes Jaql module IBM

Lucene Jaql module Required All nodes Jaql module IBM

Uninstalling BigInsights
This section describes how to uninstall IBM InfoSphere BigInsights.

Uninstall as the BigInsights user
1. Log on to the management node as the BigInsights user (the management node

is the machine from which you ran the start.sh script).
2. Run the following command:

$BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/uninstall.sh

This command kills all BigInsights processes on all cluster nodes. It also deletes
all files under $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME, $BIGINSIGHTS_VAR, and all other Hadoop
data directories.

Uninstall as BIGINSIGHTS_USER
1. Log on to the management node as BIGINSIGHTS_USER (default value is

“biadmin”).
2. Run the following command:

$BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/uninstall.sh

This command kills all BigInsights processes on all cluster nodes. It also deletes
all files under $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME, $BIGINSIGHTS_VAR, and all other Hadoop
data directories.

Uninstall manually
1. Stop BigInsights processes. Run the following command as the BigInsights

administrator user from the management node.
$BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/stop-all.sh

If this command does not work, perform one of the following equivalent steps:
a. Stop component processes. Run the following command:

$BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/stop component-name

b. Manually kill all BigInsights-related processes on each cluster node. Find
the processes by running ps aux | grep hadoop, then kill them.

2. Delete remaining files. You have the option to delete some files that are left
behind on each of the cluster nodes.
rm -rf $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME $BIGINSIGHTS_VAR

v $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME (by default /opt/ibm/biginsights) contains BigInsights
binary files.

v $BIGINSIGHTS_VAR (by default /var/ibm/biginsights) contains BigInsights
work data. For example, /var/ibm/biginsights/hadoop/logs (the default
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directory for Hadoop logs), is the local file system path on which each node
stores the Hadoop log files. You might have specified another directory
during installation.

v /hadoop/hdfs/name, the default name directory of the Hadoop Distributed
File System (HDFS), is maintained by the NameNode. You might have
specified another directory during installation. You might want to keep this
directory, because it contains HDFS data.

v /hadoop/hdfs/namesecondary, the default file system checkpoint directory of
the HDFS, is maintained by the Secondary NameNode. You might have
specified another directory during installation. You might want to keep this
directory, because it contains HDFS checkpoint data.

v /hadoop/hdfs/data, the default data directory of the HDFS, is maintained by
the DataNodes. You might have specified another directory during
installation. You might want to keep this directory, because it contains HDFS
data.

v /hadoop/mapred/local, the default directory for MapReduce cache data. The
cache directory is the local file system path on which each node writes
temporary MapReduce data. You might have specified another directory
during installation.

v /hadoop/mapred/system, the default directory for MapReduce system data.
The MapReduce system directory is the HDFS path on which the
MapReduce framework stores system files. You might have specified another
directory during installation.

v /tmp/biginsights is the default directory for temporary BigInsights data.
3. Remove the BigInsights user. If a BigInsights administrator user or group was

created during installation, a BigInsights user is the user on whose behalf all
Hadoop processes run. The BigInsights cluster becomes disabled if the
BigInsights user is removed. To remove this user, manually log on to every
node in the cluster (including the one from which you ran the installation) and
run the following command as BIGINSIGHTS_USER:
userdel BIGINSIGHTS_USER

The -r option also deletes the BIGINSIGHTS_USER home directory.
userdel -r BIGINSIGHTS_USER
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Chapter 16. Using the BigInsights console

The IBM InfoSphere BigInsights console is a notebook that you can use to maintain
the servers in your cluster, to manage jobs, and to browse the Hadoop Distributed
File System (HDFS).

Managing servers
Use the Administration page of the IBM InfoSphere BigInsights console to maintain
the servers in your cluster.

Note: Safe mode is a read-only mode for the Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS) that does not allow any modifications to the file system or blocks. After
safe mode is enabled, any running jobs will fail, and you cannot start any new jobs
until safe mode is disabled. Safe mode is off by default; click Off or On to enable
or disable safe mode.

The Administration page contains three panels:
v The Dashboard Summary panel displays a health status summary for the cluster.
v The Start Stop Summary panel displays the total number of nodes in the cluster

and the percentage of those nodes that are running.
v The Server Administration panel displays a list of defined servers (or

components), their roles, and status. You can also add, remove, start, or stop
servers, or rebalance the cluster from this panel.

Customizing the view

Use the Select View drop-down list to filter the server information that is to be
displayed. Available options are: Components (the default), Cluster Nodes, Errors
(servers returning errors), and Warnings (servers returning warnings).

Use the Auto Refresh drop-down list to specify an automatic refresh interval or to
disable automatic refreshing of the view. Available options are: 30 seconds, 1
minute, 5 minutes, and Off (the default). Click the Refresh icon ( ) to refresh the
view immediately.

Starting, stopping, or removing servers

Click the Start All Nodes button to start all of the servers in the view; click the
Stop All Nodes button to stop all of the servers in the view. To start, stop, or
remove a specific server from the view, select that server and click the button that
corresponds to the action that you want to take. To view status details for a
specific server, select that server and click the Status Details button. The
Component Status Details window opens.

Adding a server

Click the Add Node button to open the Add Node window. Use the Add Node
window to define a new server.
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Assign an appropriate component to the new server by selecting a component
from the Component drop-down list. If available, assign an appropriate role to the
new server by selecting a role from the Role drop-down list. You can identify the
server by specifying the server name or IP address.

Rebalancing the cluster

Rebalancing your cluster is recommended after servers have been removed or
added. Rebalancing ensures a more equitable distribution of files among the nodes
in your cluster.

Click the Rebalance Cluster button to request rebalancing. Click OK to confirm, or
Cancel to abandon the request.

Managing the HDFS
Use the HDFS page of the IBM InfoSphere BigInsights console to browse the
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS); to upload or view files; to create
directories; and to monitor the storage capacity of the HDFS.

Click the Refresh icon ( ) to refresh the view.

A summary of storage capacity data for the HDFS is displayed by default. To hide
this summary, click HDFS Summary.

To view the contents of a specific file, click the file name in the navigator. Use the
Viewing Size drop-down list to specify a display limit (in KB). Available options
are: 10KB (the default), 25KB, 50KB, and 100KB.

To create a subdirectory, select an appropriate parent directory in the navigator and
click the Create Directory button to specify the name of the new subdirectory.

To upload a file to a specific directory, select the directory in the navigator and
click the Upload button to specify the name of the file.

Draft comment
The recent version of the console that I was using had no file system browser
to let me specify which file to upload.

Managing jobs
Use the Jobs page of the IBM InfoSphere BigInsights console to view jobs, tasks,
and logs; to run jobs; or to cancel running jobs. Use the Job Status panel to view
the status of job flows (sets of jobs that run in sequence). You can pause and
resume specific job flows.
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Customizing the view

Use the Auto Refresh drop-down list to specify an automatic refresh interval or to
disable automatic refreshing of the view. Available options are: 5 seconds, 15
seconds, 30 seconds, 1 minute, 5 minutes, and Off (the default). Click the Refresh
icon ( ) to refresh the view immediately.

A summary of DataNode statistics is displayed by default. To hide this summary,
click Cluster Summary.

Use the Items per Page drop-down list to specify a display limit (in number of
jobs). Available options are: 50 (the default) and 100.

Creating a JAR job

Click the Create Jar Job button to open the Create Jar Job panel. Use the Create Jar
Job panel to define a new JAR file. Specify the full path of the JAR file in the
HDFS and, optionally, enter the name of the main class that is to be run in the JAR
file. Enter any required arguments that are to be passed to the application; for
example, the input and output directories. Click Submit to create the JAR file, or
Cancel to abandon the job.

Creating a sample job

Click the Create Sample Job button to open the Create Sample Word Count Job
panel. Use the Create Sample Word Count Job panel to define a new sample word
count job. Specify an input directory (a folder in the HDFS with input files in it)
and an output directory. The output directory is created during job execution, and
is used to store job results and logs. You can use the Browse button to select the
parent directory, and then append a unique output directory name. Click Submit
to create the sample job, or Cancel to abandon the job.

Displaying job information

Click on a job in the jobs list to display information about that job in the Job
Summary panel. The information is organized by task, counters, or configuration
file. Drill down the task information to view task maps and information about
execution attempts.
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Chapter 17. BigInsights security

The following sections describe the BigInsights security architecture, BigInsights
console authentication, roles and authorization levels, reverse proxy, and how to
set up HTTPS support for the BigInsights console.

BigInsights security architecture
It is recommended that all of the machines in your BigInsights production cluster
be connected over a private network.

Because cluster machines have unrestricted communication with one another, the
BigInsights console should be configured to serve as a gateway into the BigInsights
cluster. The console port (8080 by default) on the machine that hosts the console
should be the only open HTTP port. All other HTTP content should be served out
of the reverse proxy functionality that is hosted on the BigInsights console.

A secured console with LDAP authentication is the recommended installation
mode for production clusters. The installation wizard helps you to set up the
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) credentials store, which can reside
outside of the private network. All communication between the console and the
LDAP server occurs using the LDAP protocol (default) or the LDAPS (LDAP over
SSL) protocol. The wizard also helps you to define mappings between your LDAP
users and groups and the four BigInsights roles (System Administrator, Data
Administrator, Application Administrator, and User). After the product has been
installed, you can add or remove users from the LDAP groups to grant or revoke
access to various console functions.

BigInsights console security
During BigInsights installation, you have the option of choosing flat file,
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP), or no authentication (the default)
for the BigInsights console.

Authentication

If you choose flat file authentication, you can select a default configuration or specify
custom settings:
v Default flat file authentication: The installation program generates files

($BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/console/conf/security/biginsights_user.properties and
$BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/console/conf/security/biginsights_group.properties) that
store the user name, password, and group membership information for console
users. A user named “biadmin” with password “passw0rd” is created by default.
User biadmin is associated with all BigInsights roles and can access all console
functionality. Passwords are stored in plain text.
After BigInsights has been installed, you can edit the properties files to add,
edit, or remove users or groups at any time.

v Custom flat file authentication: The installation program prompts you for the
absolute paths to the users and groups properties files. The users properties file
must contain entries of the form user=password. The groups properties file must
contain entries of the form group=user1,user2,..... Password encryption with
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message-digest algorithm 5 (MD5) or secure hash algorithm 1 (SHA-1), with hex
or base64 encodings, is supported. The digest encoding is valid only if the digest
algorithm has been specified. If the digest algorithm is specified and the digest
encoding is not specified, the default hex encoding is assumed. If a digest
algorithm is not specified, it is assumed that passwords are stored in plain text.

If you choose LDAP authentication, you can configure the BigInsights installation
program to communicate with an LDAP credentials store for authentication. Both
LDAP and LDAPS (LDAP over HTTPS) for communication between the
BigInsights console and the LDAP server are supported. During installation, you
must configure the LDAP store and the subtree structure under which users and
groups are to be searched.

Users attempting to access a secured BigInsights console are prompted for login. If
their credentials are validated, users gain access to console functionality based on
role membership.

Authorization

There are four BigInsights roles:

BigInsights System Administrator
Members of this role perform all system administration tasks, including
monitoring cluster health, adding or removing nodes, and starting or
stopping nodes.

BigInsights Data Administrator
Members of this role perform all data management tasks, including file
structure management and data viewing.

BigInsights Application Administrator
Members of this role perform all job management tasks, including job
creation and job scheduling. They can also monitor cluster health to
maximize the efficiency of these tasks.

BigInsights User
This is a non-administrative role. Members of this role can execute jobs,
view results, view data, and monitor cluster health.

When a user who is authorized to submit jobs is logged into a secured BigInsights
console, jobs are submitted under the user ID and primary group ID of that user. If
the user is authorized to browse the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), all
existing files and directories are listed. However, file-level access control lists
(ACLs) determine whether or not the user can read or write file contents. HDFS
ACLs can be changed by using the hadoop fs -chmod ... command.

Reverse proxy
In a production environment, the cluster is typically behind a firewall, and the web
servers cannot be accessed from outside of the firewall. The reverse proxy is
located on the BigInsights console, outside of the firewall, and therefore gives a
single access point to web servers that are behind the firewall.

A reverse proxy is a type of proxy server that retrieves resources on behalf of a
client from one or more servers, and then returns the resources to the client as
though they had originated from the reverse proxy itself. BigInsights exposes
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several HTTP services, such as the JobTracker HTTP port (default port 50030 on
the NameNode) and the TaskTracker HTTP port (default 50060 on each DataNode),
among others.

However, in a secure cluster production environment, it is recommended that you
close all cluster node ports to the public network and open only the BigInsights
console port (default 8080). All other HTTP services can then be accessed through
this open port using the console's reverse proxy functionality.

The BigInsights console provides a link to “Cluster Servers”. Follow this link to
open the Reverse Proxy home page, which lists the URLs and proxy links for all
HTTP services that were started by BigInsights and that can be reverse proxied.

The following table shows the BigInsights components that support reverse proxy.

Table 9. BigInsights components that support reverse proxy

Component Default port

NameNode 50070

Secondary NameNode 50090

DataNode 50075

JobTracker 50030

TaskTracker 50060

Hive Web Interface 1 9999

Flume master nodes 1 35871

Flume nodes 1

HBase master 1 60010

HBase region server 60030
1 Only BigInsights administrator roles can access the corresponding functionality.

Setting up HTTPS support for the BigInsights console
The BigInsights installation program does not provide the option to set up HTTPS
for the BigInsights console. This topic describes the manual setup procedure.

Procedure
1. Generate the certificate.

a. Login to the server machine that hosts the BigInsights console.
b. Generate a new SSL certificate by following the instructions on the

WebSphere Application Server Community Edition (WAS CE) Version 2.1
page about managing SSL certificates. For a test environment, you can
create a self-signed certificate for SSL by using the Java keytool utility. For a
production environment, you need to create a certificate that is signed by a
certificate authority.

c. Place the certificate in the $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/console/wasce/var/security/
keystores directory.

2. Update the console's deployment plan to use SSL.
a. Edit the $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/console/wasce/repository/BigInsights/

ManagementConsole/1.0/ManagementConsole-1.0.car/WEB-INF/web.xml file.
Add instructions (shown in bold typeface below) that force the BigInsights
console pages to be displayed using only HTTPS.
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<security-constraint>
<display-name>BigInsights</display-name>
<web-resource-collection>
<web-resource-name>BigInsights</web-resource-name>
...
</web-resource-collection>
<auth-constraint>
...
</auth-constraint>
<user-data-constraint id="BigInsightsSSL">
<transport-guarantee>CONFIDENTIAL</transport-guarantee>
</user-data-constraint>
</security-constraint>

3. Set up the SSL keystore attributes in WAS-CE.
a. Follow the instructions for overriding the SSL keystore attributes.

Remember to stop the WAS-CE server, make the required changes to
$BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/console/wasce/var/config/config.xml, and then restart
the WAS-CE server. The keystoreFile and keystorePass attributes for the
“TomcatWebSSLConnector” <gbean> element should be set to the full path
of the certificate and password that you deployed in Step 1. The
sslProtocol attribute should be set to SSL.

What to do next

You can access the BigInsights console using the following IP address:
https://ConsoleNode:<HttpsPort>/BigInsights, where the default HTTPS port is
8443. (You can configure a different port using the BigInsights installation
program.)

If you specify the HTTP address, you will be automatically redirected to the
HTTPS address. In the case of a secured console, credentials that were set up
during installation will continue to be valid.
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Chapter 18. Administering BigInsights components

The following sections describe various administrative tasks, such as adding,
removing, or synchronizing BigInsights component configurations in your cluster;
starting, stopping, or checking the status of services that are associated with your
BigInsights components; and verifying the health of your components.

Administering Avro
Avro is a data serialization system and a remote procedure call (RPC) framework.
Avro defines data schemas (in JSON) that are stored beside the data, not combined
with it.

For detailed information about using Avro, see the Avro documentation.

Administering the BigInsights orchestrator
The BigInsights orchestrator is an advanced MapReduce job control system. It uses
a JSON format to describe job graphs and the relationships between them.

Checking the health of the orchestrator component

You can run the following check command to verify the health of your orchestrator
component:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/healthcheck.sh orchestrator

Synchronizing the orchestrator configuration files

You can synchronize an updated orchestrator configuration file in
$BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/hdm/components/orchestrator/conf/ on the management node
with its counterparts on all of the nodes on which the orchestrator was installed.
This file (metatracker.properties) can be synchronized by running the following
command:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/syncconf.sh orchestrator

Adding nodes

You can run the following command from the management node to add the
orchestrator configuration to one or more nodes in your cluster:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/addnode.sh orchestrator

<node1> <node2>...

The nodes can be specified as either an IP address or a host name.

Removing nodes

Removing a node does not remove the orchestrator image from that node. It only
removes the node from the available orchestrator node list.
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/removenode.sh orchestrator

<node1> <node2>...
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Starting or stopping the orchestrator

Use the following command to start the orchestrator:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/start.sh orchestrator

Use the following command to stop the orchestrator:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/stop.sh orchestrator

Use the following command to check the status of the orchestrator service:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/status.sh orchestrator

Administering Flume
Flume is a distributed, reliable, and highly available service for efficiently moving
large amounts of data around a cluster.

Checking the health of the Flume component

You can run the following check command to verify the health of your Flume
component:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/healthcheck.sh flume

Synchronizing the Flume configuration files

You can synchronize updated Flume configuration files in $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/hdm/
components/flume/conf/ on the management node with their counterparts on all of
the nodes on which Flume was installed. These files, such as log4j.properties
and flume-conf.xml, together with shell scripts such as flume and flume-env.sh,
can be synchronized by running the following command:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/syncconf.sh flume

Adding nodes

You can run the following command from the management node to add the Flume
configuration to several nodes:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/addnode.sh flume

<node1> <node2>... -type <rolename>

You can specify several nodes at one time, but those nodes must be of the same
role type. The nodes can be specified as either an IP address or a host name. The
rolename can be either flume-master or flume-node.

Removing nodes

Removing a node does not remove the Flume image from that node. It only
removes the node from the Flume cluster configuration.
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/removenode.sh flume

<node1> <node2>...

Note: You cannot remove the last Flume master node.

Starting or stopping Flume

Use the following command to start Flume:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/start.sh flume
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Use the following command to stop Flume:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/stop.sh flume

Use the following command to check the status of the Flume service:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/status.sh flume

Flume runtime toolkit

The Flume runtime toolkit enables you to start an agent outside of your
BigInsights cluster to collect data.

After BigInsights installation, you can use the flume-bi-runtime-gen.sh script in
the $flume/bin subdirectory of the BigInsights directory to build a Flume runtime
toolkit, which is a tarball (flume-runtime-kit.tar.gz). The default location of this
tarball is /tmp/flume-runtime-kit. To specify another location, run the following
command:
./flume-bi-runtime-gen.sh target_home

where target_home is the location that you want. Download the toolkit tarball to a
client machine and untar it.

Administering HBase
HBase is a non-relational distributed database written in Java.

For detailed information about using HBase, see the Apache HBase project.

You can install HBase during BigInsights installation. HBase will be deployed to
the specified nodes automatically.

Checking the health of the HBase component

You can run the following check command to verify the health of your HBase
component:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/healthcheck.sh hbase

Synchronizing the HBase configuration files

You can synchronize updated HBase configuration files in $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/hdm/
components/hbase/conf/ on the management node with their counterparts on all of
the nodes on which HBase was installed by running the following command:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/syncconfig.sh hbase

Adding nodes

You can run the following command from the management node to add one or
more nodes to the HBase cluster:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/addnode.sh hbase

<node1> <node2>...

The nodes can be specified as either an IP address or a host name.
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Removing nodes

Removing a node does not remove the HBase image from that node. It only
removes the HBase service.
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/removenode.sh hbase

<node1> <node2>...

Starting or stopping HBase

Use the following command to start HBase:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/start.sh hbase

Use the following command to stop HBase:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/stop.sh hbase

Use the following command to check the status of the HBase service:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/status.sh hbase

Administering Hadoop in BigInsights
The version of Apache Hadoop that is installed with BigInsights is called IBM
Hadoop Cluster (IHC); it is based on Apache Hadoop 0.20.2.

Starting and stopping the BigInsights cluster

Note: All BigInsights commands must be run on behalf of the BigInsights
administrator user that was specified during installation; by default that user is
“biadmin”.

Two scripts that are deployed on the management node under
$BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin can be used to start or stop the BigInsights cluster.
v To start all BigInsights processes over the cluster, run the following script:

$BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/start-all.sh

v To stop all BigInsights processes over the cluster, run the following script:
$BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/stop-all.sh

Note that the cluster starts as part of the installation process; however, if any
machines are subsequently rebooted, or if any BigInsights or Hadoop process was
killed for whatever reason, run the start-all.sh script to restart the cluster.

You can also start IHC by running $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/start.sh hadoop from
the management node, or by running start-dfs.sh from the NameNode and
start-mapred.sh from the JobTracker node.

You can also stop IHC by running $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/stop.sh hadoop from
the management node, or by running stop-dfs.sh from the NameNode and
stop-mapred.sh from the JobTracker node.

Verifying the running status of BigInsights components

To verify the daemon status of all components, run the following script:
$BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/status.sh all

To verify the status of only one component, specify that component instead of all.
For example:
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$BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/status.sh hadoop

Checking the health of BigInsights components

The following command checks the health of all installed BigInsights components
by running sample tasks for each component:
$BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/healthcheck.sh all

This command will start components automatically if they were not already
running. Exit code 0 indicates success; other values indicate an error.

Synchronizing the Hadoop configuration files

You can synchronize updated Hadoop configuration files in $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/
hdm/hadoop-conf-staging/ on the management node with their counterparts on all
of the nodes in the cluster. These files can be synchronized by running the
following command:
$BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/syncconf.sh hadoop

Target configuration files that have been manually edited are not overwritten. In
such cases, delete the target configuration directory manually and try this
command again.

To support the management of node-specific parameters, an optional configuration
file (ibm-hadoop.properties)—in which you can group nodes and define group
variables—is provided. A node can belong to several groups. You can reference
these variables in site XML files later, so that different values are applied to
different nodes. If multiple variable definitions apply to a particular node, the last
definition takes precedence. The following example of a $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/hdm/
hadoop-conf-staging/ibm-hadoop.properties file demonstrates this feature:
# Group definition
group: core4=shihc043,shihc076
group: core8=shihc048

# Variables and overrides
var: numOfCores=2
@core4: numOfCores=4
@core8: numOfCores=8

In the case of string variables, ensure that specified values are enclosed by double
quotation marks. For example:
# Variables and overrides
var: strSample="string value"

This properties file defines two groups to differentiate the number of machine
cores: the core4 group has two nodes and the core8 group has one node. The file
also defines a variable, numOfCores, whose default value is 2. This value is
replaced with 4 for group core4 and replaced with 8 for group core8.

You can then embed JSP-like expressions with these variables in site XML files
(core-site.xml, hdfs-site.xml, and mapred-site.xml). For example, to specify map
slots and reduce slots based on the number of cores, you can edit the
mapred-site.xml file as in the following example:
<configuration>

<property>
<name>mapred.tasktracker.reduce.tasks.maximum</name>
<value><%= numOfCores-1 %></value>
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</property>
<property>

<name>mapred.tasktracker.map.tasks.maximum</name>
<value><%= numOfCores-1 %></value>

</property>
</configuration>

A built-in variable, hostname, whose value is the target node under deployment,
can be used to compose values that contain node names. For example:

<property>
<name>slave.host.name</name>
<value><%= hostname %></value>

</property>

Generating a rack-aware script

You can configure the optional ibm-hadoop.properties file to store rack
information and to generate a rack-aware script that can be used by IHC. The
following example defines two racks, /rack-a with two nodes and /rack-b with
one node:
...
# Rack definition
rack: /rack-a=shihc043,shihc048
rack: /rack-b=shihc076

Run the syncconf.sh script to generate an ibm-rack-aware.sh script file in the
master configuration directory (hadoop-conf-staging), then update the
topology.script.file.name property in core-site.xml if it is not already set.
Finally, synchronize these changes, along with other configuration files, to all of the
nodes in the cluster.

Adding nodes

You can run the following command from the management node to add one or
more slave nodes to your cluster:
$BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/addnode.sh hadoop

<node1> <node2>...

The nodes can be specified as either an IP address or a host name.

Note: A node being added for the first time must be pre-configured with
passwordless SSH. If you prefer that BigInsights configure SSH (as specified
during installation), you can run the following command to specify an optional
root password for the node:
$BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/addnode.sh hadoop <node1>,<password>

For optimal MapReduce performance, rebalance the HDFS after you add nodes to
the cluster.

Removing nodes

You can run the following command from the management node to remove one or
more slave nodes from your cluster:
$BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/removenode.sh hadoop

<node1> <node2>...

Data on the specified nodes is offloaded to other nodes.
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Administering Hive
Hive is a data warehouse infrastructure that is built on top of Hadoop. It provides
tools that facilitate data extraction, transformation, and loading (ETL); a
mechanism for structuring data; and the capability to query and analyze large data
sets that are stored in the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS).

You can install Hive during BigInsights installation. For detailed information about
using Hive, see Hive Getting Started.

Checking the health of the Hive component

You can run the following check command to verify the health of your Hive
component:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/healthcheck.sh hive

Synchronizing the Hive configuration files

You can synchronize updated Hive configuration files in $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/hdm/
components/hive/conf/ on the management node with their counterparts on all of
the nodes on which Hive was installed. These files (hive-log4j.properties and
hive-site.xml) can be synchronized by running the following command:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/synconfig.sh hive

Starting or stopping the Hive web interface service

Use the following command to start the Hive web interface service on all Hive
nodes in your cluster:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/start.sh hive

Use the following command to stop the Hive web interface service on all Hive
nodes in your cluster:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/stop.sh hive

Use the following command to check the status of the Hive web interface service:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/status.sh hive

Administering Jaql
Jaql is automatically installed and deployed on all nodes of your cluster during
BigInsights installation.

Checking the health of the Jaql component

You can run the following check command to verify the health of your Jaql
component:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/healthcheck.sh jaql

Synchronizing the Jaql configuration file

You can synchronize an updated Jaql configuration file in $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/hdm/
components/jaql/conf/ on the management node with its counterparts on all of
the nodes on which Jaql was installed. This file (log4j.properties) can be
synchronized by running the following command:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/synconfig.sh jaql
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Enabling a user who is not the Hadoop cluster administration
superuser to run the Jaql shell

For example, to enable “sampleuser” to run the Jaql shell, perform the following
steps:
1. Use the Hadoop cluster administration superuser to create the

/user/sampleuser directory in the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS).
hadoop dfs -mkdir /user/sampleuser

2. Change ownership of the /user/sampleuser/ directory.
hadoop dfs -chown sampleuser /user/sampleuser

3. Log on as sampleuser.
4. Run the jaql shell:

jaqlshell

Important: Ensure that the user has write access to the current directory.
These instructions apply to any first-time user of the cluster whose home directory
(the current working directory with respect to the HDFS) has not been created yet.

Note: The BigInsights Jaql shell can run in Hadoop real cluster mode and Hadoop
mini cluster mode. After installing Jaql through BigInsights, launching an Hadoop
real cluster runs the BigInsights Hadoop real running cluster.

Administering Lucene
Lucene is a high-performance, full-featured text search engine library written
entirely in Java. You can develop applications that take advantage of Lucene
technology on deployed nodes in your cluster.

For detailed information about Lucene, see Welcome to Apache Lucene.

You can install Lucene during BigInsights installation. Lucene will be deployed to
your nodes automatically, under $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/lucene/.

Administering Oozie
Oozie is a workflow coordination service that manages data processing jobs.

You can install Oozie during BigInsights installation. Oozie will be deployed to the
specified node automatically.

Checking the health of the Oozie component

You can run the following check command to verify the health of your Oozie
component:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/healthcheck.sh oozie

Starting or stopping Oozie

Use the following command to start Oozie:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/start.sh oozie

Use the following command to stop Oozie:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/stop.sh oozie
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Use the following command to check the status of the Oozie service:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/status.sh oozie

Administering Pig
Pig is a platform for analyzing large data sets; it consists of a high-level language
for expressing data analysis programs, and an infrastructure for evaluating those
programs.

For detailed information about using Pig, see Welcome to Apache Pig.

You can install Pig during BigInsights installation, during which Pig is deployed
and configured on all of the nodes in your cluster.

Checking the health of the Pig component

You can run the following check command to verify the health of your Pig
component:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/healthcheck.sh pig

Synchronizing the Pig configuration files

You can synchronize updated Pig configuration files in $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/hdm/
components/piggateway/conf/ on the management node with their counterparts on
all of the nodes on which Pig was installed. These files (log4j.properties and
pig.properties) can be synchronized by running the following command:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/syncconf.sh pig

Administering ZooKeeper
ZooKeeper is a centralized service for maintaining configuration information,
providing distributed synchronization, and providing group services.

For detailed information about using ZooKeeper, see Welcome to Apache
ZooKeeper.

You can install ZooKeeper on one or more servers during BigInsights installation.
ZooKeeper and associated configuration settings will be deployed to your nodes
automatically.

Checking the ZooKeeper cluster

You can run the following check command to verify the health of your ZooKeeper
cluster:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/healthcheck.sh zookeeper

Synchronizing the ZooKeeper configuration files

You can synchronize updated ZooKeeper configuration files in
$BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/hdm/components/zookeeper/conf/ on the management node
with their counterparts on all of the ZooKeeper nodes in your cluster. These files
(log4j.properties and zoo.cfg) can be synchronized by running the following
command:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/syncConfig.sh zookeeper
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Adding nodes

You can run the following command from the management node to install
ZooKeeper and add the ZooKeeper configuration to one or more nodes in your
cluster:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/addnode.sh zookeeper

<node1> <node2>...

The nodes can be specified as either an IP address or a host name.

Removing nodes

Removing a node does not remove the ZooKeeper image or any data from that
node. It only removes the node from the ZooKeeper configuration and updates
each ZooKeeper node configuration.
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/removenode.sh zookeeper

<node1> <node2>...

Starting or stopping ZooKeeper

Use the following command on the management node to start the ZooKeeper
service on all ZooKeeper nodes in your cluster:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/start.sh zookeeper

Note: You can also start the ZooKeeper service by executing the following
command on each individual ZooKeeper node:
$BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/zookeeper/bin/zkServer.sh start

Use the following command on the management node to stop the ZooKeeper
service on all ZooKeeper nodes in your cluster:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/stop.sh zookeeper

Note: You can also stop the ZooKeeper service by executing the following
command on each individual ZooKeeper node:
$BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/zookeeper/bin/zkServer.sh stop

Use the following command to check the status of the ZooKeeper service on each
ZooKeeper node:
$/bin/sh $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin/status.sh zookeeper
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Chapter 19. Understanding customer behavior by analyzing
web server logs
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Chapter 20. Identifying patterns of customer satisfaction from
an analysis of email communication with sellers
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Chapter 21. Tracking customer sentiment through an analysis
of social media feeds
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Chapter 22. Leveraging shopping suggestion and
advertisement histories to drive merchandising decisions
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Chapter 23. Orchestrator overview

The BigInsights orchestrator is a workflow engine for Jaql.

Multiple Jaql actions and the data flows among them are organized into a graph
that the orchestrator can process and coordinate as a workflow. Through the graph
definition, the orchestrator is able to understand which actions need to run at any
given point in time. The triggers for these actions can be time- or data-dependent.

The orchestrator also manages how data flows between actions, using both
permanent and temporary directories. Permanent directories, which contain the
results of workflow actions, are available after a workflow is complete. Temporary
directories, which contain transient data that is produced by the workflow's
actions, are removed.
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Chapter 24. Job graphs

A BigInsights orchestrator job graph represents a data flow of operations that will
be created and managed by the orchestrator.

A job graph specifies a number of jobs and the directed links between them. Each
job represents an operation in the data flow. For example, a typical orchestrator job
is a Jaql program that performs some data transformation. Links connect jobs to
their input and output data sources. A link can connect the output of one job to the
input of the next job in the graph. Links can also connect external data sources to
orchestrator jobs.

Job graphs are specified in JSON and have three parts: the name of the job graph,
a description of the jobs, and a description of the links. The following code shows
the expected JSON format of a job graph:
{

/** The name of the job graph **/
"name" : "<job graph name>",

/** The jobs description section **/
"jobs" : [

{ /* Job description */ },
...
{ /* Job description */ }

],

/** The links description section **/
"links" : [

{ /* A link description */ }
...

]
}

The following code shows a simple job graph containing one Jaql job that is
connected to an input and an output directory. The Jaql job specifies one logical
input directory (“input”) and one logical output directory (“output”). The links
section of the job graph contains two links. The first link connects a directory
named jaqlInput to the input Jaql job. The second link connects the output of the
Jaql job to another directory in the underlying file system.
{

/* The name of the graph */
"name": "TestGraph",
/* The jobs section */
"jobs" : [

{
"job_id" : "TestJaqlJob",
"job_type" : "jaql",
"input_dirs" : [ "input1" ],
"output_dirs" : [ "output1" ],

/* Every job need a "trigger". A trigger tell the orchestrator
* what conditions must be satisfied before a job is
* instantiated.
*/
"trigger" : {

"type" : "data",
"params" : {"num_iterations" : 1}

},
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/* Variables passed to the Jaql job
"variables" : {

"jvm.flags" : "-Xmx1500m",
"jaql.distributed.mode" : "False",
"jaql.home" : "../Jaql", /* JAQL_HOME */
"jars.list" : [ ], /* Empty */
"jaql.files.root" : "testdata/jaqlJobTests",
"jaql.files.list" : [ "copyInput.jaql" ]

}
}

],
"links" : [

// Permanent dir ’jaqlInput’ -> TestJaqlJob.input
{

"source" : {
"type" : "permanent",
"path" : "jaqlInput"

},
"dest" : [

{
"type" : "temporary",
"job" : "TestJaqlJob",
"dir" : "input"

}
]

},
// TestJaqlJob.output -> Permanent dir ’jaqlOutput’
{

"source" : {
"type" : "temporary",
"job" : "TestJaqlJob",
"dir" : "output"

},
"dest" : [

{
"type" : "permanent",
"path" : "jaqlOutput",
"policy" : "replace"

}
]

}
]

}

The jobs section
The jobs section of a job graph description provides a list of all jobs in the job
graph.

A job is a logical description of a single stage in an overall flow. At run time, the
BigInsights orchestrator's scheduler uses these descriptions to create physical job
instances that implement the stages of the flow. More than one instance of a
particular job might be active at a given time.

The jobs section consists of an array of JSON records. JSON encodes arrays as
comma-delimited lists surrounded by square brackets:
[

{ <contents of record 1> },
{ <contents of record 2> },
...
{ <contents of record 2> } ]
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Each record in the array describes a single job. Changing the order of these records
does not change the semantics of the job graph. A record has the following format:
{

"job_id" : <human-readable identifier for job>,
"job_type" : <class name or short name (e.g. "jaql")>,
"input_dirs" : [ <list of input directory names> ],
"output_dirs" : [ <list of output directory names> ],

"trigger" : {
"type" : <name of trigger type>
"params" : {

<parameters of trigger (can be empty)>
}

},
"max_restarts" : <optional number of times to retry

failed instances of the job>
"variables" : {

<key-value pairs>
}

}

Job ID

The job_id field in a job record contains a human-readable string identifier for this
job. The orchestrator uses the identifier when referring to instances of this job in
logging, monitoring, and debugging output. The name must be unique within the
same job graph.

Factory class

The job_type field in a job record contains the factory class that the orchestrator
should use to create instances. Values can be either fully-qualified Java class names
(the class must be in the classpath of the Java virtual machine that is running the
orchestrator) or one of the following predefined “shorthand” names for built-in job
types:
v jaql: a job that runs a Jaql script
v crawl_stub: a job that acts as a “stub” for a crawler, copying the subdirectories

of its input directory to its output directory, one by one
v convert_seq_files: a job that converts Hadoop sequence files of JSON records

to text, which facilitates debugging the outputs of Jaql scripts

For more information about these built-in job types, see “Built-In Job Types”.

Input and output directories

The input_dirs and output_dirs fields in a job record contain the logical names of
the input and output directories for the job. When it creates a job instance, the
orchestrator passes a mapping from these names to the physical locations of the
directories on the distributed file system.

Trigger

The trigger field in a job record contains information about the trigger condition
for the job. This field contains a JSON record with two fields: type and params. The
type field specifies the type of trigger that should be used for the job, and you can
use the optional params field to pass in parameters that determine the behavior of
the trigger. For more information about trigger conditions, see “Triggers”.
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Num Retries

The optional max_restarts field in a job record specifies how many times to retry
failed instances of this job (the default is 3).

Variables

The variables field in a job record contains a set of variables that are made
available to every instance of the job. Most job types require that one or more
specific variables be set in this location; for example, the built-in Jaql job requires
that the variables jaql.home and jaql.files.list be set to the location of the Jaql
distribution and a list of Jaql scripts, respectively. The value of each variable
consists of a string key and an arbitrary JSON value. In addition to the list of
variables provided here, certain types of triggers use their own variables at run
time to pass information, such as the time at which the trigger fires.

The links section
The links section of a job graph description specifies how jobs are connected to
other jobs and input or output data. Each link connects a logical input or output
directory of the job to a directory that contains the job’s input or output data.

Directories

The orchestrator manipulates two types of directories: temporary directories and
permanent directories.
v Temporary directories are the main communication device between orchestrator job

instances. Before starting a job instance, the orchestrator allocates new temporary
directories for the job’s output. After the job completes, these directories are
passed to all jobs that need them as input. The orchestrator keeps track of these
directories and removes them after all of its readers are done.
The orchestrator allocates new temporary directories for each output directory of
a job instance that is connected to a temporary directory. This implies that only
that job instance can write to this new temporary directory. However, there
could be multiple readers for the same temporary directory. To avoid conflicts,
jobs only read from temporary input directories; they never write to them. All
output goes to the output directories.
Jobs are not required to write anything to temporary output directories.

v Permanent directories are never created or deleted by the orchestrator. Permanent
directories must already exist in the underlying distributed file system, and can
serve as either an input data source for a job or as a place to put output data.
Permanent directories are used in several different ways when running an
orchestrator job graph:
– A permanent directory can be used as input to any job in the graph. Multiple

jobs can use the same permanent directory as input. Thus, a job that is using
a permanent directory as input must not write to this directory.

– A permanent directory can be used as output for any job in the graph.
– Multiple jobs can use the same permanent directory as an output directory,

but the orchestrator allows only one job instance to write to it at the same
time.
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Link specification

A link specification connects a permanent or temporary directory with a job. The
link section of the job graph consists of an array of JSON records:
"links": [
{

"source" : { <input link specification> },
"dest" :
[

{ <output link specification> },
]

}
/* more link specifications */
...
]

Each link has a “source” section that contains one link specification and a “dest”
section that contains one or more link specifications. The format of the specification
depends on the type of directory that is connected to the job, and whether the
directory is on the “source” or “dest” side.

The record that describes the “source” specification for a temporary input directory
has the following format:
"source": {

"type" : "temporary",
"job" : <job name>,
"dir" : <input directory name of the job>

}

The record that describes the “source” specification for a permanent input
directory has the following format:
"source": {

"type" : "permanent",
"path" : <path to the permanent directory location>

}

The record that describes the “dest” specification for a temporary output directory
has the following format:
"source": {

"type" : "temporary",
"job" : <job name>,
"dir" : <output directory name of the job>

}

The record that describes the “dest” specification for a permanent output directory
has the following format:
{

"type" : "permanent",
"path" : <path to the permanent directory location>,
"policy" : "merge" /* or "replace" */

}

The path field specifies a permanent directory in the distributed file system. The
orchestrator creates the directory if it does not already exist, but will not create the
parent directory to the specified permanent directory. The path can be an absolute
path in the distributed file system. If a relative path is specified, the orchestrator’s
permanent directory root configuration property is used to expand the path.
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The policy field specifies how data is to be written to a permanent directory. If the
policy field is set to “replace”, the orchestrator erases all files in the permanent
directory before writing the output of the job. If the value of the field is “merge”,
the orchestrator merges the output of the job with existing files in the permanent
directory. Existing files are not overwritten. The merge policy is useful for building
a collection of crawl outputs in time-stamped subdirectories, for example. If the
target directory already contains a subdirectory called “Monday's crawl results”,
for example, and the source directory contains a subdirectory called “Tuesday's
crawl results”, the merge policy creates a new directory with both sets of crawl
results. Avoid creating files with the same name if they are being written to a
permanent directory, and a merge policy is in effect.

Consider a job graph with two jobs named “crawler” and “process”. The “crawler”
job reads a crawler configuration from a permanent input directory named crawldb
and produces a segment of data that it writes to the segments output directory.
This output is connected to a temporary directory that is passed as input to the
second job. After processing this input, the “process” job writes its output to the
permanent directory named permOutput. The following code example shows the
relevant sections of the job graph:
{
"name" : "exampleGraph",
"jobs" : [

{
"job_id": "crawler",
"input_dirs": [ "input" ],
"output_dirs": [ "segments" ],
...

},
{

"job_id": "process",
"input_dirs": [ "input" ],
"output_dirs": [ "output" ],
...

}
], /* End of jobs section */
"links" : [

/* Permanent "crawldb" -> crawler.input */
{

"source": {
"type": "permanent",
"path": "crawldb" /* Relative path */

},
"dest": [ {

"type": "temporary",
"job": "crawldb",
"dir": "input"

} ]
},
/* crawler.segments -> process.input */
{

"source": {
"type": "temporary",
"job": "crawler",
"dir": "segments"

},
"dest": [ {

"type": "temporary",
"job": "process",
"dir": "input"

} ]
},
/* process.output -> Permanent "permOutput" */
{
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"source": {
"type": "temporary",
"job" : "process",
"dir" : "output"

},
"dest": [ {

"type": "temporary",
"job": "crawldb",
"dir": "input"

} ]
},
/* Permanent "crawldb" -> crawler.input */
{

"source": {
"type": "permanent",
"path": "crawldb" /* Relative path */

},
"dest": [ {

"type": "permanent",
"path": "permOutput", /* Relative path */
"policy": "replace"

} ]
}

] /* End of links section */
}

Interacting with the orchestrator
You can use the metatracker command line script (in $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/bin) to
interact with the BigInsights orchestrator.

The script supports the following options:

-status
Displays the active job graphs.

-status graph-id
Displays the status of a specific job graph identified by graph-id.

-addGraph graph-file
Submits a job graph that is defined in the graph file. The graph ID
representing the runtime instance of the submitted graph is displayed on the
console. The graph ID can be used to interact with the graph runtime instance.

-killGraph graph-id
Specifies that a job graph identified by graph-id is to be killed.

-pauseGraph graph-id
Specifies that processing of a job graph identified by graph-id is to be
suspended.

-resumeGraph graph-id
Specifies that processing of a paused job graph identified by graph-id is to
resume.

Running a sample job graph

You can find an example job graph under examples/SimpleJobGraph. This directory
contains the following files:
v echoVars.jaql: This is the Jaql script that is executed in the job graph.
v run.sh: Use this command line script to execute the sample job graph.
v simpleJobGraph.json: This is the job graph definition.
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Chapter 25. Jobs

A BigInsights orchestrator job is an operation in the data flow that is defined by a
job graph.

Every job must have a unique name within the scope of its job graph, zero or more
input and output directories, a job type, and a trigger condition for the job.
Depending on the job type, a number of variables must also be specified.

The basic format of a job specification is shown in the following code:
{

"job_id" : "<name of the job>",
"job_type" : "<job type>",
"input_dirs" : [ <list of input directories> ],
"output_dirs" : [ <list of output directories> ],

"trigger" : {
"type" : "<trigger type>",
"params" : { <trigger parameters> }

},

/* Variables passed to the job instance
"variables" : {

...
}

}

Job specification parameters

All job specifications must contain the following parameters.
v job_id: a string that uniquely identifies this job from among all other jobs in the

job graph
v job_type: valid values are “jaql”, “stub”, and “crawl_stub”
v input_dirs: a comma-delimited list of strings that name the logical input

directories for this job. Names must be unique within this list. In some cases, the
list can be empty.

v output_dirs: a comma-delimited list of strings that name the logical output
directories for this job. Names must be unique within this list. In some cases, the
list can be empty.

v trigger: an object that specifies the trigger that is to be used by this job
v variables: a list of variable names and their assigned values. These variables are

used to configure the job instance. Occasionally, some of these variables are
passed to the job instance.

All job types also accept the following optional parameter:
v max_restart: an integer number that is greater than or equal to 0 (default value

3). This variable specifies the maximum number of restart attempts for this job
in case of failure.

Stub jobs

A stub job is a job that is used to test the orchestrator or to represent another job
that has not been implemented yet. A stub job performs no computations; rather, it
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sleeps for a specified period of time. A stub job requires a trigger that specifies
when an instance of that job is created and executed.

To create a stub job, set the job_type parameter to “stub”. A stub job accepts the
following optional configuration parameters in its “variables” section:
v stub_sleep_ms: an integer number that is greater than or equal to 0. This variable

specifies the amount of time (in milliseconds) that the stub job will sleep when
instantiated. The stub job stops running after the sleep interval has passed.

v stub_num_failures: an integer number that is greater than or equal to 0. This
variable specifies the number of times that instances of this stub job can fail
before completing successfully. This parameter is used to simulate a job failure.

The following example shows a stub job representing a Jaql job. The stub job is on
a “data” trigger, which means that it will start when data is available in its input
directory. It then waits for 30 seconds (to simulate work) and produces an empty
directory that is passed to any connected job.

{
"job_id" : "TestStubJaqlJob",
"job_type" : "stub",
"input_dirs" : [ "input" ],
"output_dirs" : [ "output" ],

"trigger" : {
"type" : "data",
"params": { }

},

/* variables passed to the stub job
"variables" : {

"stub_sleep_ms" : 30000
}

}

Jaql jobs

Jaql jobs are the principal way of specifying data transformation operations in the
orchestrator. When instantiated, a Jaql job starts the Jaql interpreter and executes
one or more jaql scripts. The “variables” section configures the execution of these
Jaql scripts.

A Jaql job accepts the following configuration parameters in its “variables” section:
v jvm.flags: an optional variable that stores a string with extra JVM arguments for

the Jaql interpreter; for example “-Xmx2000m”
v jaql.home: an optional variable that stores the path to the Jaql installation;

defaults to the value of the $JAQL_HOME environment variable
v jars.root: an optional variable that stores the path to a root directory from which

Jar files in jars.list are loaded
v jars.list: a list of names of the Jar files that are needed to run the Jaql script. The

Jar files are loaded into the classpath of the Jaql job process. If jars.root is
specified, relative Jar file names are assumed, starting at the specified root.

v jaql.files.root: an optional variable that stores the path to the root directory
containing the Jaql files that are to be run; used in combination with jaql.files.list

v jaql.files.list: a list of Jaql files to run, in the order in which they should be
processed by the interpreter. If jaql.files.root is specified, partial Jaql file names
are interpreted, starting at the specified root.
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v jaql.hadoop.mode: specifies how the Jaql interpreter is to invoke Hadoop. Possible
values are:
– “local”: runs Hadoop jobs in local mode (no cluster and no minicluster)
– “minicluster”: runs Hadoop jobs with a minicluster
– “distributed”: runs Hadoop jobs on a distributed cluster

v jaql.hadoop.home: an optional string variable that stores the value of HADOOP_HOME;
required if jaql.hadoop.mode is set to “distributed”. If BigInsights is installed in the
default location, jaql.hadoop.home should be set to /opt/ibm/biginsights/IHC.

v jaql.hadoop.conf.dir: an optional string variable that stores the value of
HADOOP_CONF_DIR; required if jaql.hadoop.mode is set to “distributed”. If BigInsights
is installed in the default location, jaql.hadoop.conf.dir should be set to
/opt/ibm/biginsights/hadoop-conf.

v jaql.addl.cmdline.args: an optional variable that stores an array of additional
command line parameters to pass to the Jaql interpreter

Jaql variables

The orchestrator passes the actual location of the input and output directories into
each executed Jaql script. Jaql scripts are expected to read their input using the
specified input directories and, more importantly, are expected to write their
output to the specified output directories. The orchestrator generates a small Jaql
script that sets the following three variables, then runs this script before invoking
the scripts that are specified in the jaql.files.list variable.
v $MetaTrackerInputDirs: A list of bindings between the logical input directory

names and the actual location of the directories
v $MetaTrackerOutputDirs: A list of bindings between the logical output directory

names and the actual location of the directories
v $MetaTrackerJaqlVars: A list of extra variable name-value pairs defined in the

“variables” section of the job specification

Using the “TestJaqlJob” example from the “Job graphs” topic, the Jaql script
copyInput.jaql will see the following line in $MetaTrackerInputDirs:
$MetaTrackerInputDirs = { "input": "hdfs:/user/metatracker/jaqlInput" }

The Jaql script can read its input using the value of $MetaTrackerInputDir.input.

Crawler stub job

A crawler stub job copies a number of subdirectories within its input directory to its
output directory. One input subdirectory is copied to the output directory each
time that the job is instantiated. You can use this kind of job to simulate the
behavior of a web crawler. For example, each of the input subdirectories can be the
contents of a real crawl segment. On each instantiation of the job, one crawl
segment will be copied to all of the jobs that are connected to the output side of a
crawler stub job.

To create a crawler stub job, set the job_type parameter to “crawler_stub”. A crawler
stub job accepts only one input directory (which must be called “input”) and
produces only one output directory (which must be called “output”).

Crawler stub jobs accept the following optional configuration variables:
v segments_dir: specifies a path prefix that is appended to the name of the actual

input directory for the job; the prefix identifies the location within the input
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directory to which the subdirectories are to be copied. By default, these
subdirectories appear under the input directory and this prefix is empty.

v output_dir: specifies a path prefix that is appended to the name of the actual
output directory for the job; the prefix identifies the location to which the
subdirectories are to be copied.

v contents_only: a boolean variable that specifies whether to copy the input
subdirectories as an output subdirectory (“false”) or to copy the contents of the
subdirectory to the output directory (“true”). The default value is “false”.

v only_copy_dirs: a boolean variable that specifies whether only subdirectories of
the input directories are copied to the output directory (“true”), or whether both
files and subdirectories of the input directories are copied (“false”). The default
value is “true”.
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Chapter 26. Triggers

Each job in an orchestrator job graph has a trigger. The trigger for a job determines
when the orchestrator will instantiate the job.

The “trigger” section of the job description controls what type of trigger the job
will use. The format of the “trigger” section is as follows:
"trigger" : {

"type" : <name of trigger type>
"params" : {

<parameters of trigger (can be empty)>
}

}

The “params” subsection provides additional parameters that control the behavior
of the trigger.

The “inputs” section of a job description provides a list of named input directories
for the job. To instantiate the job, the orchestrator requires a directory instance for
every named input directory. When the orchestrator instantiates a job graph, it
creates a queue for each named input. The trigger for the job interacts with these
queues.

Common trigger parameters
Some trigger parameters are common across all trigger types.

All of these parameters are optional.

The max_live_instances parameter limits the number of job instances that can be
active at any one time. For example, if the value of this parameter is 1, then at
most one instance of this job will ever be running. If a value for this parameter is
not specified, an unlimited number of instances of this job could be running at the
same time, subject to other constraints that might be defined by the specific trigger
implementation.

The numeric max_output_queue_len parameter prevents a job graph from buffering
excessive amounts of data on disk in situations where the earlier stages of the job
graph run more quickly than the later stages. This parameter tells the trigger not to
allow any of the directory queues on the job’s outputs to grow longer than the
specified amount. For example, if max_output_queue_len is set to 10, instances of
the job will not start if any of the downstream jobs has ten or more directory
instances queued on one of its inputs. If this parameter is not set, the trigger
allows arbitrarily long output queue lengths.

The num_iterations parameter limits the total number of instances of the job that
the trigger will create. After this number is reached, the trigger marks the job as
“completed”. By default, this parameter is set to “infinity”.

If the start_disabled parameter is set to true, the trigger will start in “disabled”
state when the orchestrator initializes a job graph. By default, this parameter is set
to false.
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Built-in trigger types
There are four major trigger types: data triggers, coalescing triggers, periodic
triggers, and cron triggers.
v Data triggers create a new instance of the job whenever an instance of every

named input directory for the job is available.
v Coalescing triggers combine multiple directory instances into a single directory

instance.
v Periodic triggers create a new instance of the job at regular intervals.
v Cron triggers emulate the behavior of the UNIX cron utility, running an instance

of the job according to a specification in crontab format.

Data triggers
The data trigger is the most commonly used type of trigger.

To specify that a job has a data trigger, enter “data” in the “type” field of the
“trigger” section of a job description.

A data trigger monitors all named inputs of the job for new directory instances.
When every input queue contains at least one directory instance, the trigger
removes the first element from every queue, creates a new job instance, and passes
the directory instances from the heads of the queues to the job instance.

Data triggers can also be used to make a job trigger every time an instance of
another job completes. To implement such a trigger condition, create a dummy
output on the first job, link this output to a dummy input of the second job, and
set the trigger type of the second job to “data”.

Data trigger parameters

In addition to the common trigger parameters, the data trigger type also supports
the following optional parameters:
v If the discard_empty_dirs parameter is set to true, the data trigger removes and

discards any empty directory instances that appear on any of the job’s directory
instance queues. The trigger will not create job instances for these empty
directories. By default, this parameter is set to false.

v If the stop_on_empty_dirs parameter is set to true and the job receives an empty
directory instance on one of its directory queues, the data trigger considers that
input to be “done” and will mark the job as “complete”. No further instances of
the job will be created, and any job that receives output from this job will also
be marked as “complete”. By default, this parameter is set to false. This
parameter is ignored if the discard_empty_dirs parameter is set to true.

Coalescing triggers
The coalescing trigger is a variant of the data trigger that combines multiple input
directory instances into a single merged directory.

Coalescing triggers are useful in cases where some of the jobs in the job graph
work best with small amounts of data, and other jobs work best with large
amounts of data. For example, a search engine might use two indexes: a large and
heavily-optimized “main” index and a small “delta” index for storing
recently-crawled documents. In this scenario, it would be useful to update the
“delta” index frequently, applying a small number of changes with each update.
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Updates to the “main” index could be done more infrequently, because these
updates require reorganizing the entire index.

Coalescing trigger parameters

In addition to the common trigger parameters, the coalescing trigger type also
supports the following optional parameters:
v If the discard_empty_dirs parameter is set to true, the coalescing trigger

removes and discards any empty directory instances that appear on any of the
job’s directory instance queues. By default, this parameter is set to false.

v The min_input_count parameter controls how many directories the coalescing
trigger will wait for before merging the contents of the directory queue into a
single directory and instantiating the job. The value of this parameter is an array
of records in the following format:
{ dir: "<dir-name>", count: <count> }

where dir-name is the name of one of the job’s named input directories, and
count is a number. By default, the count is set to 1 for all input directories.

v The retain_input_dirs parameter controls how a coalescing trigger combines
multiple directories into a single, merged, directory. By default, this parameter is
set to false. When this parameter is set to false, all files from the input
directories are copied to one input coalesced directory. The input directories
must not have files whose names overlap; otherwise, the merge operation will
fail. When the parameter is set to true, the trigger creates a subdirectory for each
input directory in the coalesced directory and copies the corresponding files into
those subdirectories.

Periodic triggers
The periodic trigger spawns job instances at a fixed interval, starting at a specific
point in time.

The periodic trigger never skips creating a job instance. If the trigger is prevented
from spawning an instance at the specified time, it will spawn the instance later.
For example, if a periodic trigger is configured to spawn a job instance every hour
and the job graph is paused for three hours, the trigger will immediately spawn
three job instances as soon as the graph resumes. Similarly, if constraints such as
max_live_instances or max_output_queue_len prevent the trigger from spawning a
job instance for a period of time, the periodic trigger will spawn the delayed job
instances as soon as the constraint is satisfied.

To facilitate the development of periodic tasks, such as incremental crawling, the
periodic trigger passes the following special variables to job instances that it
creates:
v trigger_count indicates how many time intervals have passed since the trigger’s

“base” time
v triggered_time indicates the time at which the job instance should have been

triggered according to the trigger’s parameters
v prev_triggered_time stores the time at which the previous job instance in the

sequence was triggered; this variable is not set for the first job instance

Periodic trigger parameters

In addition to the common trigger parameters, the periodic trigger type also
supports the following mandatory parameters:
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v The start_time parameter indicates the base time from which the periodic
trigger should start creating job instances. This parameter can also be set to the
special value “now” to specify the time at which the job graph was submitted as
the start time.

v The interval_sec parameter controls the amount of time that elapses between
instances of the job being spawned. If more than this amount of time has
elapsed, the periodic trigger will spawn one job instance for each time interval
that has elapsed.

Cron triggers
The cron trigger emulates the behavior of the UNIX cron command. This trigger
takes as a parameter a string whose format is similar to that of a crontab entry.

If more than one trigger point has passed, a cron trigger will ignore all but the
most recent trigger point. For example, if a cron trigger is set to fire every hour
and the job graph is paused for three hours, the cron trigger will spawn only one
instance of the associated job when the graph resumes.

To facilitate the development of periodic tasks, such as incremental crawling, the
cron trigger passes the following special variables to every job instance that it
creates:
v trigger_count indicates the number of times that the trigger has fired
v triggered_time indicates the time at which the job instance should have been

triggered according to the trigger’s parameters
v prev_triggered_time stores the time at which a job instance was last triggered; this

variable is not set for the first job instance

Cron trigger parameters

In addition to the common trigger parameters, the cron trigger type also supports
the following mandatory parameter:
v The value of the schedule parameter must be a string whose format is the same

as that of a line in a UNIX crontab file. The string contains five fields, which
represent the minute, hour, day of the month, month, and day of the week,
respectively. The value of each field can be either “*”, meaning “any value
allowed”, or a specific number. For example:
"0 * * * *" : Run every hour, on the hour
"30 * * * *" : Run every hour, on the half-hour
"23 6 * * 5" : Run every Friday at 6:23 am
"0 0 1 1 *" : Run once a year, at midnight on January 1
"0 0 * * *" : Run once a day, at midnight
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Chapter 27. Orchestrator logging

Orchestrator has two classes of loggers that are used to monitor and debug
execution of the system and individual job graphs.

The first class of loggers (entities that can receive and record log records) receive
major system events, API calls, state changes, and data pertaining to resource
usage. The second class of loggers is useful for monitoring the progress and state
of individual job graphs. The logging system is controlled by the log4j.properties
file that is read when orchestrator starts.

Logging level

The BigInsights orchestrator uses the six logging levels that are specified by the
Apache commons logging component.
v fatal, for errors that are expected to cause premature, perhaps immediate,

termination of execution; any further processing results are unpredictable
v error, for other runtime or unexpected conditions; although recovery from these

exceptions is expected, processing of some commands or graphs might be
terminated or delayed

v warn, for possible errors or unusual conditions that are undesirable or
unexpected, possibly leading to later errors; although continued execution is
expected, there might be degraded performance

v info, for interesting runtime events that are useful for monitoring system state
and execution

v debug, for detailed information on system execution, including significant data
values; useful for debugging system performance and graph execution

v trace, for more detailed information

A logging level is assigned to each logger. If a message is received at the same or
higher level as the level that has been assigned to the logger, the message is
recorded in an appender (writer) that is associated with the logger; the message is
also forwarded to any parent logger.

System loggers

The system loggers are organized within a hierarchy. Messages directed to child
loggers are forwarded to parent loggers. Individual loggers can record messages at
different levels.
v The main logger (com.ibm.biginsights.orchestrator.main) records messages

about system state, resources, and major transitions. This logger defaults to
capturing messages at the info level and above, and is assigned a console
appender so that messages are written to the console. This logger also receives
messages from the API (com.ibm.biginsights.orchestrator.main.api) and
scheduler (com.ibm.biginsights.orchestrator.main.sched) loggers. The default
configuration does not pass messages from the graph loggers to the main logger.

v The API logger (com.ibm.biginsights.orchestrator.main.api) records all calls to
the orchestrator Java APIs. The parameter values for the call are summarized,
and a separate log record for the result of the call is generated. The API records
are generated at the info level, but because the default configuration sets the API
logger to the warn level, most API calls do not appear in the written log. Only
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calls with easily identified problem parameters (for example, null values) are
generated at the error level and recorded. The API logger does not have a
separate appender, but the entries are forwarded to the main logger and,
therefore, are written to the console in the default configuration.

v The scheduler logger (com.ibm.biginsights.orchestrator.main.sched) records
significant scheduling events; for example, when graphs complete or jobs change
state. Most scheduler records are generated at the info level, but because the
default configuration does not associate an appender to the scheduler logger, the
records are forwarded to the main logger and written to the console.

Graph loggers

The graph loggers are organized within a hierarchy of separate loggers, one for
each active job graph under the root graph logger,
com.ibm.biginsights.orchestrator.main.graph. Significant events for job graphs
are also written to the main orchestrator logger.

When a job graph is submitted to the orchestrator using the addGraph API or
when an active job graph is resubmitted during a restart of the orchestrator, the job
graph is associated with a distinct logger. The name of that logger is
com.ibm.biginsights.orchestrator.main.graph.graphName.graphID, where
graphName is the name of the graph that was submitted as part of the JSON
description, and graphID is the unique and persistent ID that was assigned to the
graph by the orchestrator.

Each job graph logger is assigned a distinct FileAppender value (graphID/log) that
is appended to a file created for each unique job graph. This file is created in the
directory that is specified by the metatracker.collected.logs.root property
(defined for the first orchestrator instantiation).

A graph log file contains entries for its first instantiation, all state changes and job
state changes, all STDOUT and STDERR output from each job instance (labeled
with the job instance ID and STDOUT or STDERR, respectively), and other
significant graph events. Most entries are generated at the info level, but output
from STDERR is written at the error level.

Job instance logs

Output from a job instance is not part of the logger hierarchy, with the exception
of the STDOUT and STDERR entries in the graph log. Output from a job instance
is captured in one of the following two ways:
v

Draft comment
Is this level of detail really necessary?

A job instance is instantiated as a separate process from orchestrator execution.
This separate process is assigned a working directory for temporary files, and
the process writes its own log files to this working directory. When a job
instance terminates, or before a new instance starts as part of a restart operation,
any log files in the working directory are copied to a new directory, as described
below. The STDOUT output of the process is sent to the graph logger and
written to a separate file (named subProcInstance<unique>.stdout.log) in the
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job instance working directory. This file is copied to the job instance log
directory, as described below. Similarly, the STDERR output is written to
subProcInstance<unique>.stderr.log.

v Each job graph has a unique directory (named graphID) under the same
directory in which graph logs are saved (that is, the directory that is specified by
the metatracker.collected.logs.root property). Each job instance that
generates log files or a log directory has a separate directory under the graph
directory with the name jobName.jobID.count, where jobName is the name of the
job that was submitted as part of the JSON graph description, jobID is the
unique and persistent ID that was assigned to the job instance by the
orchestrator, and count is a counter, starting at 0, that is used to maintain
separate directories for distinct instantiations of the job instance (that is, every
restart is assigned an increasing number). The log files and directories are
identified by the JobInstance method getLogPaths(), which defaults to any file in
the working directory matching the pattern *.log or *log.json, and any files in
a directory with the name

Draft comment
file type?

of log.
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Chapter 28. Query Language for JSON (Jaql) overview

Query Language for JSON (Jaql) is a high-level query language designed
specifically for JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). Although it was designed for
JSON, Jaql can also handle other data types.

Jaql is intended to help users work with and manipulate "large data." Jaql can help
you perform various types of data analysis, whether on demand, exploratory, or in
a production environment. Jaql is a suitable tool for you if you want to use a
scripting paradigm to perform your analyses. It allows a greater ability for
automation and provides more control and a rich functionality for doing large,
comprehensive analyses of data.

Jaql, which borrows some of the best features of other scripting languages, is
designed to meet the following objectives:
v Semi-structured analytics: With Jaql, you can easily analyze and manipulate

large-scale semi-structured data, like JSON data.
v Parallelism: Jaql queries that process large amounts of data are able to take

advantage of scaled-out architectures. For instance, Jaql uses the Hadoop
MapReduce framework to process JSON data in parallel.

v Extensibility: You can easily extend Jaql functions as well as its data sources to
facilitate plugging in computations for their data.

You can run Jaql in cluster mode or in local mode. Use cluster mode when you have
a Hadoop cluster running and you want to analyze large amounts of data using
distributed processing in the cluster. In local mode, both Jaql and the processing
are performed locally, so local mode is more suitable for sampling, testing, and
working with small data sets.
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Chapter 29. Running Jaql

You can run Jaql in the following ways: the jaqlshell command, using Eclipse, or
using an API to embed Jaql in programs written in different languages, such as
Java and Python.

Running Jaql from a shell
The Jaql shell is an easy way to run Jaql queries using the jaqlshell command.

About this task

You can run the Jaql shell in the following ways:
v In cluster mode, with an existing Hadoop cluster
v In local mode (similar to local mode in Hadoop)

Procedure

Depending on the mode, start the Jaql shell:
v To start the Jaql shell in cluster mode, issue the following command:

jaqlshell -c

v To start the Jaql shell in local mode
1. Unset the following Hadoop environment variables:

– HADOOP_HOME

– HADOOP_CONF_DIR

2. Issue the following command:
jaqlshell

Running Jaql from Eclipse
It is often convenient to run Jaql from within a development environment such as
Eclipse.

About this task

With Eclipse you can perform the following tasks:
v Run the Jaql command line interpreter
v Use the Eclipse text editor to author scripts
v Cut and paste easily between the script and the interpreter
v Use the built-in Java debugger to step through your user-defined Java functions

(or Jaql code, if necessary)

You can also easily test Java programs that call out to Jaql. You can run Jaql in
local mode or access a remote BigInsights cluster.

Draft comment
Are the following details correct and sufficient? In the interest of expediency
at this late stage, I would like to avoid screen captures here, if at all possible.
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Procedure
1. Check out Jaql and import it as a project into Eclipse. Jaql comes with a

.launch directory that populates a list of applications that are available for
running. Access this list by clicking Run -> Run Configurations.

2. Configure arguments for JaqlShell and the JVM in either local mode or in
cluster mode.

3. Configure the classpath. Modify the classpath to first include Jaql’s conf
directory and the jaql.jar file. The conf directory includes various logging
and I/O settings. The jaql.jar file is needed for Jaql’s use of MapReduce. If
the jaql.jar file does not exist, it can be built using an Ant JAR. Hadoop’s
conf directory (which includes files that state where the NameNode, JobTracker,
and other nodes are located) appears after Jaql’s conf directory.

4. Run Jaql.

Other programming interfaces for running Jaql
You can embed Jaql in programs written by different languages, such as Java and
Python, using a simple API and some basic knowledge of Jaql syntax.

Embedding Jaql in Java
You can embed Jaql in Java applications to process JSON data using the Hadoop
MapReduce framework. Before you can embed Jaql in Java, you must set up your
Jaql development environment.

Before you begin

You must have set up a Hadoop cluster.

Procedure
1. Create a Java project.
2. Add the following JAR files into the project build path:

v jaql.jar

v hadoop-0.20.1-core.jar (under $BIGINSIGHTS_HOME/IHC, also known as
$HADOOP_HOME)

v log4j-1.2.15.jar

v commons-logging-1.0.4.jar

v commons-logging-api-1.0.4.jar

3. Add the following folder into the project build path:
v The Jaql conf folder. This folder must appear before the Hadoop conf folder

in the classpath.
4. Add the Hadoop conf folder, which includes Hadoop configuration files like

core-site.xml, hdfs-site.xml, and mapred-site.xml, into the project build
path. This folder must appear before any JAR files and after the Jaql conf
folder. Your project should look like the following diagram:

5. Click OK.

Figure 1. All of the required files and folders in the project build path
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What to do next

If you want to launch Jaql in local mode, remove the Hadoop conf folder from the
project build path.

Embedding Jaql in Python
You can embed Jaql in Python applications using JPype and PyJaql. JPype gives
Python programmers access to Java class libraries. PyJaql provides functions for
Python programmers to take the advantage of some of the capabilities of Jaql.

Before you begin

Install the latest version of JPype. Version 0.5.4.1 is recommended.

Procedure
1. Install the necessary tools for compiling C code:

sudo apt-get install build-essential

2. Install the Python 2.6 development package:
sudo apt-get install python2.6-dev

3. Extract the JPype package.
4. Navigate to the JPype directory, and run the following command:

sudo python setup.py install

5. Put the newly installed JPype into your PYTHONPATH by putting the
following into your /etc/environment, or other system-wide variable:
PYTHONPATH=$PYTHONPATH:/usr/local/lib/python2.6/dist-packages

6. Check your installation by running the following commands:
python

The command returns a message similar to the following message:
[GCC 4.2.3 (Ubuntu 4.2.3-2ubuntu7)] on linux2
Type "help", "copyright", "credits" or "license" for more information.

import jpype

7. Navigate to the PyJaql directory, and run following command:
sudo python setup.py install

8. Open the Python command line and check your installation with the following
command:
import pyJaql
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Chapter 30. Jaql queries

Jaql is a functional query language that provides you with a simple, declarative
syntax to do things like filter, join, and group JSON data and other data types.
There are three components of a Jaql query.

Think of a Jaql query as a pipeline, as shown in the following diagram:

A Jaql query reads input data from a source. A source is anything from which data
can be read, such as a file. A source is the only mandatory part of a Jaql query.
Next, the data is manipulated according to the operators or functions that were
specified in the query. Finally, the data is output to a sink. A sink is anything to
which data can be written.

When all three components are included, the structure of a Jaql query is as follows:
source -> operator(parameter) -> sink ;

Example

Consider the following JSON data:
data = [
{name: "Jon Doe", income: 20000, mgr: false},
{name: "Vince Wayne", income: 32500, mgr: false},
{name: "Jane Dean", income: 72000, mgr: true},
{name: "Alex Smith", income: 25000, mgr: false}
];

The data is written to a file called employees.json, which is stored in the Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS):
data -> write(hdfs("employees.json"));

To read this file and have the content displayed on the screen, issue the following
Jaql query:
read(hdfs(’employees.json’));

If you want to filter out all the employees who are not managers, augment the
previous query to include the FILTER operator as follows:
read(hdfs(’employees.json’)) -> filter $.mgr;

The output of a Jaql query is always written, even if you do not specify a sink. The
results of the previous query are written to the screen:
[

{
"income": 72000,
"mgr": true,
"name": "Jane Dean"

}
]

If you want to write those query results to an HDFS file, augment the previous
query as follows:

Figure 2. The components of a Jaql query
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read(hdfs(’employees.json’)) -> filter $.mgr -> write(hdfs(’managerlist’));

Jaql I/O
Jaql has been designed to flexibly read and write data from a variety of data stores
and formats. Its core I/O functions are read and write functions that are
parametrized for specific data stores, like file systems, databases, or web services,
and for specific formats, like JSON, XML, or CSV.

With respect to query processing, the I/O functions also inform Jaql about whether
data can be processed in parallel or must be processed serially. The main criteria
for parallel access depend on whether or not the InputFormat (for read) and
OutputFormat (for write) are available. For example, Hadoop's distributed file
system (HDFS) has several input and output formats that can be used by
MapReduce jobs. Because parallel I/O is a prerequisite for parallel processing in
Jaql, it is the most commonly used way to read and write data.

There are times, however, when a needed data store only supports serial access.
Examples of such data sources include standard, local file systems and web
services. Jaql supports such serial I/O but does not attempt to parallelize
expressions that use them.

Jaql's IO functions have the following general format:
[T] read(fd)

and
fd write( [T], fd )

That is, read produces an array of type T, and write consumes an array of type T.
The file descriptor,
fd

is simply a JSON record that determines whether access is parallel or serial, as well
as formatting, location, and other options. File descriptors can be specified
explicitly or through the use of helper functions that construct appropriate file
descriptors. Consider the del file descriptor constructor: del(string file-Name). It
requires one argument, file-Name but you can give it additional arguments: del(
string file-Name, { * ) options ) to override default behavior.

Reading text line files

The syntax for reading text line files is as follows:
[ string * ] read(lines(’file-name’));

The read(lines(...)) function reads a file of string lines. Each line is represented as a
single string element of the array that is returned by read. By default, the newline
terminator is \n.

Consider the following file:
% cat file1.txt
here is the first line of the file
"here is another line, but with quotes"
1001

To read the file, use the following command:
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read(lines(’file1.txt’));

For this command, the following results are written to the screen:
[

"here is the first line of the file",
"\"here is another line, but with quotes\"",
"1001"

]

To read the file and returns the length of the string values for each line, use the
following command:
read(lines(’file1.txt’)) -> transform strlen($);

For this command, the following results are written to the screen:
[

34,
39,
4

]

The syntax for reading text line files with a schema is as follows:
read(lines(’file-name’, { schema: schema-type} ));

Note that while the last line is a number (1001), it get converted to a string by
default. Where appropriate, each line can be converted to a given schema type if
the schema option is passed in. Consider the following file:
% cat file2.txt
123
-1
42
901

You can convert this file into an array of longs as follows:
read(lines(’file2.txt’, { schema: schema long }));
[

123,
-1,
42,
901

]

Writing text line files

The syntax for writing text line files is as follows:
fd write([T], lines(’file-name’));

The write() function takes the input array [T] and writes the file file-name,
outputting one line per element of [T]. Write outputs the file descriptor fd that can
be used to read the file that was just written.

For example, to write a file with the array [1,2,3], use the following command:
write([1,2,3], lines(’file3.txt’));

For this command, the following results are written to the screen:
{

"location": "file3.txt",
"type": "lines"

}
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Alternatively, you can write the same file using the piping syntax with the
following command:
[1,2,3] -> write(lines(’file3.txt’));

To read the contents of the file3.txt file, use the following command:
read(lines(’file3.txt’));

For this query, the following results are written to the screen:
[

"1",
"2",
"3"

]

Alternatively, you can exploit the return value of the write() function with the
following command:
x = [1,2,3] -> write(lines(’file3.txt’));

and read it back using the file descriptor that is bound to x:
read(x);

The syntax for writing text files with conversion is as follows:
fd write([ T ], lines(’file-name’, { schema: schema-type} ));

You have the option of converting the lines according to the specified schema, {
schema: schema-type }. For instance, to write the same data used in the previous
example, but retain the long input type, use the following command:
[1,2,3] -> write(lines(’file4.txt’, {schema: schema long}));

For this command, the following results are written to the screen:
{

"inoptions": {
"schema": schema long

},
"location": "file4.txt",
"type": "lines"

}

To read the contents of the file4.txt file, use the following command:
read(lines(’file4.txt’));

For this query, the following results are written to the screen:
[

"1",
"2",
"3"

]

However, if you use the file descriptor as in the following command:
y = [1,2,3] -> write(lines(’file4.txt’, {schema: schema long}));

read(y);

the following results are written to the screen:
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[
1,
2,
3

]

Reading and writing del files
Jaql supports converters (del) that make easy to read and write text files that are
organized using field and record delimiters.

Examples of such files include comma-separated value (CSV) and delimited (DEL),
which are useful for importing and exporting data between DB2 and text files. In
contrast to lines, which you use to produce an array of atomic types, typically of
type string, you use del to produce arrays of records or arrays that are nested only
one-level deep.

Reading del files

The syntax for reading del files is as follows:
[ [string *] ] read(del(’file-name’));

In its simplest form, read(del( ... )) returns an array of elements, one element
per line. The size of the element array depends on the number of fields in the lines
of file-name. Note that each input line must have the same number of fields.

Consider the following file:
% cat file5.txt
a,b,c
1,2,3
"hi","there","!"

To read this file, use the following command:
read(del(’file5.txt’));

The following results are written to the screen:
[

[
"a",
"b",
"c"

],
[

"1",
"2",
"3"

],
[

"hi",
"there",
"!"

]
]

The syntax for reading del files with a schema is as follows:
[ schema-type * ] read(del(’file-name’, {schema: [schema-type]}));

When it specifies an optional schema, read(del(...)) converts its input to the
specified schema. Consider the following file:
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cat file6.txt
1,2,3
-1,-2,-3
100,200,300

If you read it using the read() function, as in the following example:
read(del(’file6.txt’));

the following results are written to the screen:
[

[
"1",
"2",
"3"

],
[

"-1",
"-2",
"-3"

],
[

"100",
"200",
"300"

]
]

To read the same file with schema information that specifies an array of three
longs for each element, use the following command:
read(del(’file6.txt’, { schema: schema [ long, long, long ] }));

The following results are written to the screen:
[

[
1,
2,
3

],
[

-1,
-2,
-3

],
[

100,
200,
300

]
]

To read the same file, but this time return records, use the following command:
read(del(’file6.txt’, { schema: schema { a: long, b: long, c: long } }));

The following results are written to the screen:
[

{
"a": 1,
"b": 2,
"c": 3

},
{

"a": -1,
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"b": -2,
"c": -3

},
{

"a": 100,
"b": 200,
"c": 300

}
]

Writing del files

The syntax for writing del files is as follows:
fd write([ T ] del(’file-name’, { schema: schema-type } ));

Consider the following data:
x = [ [1,2,3], [-1,-2,-3], [100, 200, 300] ];

To write it to a delimited file, use the following command:
x -> write(del(’file7.txt’));

The following results are written to the screen:
{

"location": "file7.txt",
"type": "del"

}

The following data is an array of records:
y = [ { a: 1, b: 2}, { a: 10, b: 20 } ];

To write this data, you must specify a schema that determines the order of the
output fields, as shown in the following command:
y -> write(del(’file8.txt’, { schema: schema { a, b }}));

You can also write the data and reverse the field order using the following
command:
y -> write(del(’file9.txt’, { schema: schema { b, a }}));

Additional options for del

In addition to schema, del has additional options to control delimiters, quotes, and
so on. The full list of options, specified as name, value pairs that need to be
specified in the options record for del are as follows:

schema: schema [<value schema> ] { <fields> }
For reads, both record and array schemas are supported. Schema values must
be atomic and record and arrays must be closed, that is no optional fields are
supported. For writes, only record schemas are used to control the order of
fields in the output.

delimiter: string_of_length_1
Used to override the field delimiter to char other than ",".

quoted: boolean
Controls whether strings should be quoted.

ddquote: boolean
Controls whether the escape character is a double-quote (true) or backslash
(false).
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escape: boolean
Controls whether characters are escaped.

Reading and writing binary files
Various text-based formats are often used for initial reads and exploration of new
data sets, but it is preferable to use more efficient binary formats for intermediate
file manipulation.

The binary format that Jaql uses, also referred to as JSON binary, stores Jaql values
using a self-describing format. Jaql uses Hadoop's sequence files, in which an array
corresponds to a given file and each array element corresponds to a single record
value.

The syntax for writing binary files is as follows:
fd write([ T ] hdfs(’file-name’, { schema: schema-type } ));

Consider the following example in which an array of data is written to a .dat file:
[

{order: 1, cust: ’c1’, items: [
{item: 1, qty: 2},
{item: 3, qty: 6},
{item: 5, qty: 10}]},

{order: 2, cust: ’c2’, items: [
{item: 2, qty: 1},
{item: 5, qty: 2},
{item: 7, qty: 3}]},

{order: 3, cust: ’c1’, items: [
{item: 1, qty: 2},
{item: 7, qty: 14},
{item: 5, qty: 10}]}

] -> write(hdfs(’orders.dat’));

To read it, use the following command:
read(hdfs(’orders.dat’));

Note: Jaql's binary format is not designed for long term persistence that spans
multiple versions of Jaql. For long term persistence, either use Jaql's text-based
formats or other formats designed for long-term persistence.

When writing binary files, if a schema is available, Jaql's binary format with
schema stores data much more compactly than the self-describing binary format
(for example, record field names are not repeated per record if declared in the
schema). Similar to the self-describing binary format, Hadoop's sequence files
represent an array and each element is stored in a single record value. Jaql uses
this format for temporary files such as those serialized between the map and
reduce steps. However, you can use this format as well to save on performance
and disk space.

Consider the following array of data:
data = [

{order: 1, cust: ’c1’, items: [
{item: 1, qty: 2},
{item: 3, qty: 6},
{item: 5, qty: 10}]},

{order: 2, cust: ’c2’, items: [
{item: 2, qty: 1},
{item: 5, qty: 2},
{item: 7, qty: 3}]},
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{order: 3, cust: ’c1’, items: [
{item: 1, qty: 2},
{item: 7, qty: 14},
{item: 5, qty: 10}]}

];

The data has the following schema:
schm = schema {

"order": long,
"cust": string,
"items": [

{
"item": long,
"qty": long

} *
]

};

To write the data to a file and specify the schema, use the following command:
data -> write(jaqltemp(’orders.bin’, schm );

To see the efficiency of using a schema, query the two files (orders.dat and
orders.bin) that you created from the same data set:
% ls -l orders.dat
351

% ls -l orders.bin
167

To read the data in orders.bin back, use the following command:
read(jaqltemp(’orders.bin’, schm ));

The following results are written to the screen:
[

{order: 1, cust: ’c1’, items: [
{item: 1, qty: 2},
{item: 3, qty: 6},
{item: 5, qty: 10}]},

{order: 2, cust: ’c2’, items: [
{item: 2, qty: 1},
{item: 5, qty: 2},
{item: 7, qty: 3}]},

{order: 3, cust: ’c1’, items: [
{item: 1, qty: 2},
{item: 7, qty: 14},
{item: 5, qty: 10}]}

];

Reading and writing JSON text files
When Jaql's text representation of Jaql types is restricted to JSON types, the text
format is JSON (that is, there are no dates, binaries, functions, and so on).

There are two common ways of managing such JSON data:
v Storing each JSON value of an array in a text value of a sequence file record
v Using Hadoop's text input and output formats to store each JSON value on a

separate line

Because neither of these formats has been wrapped by a file descriptor constructor,
you need to override several default options of Jaql's native binary format to read
and write JSON text files.
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Reading JSON text files

The syntax for reading JSON text files is as follows:
read(hdfs(’file-name’, input-option));

The input-option is based on the type of file to which you want to read:
v To read data as JSON from an Hadoop text file, use the following option:

txtInOpt = {format: "org.apache.hadoop.mapred.TextInputFormat",
converter: "com.ibm.jaql.io.hadoop.converter.FromJsonTextConverter"};

v To read data as JSON from an Hadoop sequence file, use the following option:
seqInOpt = { converter: ’com.ibm.jaql.io.hadoop.converter.FromJsonTextConverter’ };

Writing JSON text files

The syntax for writing JSON text files is as follows:
data -> write(hdfs(’file-name’, output-option));

The output-option is based on the type of file to which you want to write.
v To write data as JSON to a Hadoop text file, use the following option:

txtOutOpt = {format: "org.apache.hadoop.mapred.TextOutputFormat",
converter: "com.ibm.jaql.io.hadoop.converter.ToJsonTextConverter"};

v To write data as JSON to a Hadoop sequence file, use the following option:
seqOutOpt = {converter: ’com.ibm.jaql.io.hadoop.converter.ToJsonTextConverter’,

configurator: ’com.ibm.jaql.io.hadoop.TextFileOutputConfigurator’};

Reading and writing task lists
A task list is an array where each element of the array is assigned to a single task
of a MapReduce job.

This is useful, for example, when generating synthetic data sets. For such cases,
data is not stored in HDFS at the beginning of the job, yet the job is processed in
parallel.

Here is an example that illustrates a very simple form of data generation:
fd = {type: ’array’, inoptions: {array: [1,2,3]}};

To generate numbers from 1 to $ where $ is bound to an element of array, as
defined above, use the following command:
read(fd) -> transform range(1, $);

The following results are written to the screen:
[

[
1

],
[

1,
2

],
[

1,
2,
3

]
]
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Jaql evaluated a MapReduce job composed of three tasks (one for each element of
the array above), so each nested array was generated by a separate task.

Using globbing patterns
Hadoop supports file name globbing, so you can take advantage of this feature
directly. The value of the location field is passed verbatim to Hadoop's file system
APIs so all globbing patterns that Hadoop supports are also available to you when
you use Jaql.

Consider a directory structure that starts at data and includes subdirectories
named by their creation date, which in turn include subdirectories, one per source
of data (for example, a database or logger). Example paths to consider are as
follows:
v data/04_27_2010/logs/machine1.log

v data/04_27_2010/db/t1.dat

v data/0.4_28_2010/logs/machine1.log

To read machine1's data for 04/27/2010, use the following command:
read(hdfs("data/04_27_2010/logs/machine1.log"));

To read all data collected on 04/27/2010, use the following command:
read(hdfs("data/04_27_2010/*/*"));

When piped to further Jaql expressions, these examples allow you to operate on
subsets of the data, effectively eliminating data that is not of current interest. If
necessary, you can have all of the data processed by using the following command:
read(hdfs("data/*/*/*"));

In some cases, certain paths may be of interest that cannot be easily expressed
using globbing patterns. For example, consider the simple case of needing to read
data/04_27_2010/db/t1.dat and data/0.4_28_2010/logs/machine1.log . More
generally, one can have an arbitrary collection of paths, modeled as an array (for
example, ["data/04_27_2010/db/t1.dat", "data/0.4_28_2010/logs/
machine1.log"]). To convert this to a globbing pattern appropriate for Hadoop, use
the following command:
makeGlob = fn(ps) (

strcat("/{", ps
-> transform strcat(".",$)
-> strJoin(","),

"}")

);

Using the two paths mentioned earlier, issue the following command:
makeGlob(["data/04_27_2010/db/t1.dat", "data/0.4_28_2010/logs/machine1.log"]);

which returns:
"/{.data/04_27_2010/db/t1.dat,.data/0.4_28_2010/logs/machine1.log}"

You could also use globbing with the read function as follows:
paths = ["data/04_27_2010/db/t1.dat", "data/0.4_28_2010/logs/machine1.log"];

read(hdfs(makeGlob(paths)));
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Serial I/O
Some data stores do not support parallel access. For such data stores, Jaql's IO
functions support serial access.

Accessing such data stores might cause Jaql's query processing plan to significantly
differ from a plan where parallel access is permitted. In some cases, the entire
script might run serially, without any use of MapReduce. There are two main ways
of accessing serial data:

JSON files

Jaql can read and write data directly stored in local files. Values are
serialized as text and printed for readability. When Jaql's non-JSON types
are not used, the output is valid JSON. Reading and writing local files is
useful for debugging small amounts of data because the file can be readily
manipulated using standard editing tools.

For example, to write some text to a file hey.dat, use the following
command:
[{text: ’Hello World’},{text: ’Another example’}] -> write(jsonTextFile(’hey.json’));

To read it back, use the following command:
read(jsonTextFile(’hey.json’));

The following results are written to the screen:
[

{
"text": "Hello World"

},
{

"text": "Another example"
}

]

JSON data from a URL

If you want to work with external data sources, the read() function can
retrieve JSON data from a URL. For example, if you wanted to retrieve a
list of all the albums recorded by The Police using Freebase, you could
issue the following:
$artist = "The Police";

$url = "http://api.freebase.com/api/service/mqlread";
$query =
{query: {album: [], name: $artist, type: "/music/artist"}};
read(http($url, {query: serialize($query)}))[0].result.album;

Something similar to the following would be returned:
[
"Outlandos d\’Amour",

"Reggatta de Blanc",
"Zenyatta Mondatta",
"Ghost in the Machine",
"Synchronicity",
"Every Breath You Take: The Singles",
"Greatest Hits",
"Message in a Box: The Complete Recordings (disc 1)",
"Message in a Box: The Complete Recordings (disc 2)",
"Message in a Box: The Complete Recordings (disc 3)",
"Message in a Box: The Complete Recordings (disc 4)",
"Live! (disc 1: Orpheum WBCN/Boston Broadcast)",
"Live! (disc 2: Atlanta/Synchronicity Concert)",
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"Every Breath You Take: The Classics",
"Their Greatest Hits",
"Can\’t Stand Losing You",
"Roxanne \’97 (Puff Daddy remix)",
"Roxanne \’97"];

Examples of data manipulation with Jaql
After the Jaql data has been read, you can perform various transformations and
manipulations on that data using the Jaql core operators, built-in functions, or
user-defined functions.

The first example illustrates a basic filtering and transforming operation. The
remaining examples are organized around the task of aggregating particular word
mentions in the log messages by the sender zipcode.

The examples are based on the following sets of data:
v An application log:

%cat log.json
[

{ from: 101,
to: [102],
ts: 1243361567,
msg: "Hello, world!"

},
{ from: 201,

to: [20, 81, 94],
ts: 1243361567,
msg: "Hello, world! was interesting, but lets start a new topic please"

},
{ from: 81,

to: [201, 94, 40],
ts: 1243361567,
msg: "Agreed, this topic is not for Joe, but more suitable for Ann"

},
{ from: 40,

to: [201, 81, 94],
ts: 1243361567,
msg: "Thanks for including me on this topic about nothing... reminds me of a Seinfeld episode."

},
{ from: 20,

to: [81, 201, 94],
ts: 1243361567,
msg: "Where did the topic go.. hopefully its more than about nothing."

}
]

v Associated user data:
% cat user.json
[

{ id: 20,
name: "Joe Smith",
zip: 95120

},
{ id: 40,

name: "Ann Jones",
zip: 94114

},
{ id: 101,

name: "Alicia Fox",
zip: 95008

},
{ id: 201,

name: "Mike James",
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zip: 94114
},
{ id: 102,

name: "Adam Baker",
zip: 94114

},
{ id: 81,

name: "Beth Charles",
zip: 95008

},
{ id: 94,

name: "Charles Dodd",
zip: 95120

},
{ id: 103,

name: "Dan Epstein",
zip: 95008

}
]

Example 1: Filtering and projecting
To make the date sets less cumbersome to work with, you can assign a
variable to the log data and the user data as follows:
log = read(local("log"));
user = read(local("user"));

To transform the log data, you start a Jaql pipe as follows:
log
-> filter $.from == 101
-> transform { mandatory: $.msg };

The first consumer, or receiver of the input data, is a FILTER operator that
outputs only those values for which the predicate evaluates to true. In this
case, the predicate tests the FROM field of each object. The $ is an
implicitly defined variable that references the current array value. The .
used in $.from assumes that each array value is an object and not some
other type of JSON value. The second consumer is a TRANSFORM
operator that takes as input a JSON value and outputs a JSON value. In
this case, a new object is constructed to project the MSG field. The pipe
expects an array as input and conceptually streams the array values to its
consumer:

[
{

"mandatory": "Hello, world!"
}

]

Because you probably do not want to define a new Jaql pipe for each
combination of read and write operation, make this query reusable by
defining it as a function. The following example defines the variable
introMessage as a function of two arguments: an input and an id to use
for the filter:
introMessage =
fn(input, id) (

input
-> filter $.from == id
-> transform { mandatory: $.msg }

);

You can now call this newly defined function as follows:
read(hdfs("log"))
-> introMessage(101);
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In this example, log data is used as a source and is implicitly bound to the
first argument of the introMessage function (input). When you use a
function this way, you can parameterize the query filter, use any source
that might store log data, and send the output to any sink.

Example 2: Computing word count
You can compute word count by using the EXPAND operator. In contrast
to the TRANSFORM operator, which creates a nested array of strings,
EXPAND produces a single array of strings even if the input is a nested
array. Word count requires a single array of strings. To illustrate this
example, consider the following input data:

example = [
["first", "example"],
["second", "example"]

];

If you perform a TRANSFORM on this input (example -> transform;) you
get the following:

[
[

"first",
"example"

],
[

"second",
"example"

]
]

If you use EXPAND instead (example -> expand;) you get the following
data:

[
"first",
"example",
"second",
"example"

]

The following code shows how EXPAND is used with a simple tokenizer
that is implemented as the user-defined function (UDF) splitArr:
splitArr = javaudf("com.acme.extensions.fn.Split1");
splitArr("something simple with five words", " ");

The code returns the following results:
[

"something",
"simple",
"with",
"five",
"words"

]

You can register the UDF by associating a name with its implementing
class. Then you exercise the splitArr function on a sample string using a
simple delimiter. Finally, you implement the word-count by reading the log
data, tokenizing each $.msg, expanding the tokens into the output array,
grouping on word, computing a count per word, and outputting an object
for each word and its associated count:

log
-> expand splitArr($.msg, " ")
-> group by word = $

into { word, num: count($) };
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Jaql evaluates this query by translating to MapReduce. The read,
tokenization, and expansion are performed in the map step and the
grouping and count is performed in the reduce step. Because count is an
algebraic function, Jaql pushes its computation into the map step and
performs a sum in the reduce step. That is, it takes advantage of
MapReduce combiners where applicable.

The earlier query returns the following results:
[

{
"num": 1,
"word": "Agreed,"

},
{

"num": 1,
"word": "Ann"

},
{

"num": 2,
"word": "Hello,"

},
{

"num": 1,
"word": "Joe,"

},
{

"num": 1,
"word": "Seinfeld"

},
...

]

Example 3: Using word-count for specific words
If you want to perform a word-count on specific words, you can add a
filter on the words that are returned. To add the filter, use tokenization to
produce an array which filters the words according to an in-list of words:
inList = ["topic", "Seinfeld"];

This array is used as the source of a subpipe, which is a pipe that is nested
under another pipe; in this case, the outer pipe.

log
-> expand (splitArr($.msg, " ") -> filter $ in $inList )
-> group by word = $

into { word, num: count($) };

The following results are returned:
[

{
"num": 1,
"word": "Seinfeld"

},
{

"num": 4,
"word": "topic"

}
]

Example 4: Computing word count per message sender
If you want to compute word count per message sender instead of a global
word count, extend the subpipe to include a transform that associates the
sender ID with each filtered word:
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log
-> expand each $l

( splitArr($l.msg, " ") -> filter $ in $inList
-> transform { $l.from, word: $ } )

-> group by uword = $
into { uword.from, uword.word, num: count($) };

The following results are returned:
[

{
"from": 20,
"num": 1,
"word": "topic"

},
{

"from": 40,
"num": 1,
"word": "Seinfeld"

},
{

"from": 40,
"num": 1,
"word": "topic"

},
{

"from": 81,
"num": 1,
"word": "topic"

},
{

"from": 201,
"num": 1,
"word": "topic"

}
]

The sender ID is in the JSON object on the outer pipe but splitArr loses
this association by examining only the MSG field. As a result, you need to
explicitly construct an association of FROM from the outer object with each
word in order to later group by FROM. The each $l syntax for EXPAND
saves the outer object so that it can be referenced in the subpipe. This
operation is similar to an iteration variable used in for loops.

You can extend this query further and associate the word count per user
with other information, like the zip code, by performing a join. First, define
the word count per user as the $senderWordCount variable:
senderWordCount =
log
-> expand each $l

( splitArr($l.msg, " ") -> filter $ in inList
-> transform { $l.from, word: $ } )

-> group by uword = $
into { uword.from, uword.word, num: count($) };

Then join the result of the senderWordCount function with the user
information on ID, group on ZIP file and word, and then calculate the total
number of times a word is mentioned in a given ZIP file, as follows:

join senderWordCount, user
where senderWordCount.from == user.id

into { senderWordCount.*, user.zip }
-> group by g = {$.zip, $.word}

into { g.zip, g.word, num: sum($[*].num) };

The following results are returned:
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[
{

"num": 1,
"word": "Seinfeld",
"zip": 94114

},
{

"num": 2,
"word": "topic",
"zip": 94114

},
{

"num": 1,
"word": "topic",
"zip": 95008

},
{

"num": 1,
"word": "topic",
"zip": 95120

}
]
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Chapter 31. SQL within Jaql

Jaql integrates an SQL expression that should make it easier for users with an SQL
background to write MapReduce scripts in Jaql for the BigInsights environment.
SQL within Jaql also makes it easier to integrate existing SQL applications and
tooling with Jaql.

Structured Query Language (SQL) operates on a data model that defines tables
whose rows and columns contain atomic, typed data. SQL operations have origins
in relational algebra and its operations such as selection, projection, join operations,
set-like operations, and others. SQL operates on data that is stored in tables whose
columns are strongly typed, meaning that each cell in a table has an explicit type
associated with it, even before any actual data is read from the table. The column
types are usually limited to atomic data types such as INTEGER or VARCHAR. If
the data does not naturally follow this paradigm, strategies such as normalization
techniques are often employed to reduce the complexity of the data.

Jaql's data model does not impose such restrictions. It uses the JSON data model,
which comprises more complex data types such as arrays and records. It is not
strongly typed.

Although Jaql itself is meant to be used on its own, SQL in Jaql enables you to
utilize existing knowledge and technologies to quickly become productive in the
BigInsights environment.

Data model

The data model for SQL in Jaql is the data model that is used by Jaql itself. For
more information, see “Jaql data model”.

Draft comment
Add related reference to c0057753

This means that data types such as boolean, for example, can also be used within
SQL. Several SQL operations have also been extended to operate on nested arrays
and nested records.

Under SQL in Jaql, a table is an array of records. Semantically, every operation that
results in an array of records can be thought of as a table in SQL. Jaql (and
therefore SQL in Jaql) can operate on any kind of record. Although such semantic
differences might cause seemingly unexpected results to be returned when
querying arrays of records that contain conflicting field types, optional fields, or
open records, these differences represent attractive features that give you more
expressive power when using the Jaql data model.

Examples:

v Variable T1 is defined as follows:
T1 = [ { a: 1, b: "Hello" }, { a: 2, b: "World !" } ];

T1 can be referenced as though it were a table in an SQL query. For example:
SELECT a FROM T1 WHERE a = 2;
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v Variable T2 is defined as follows:
T2 = [ { a: 1 }, { a: "Hello" } ];

The a field in the first record contains a long value, whereas the a field in the
second record contains a string value. Nevertheless, the following query is valid:
SELECT a FROM T2;

v Variables T3 and T4 are defined as follows:
T3 = [ { a: 1, b: "Hello" }, { a: 2, b: "World" } ];

T4 = T3 -> check( schema : [ { * } * ] );

The definition of T4 removes the inferred schema and associates the far less
specific schema “array of records of things” to T4.
The following query results in a compilation error, because Jaql cannot
determine whether there is a column “a” in table T4.
SELECT a FROM T4;

However, the following query succeeds, because it is directed at all of the
columns in T4.
SELECT * FROM T4;

Functions

The common data model for both Jaql and SQL in Jaql makes it possible to use all
Jaql functions, including all of the Jaql built-in functions,

Draft comment
Add related reference to c0057497

with SQL in Jaql wherever you can call a function. This is important, because it
enables extensions (such as modules) to be used by both Jaql and SQL in Jaql.

Examples:

v The following example shows the Jaql built-in function strcat() being applied to
the select list of an SQL query:
T5 = [ { a: "Hello", b: "World" } ];

SELECT strcat(a, b) FROM T5;

Expressions
Expressions are one of the language elements of SQL.

An expression is a value that can be selected or computed. Both column names and
constants are expressions. You can construct more complex expressions by using
arithmetic operators such as +, -, or string concatenation, among others. For
example:
( qonorder + qonhand ) / 2

substring( ’I love’ || ’ the game’, 2, 7);

Expressions are used in SELECT statements to specify the values that are to be
retrieved, and in WHERE clauses to specify the values that are to be used in search
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conditions. In general, an expression consists of one or more operands connected
by unary or binary operators. The following operands can be used in SQL
expressions:
v Column names. When a query involves more than one table, it is sometimes

necessary to qualify a column name with a table name or a variable name to
make it clear which column is being referenced. For example: quotations.price
or x.description. When you write a multi-table query, it is good practice to
qualify all of the column names.

v Constants. SQL in Jaql constants can take any of the following forms:
– Long constants consist of an optional sign and some digits. For example: 29,

-5. The range is -9,223,372,036,854,775,808 to +9,223,372,036,854,775,807.
– Double constants include a decimal point and can use exponential notation. For

example: 1.0, 1.5, 1.87E5, -62E-13. The range is 4.94065645841246544E-324
to 1.79769313486231570E+308.

– Decfloat constants follow the same lexical rules as double constants, but
append the letter ’m’ to specify that they are decfloat constants. For example:
1m, 1.5m, -64E-3m.

– String constants are enclosed by single quotation marks. For example:
’Hello’, ’Super!’. Hexadecimal notation can be used in a string constant
that is prefixed by the letter ’X’. For example: X’FFFF’, X’12AB907F’. The
letters ’A’ through ’F’, in either uppercase or lowercase characters, can be
used in hexadecimal constants.

– Dates can be constructed by calling the date() function with a string argument.
For example: date(’2010-12-31’).

v Functions. Jaql supports a number of functions that accept arguments and return
a result. Scalar functions return results that are of a non-complex data type.
Column functions operate on a collection of values that are derived from a table
column, and return a scalar result, such as the average or sum of the values in
the column. Jaql functions can be either built-in or user-defined.

v CASE expressions. A CASE expression computes a value that is based on which
of several conditions is true. In the following example of a CASE expression, the
value is a character string:
CASE

WHEN weight < 100 THEN ’Light’
WHEN weight BETWEEN 100 AND 200 THEN ’Medium’
WHEN weight > 200 THEN ’Heavy’

END

v Subqueries. A scalar subquery (that is, a subquery that returns a single scalar
value) can be used in an expression wherever a value can be used.

v Search conditions. A search condition can be used as an expression. This is a
logical consequence of Jaql's boolean data type. The result of a search condition
is TRUE, FALSE, or null (UNKNOWN).

v Jaql expressions. Sometimes it is easier to express parts of a query in Jaql rather
than in SQL. You can write a Jaql expression within SQL as
jaql(Jaql-expression). For example:
SELECT jaql([1,2]) FROM T

Expressions can be constructed by combining these operands, using the following
operators:
v Arithmetic operators include +, -, *, and /. The + and - operators can be used

either as unary (prefix) operators or as binary (infix) operators.
v Concatenation operator. The || operator concatenates two strings, resulting in a

new string.
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v Parentheses. When arithmetic expressions are evaluated, unary plus and minus
are applied first, followed by multiplication and division (left to right), followed
by addition and subtraction (left to right). Parentheses can be used to modify
this order and to introduce as many levels of nested expressions as necessary.

Search conditions
SQL statements often scan through the rows of a table, applying some search
condition to find the rows that qualify for further processing. The search condition
is a logical test that can be applied to each row, resulting in one of three truth
values: true, false, or null (unknown).

If the search condition evaluates to true, the row is accepted for further processing;
for example, it might become part of the query result set. If the search condition
evaluates to false or null, the row is not accepted for further processing.

A search condition might evaluate to null for a particular row because the row
contains null values that are used to represent missing or inapplicable information.
For example, if the price is missing from a particular row and is therefore
represented by a null value, the search condition price > 1000 evaluates to null for
that row. In general, whenever a null value is used in an expression, the result of
the expression is null. Similarly, whenever a null value is compared to another
value (even another null value), the truth value of that search condition is
unknown.

A search condition might consist of a single test, such as price > 1000, or a
combination of individual tests connected by the logical connectives AND, OR, and
NOT. For example: price < 1000 OR response-time < 10 AND NOT suppno = ’S54’.
Each of the individual tests in a search condition is called a predicate. The truth
value of the search condition for a given row is found by combining the truth
values of the individual predicates, using a truth table (Table 10).

When combining predicates to evaluate a search condition, NOT operators have
highest precedence, followed by AND operators, and OR operators. Parentheses
can be used to modify the precedence of these operators. To provide the system
with opportunities for optimization, the order in which predicates are evaluated
within a group of equal precedence cannot be guaranteed.

search-condition:

NOT
predicate
(search-condition)

�

� �

AND predicate
OR NOT (search-condition)

Table 10. Truth table for AND and OR. P and Q are any predicates.

P Q P AND Q P OR Q

True True True True

True False False True
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Table 10. Truth table for AND and OR. P and Q are any predicates. (continued)

P Q P AND Q P OR Q

True Unknown Unknown True

False True False True

False False False False

False Unknown False Unknown

Unknown True Unknown True

Unknown False False Unknown

Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown

Note: NOT(true) is false, NOT(false) is true, and NOT(unknown) is unknown.

Predicates
Jaql supports a number of predicates, including basic, quantified, BETWEEN,
EXISTS, IN, LIKE, and NULL predicates.

Basic predicate

Any two expressions can be compared using the comparison operators that are
listed in the syntax diagram. A comparison to a null value returns null (unknown).
Both expressions can refer directly or indirectly only to constants, correlations, or
the columns of one input table within the scope of the surrounding query block.

�� expression =
(1)

<>
<
>

(1)
<=

(1)
>=

expression ��

Notes:

1 The following forms of the comparison operators are also supported in basic
predicates: ^=, ^<, ^>, !=, !<, and !>. In code pages 437, 819, and 850, the
forms ¬=, ¬<, and ¬> are supported. All of these product-specific forms of the
comparison operators are intended only to support existing SQL statements
that use these operators, and are not recommended for use when writing new
SQL statements.

Quantified predicate

Like a basic predicate, a quantified predicate uses one of the comparison operators
=, <, <=, >, >=, and <>. Like an IN predicate, it compares a single value with a list
of values returned by a subquery. A quantified predicate also includes one of the
following keywords: SOME, ANY, or ALL. The keywords SOME and ANY indicate
that the predicate is true if the comparison holds for at least one element in the
list. The keyword ALL indicates that the predicate is true if the comparison holds
for all elements in the list (or if the list is empty).
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�� expression = SOME (query)
(1) ANY

<> ALL
<
>
<=
>=

��

Notes:

1 The following forms of the comparison operators are also supported in
quantified predicates: ^=, ^<, ^>, !=, !<, and !>. In code pages 437, 819, and
850, the forms ¬=, ¬<, and ¬> are supported. All of these product-specific
forms of the comparison operators are intended only to support existing SQL
statements that use these operators, and are not recommended for use when
writing new SQL statements.

BETWEEN predicate

The BETWEEN predicate compares a value with a range of values.

�� expression1
NOT

BETWEEN expression2 AND expression3 ��

The meaning of the BETWEEN predicate is the same as the meaning of expression1
>= expression2 AND expression1 <= expression3.

EXISTS predicate

The EXISTS predicate contains a subquery and evaluates to true if the result of the
subquery contains at least one row. If the subquery returns no rows, the EXISTS
predicate evaluates to false. An EXISTS predicate never evaluates to the unknown
truth value.

�� EXISTS (query) ��

IN predicate

The IN predicate determines whether a given value is included in a list of values.
The list of values can be expressed by a subquery that returns exactly one column.

��

�

expression1 IN (query)
NOT ,

( expression2 )
expression2

��

LIKE predicate

The LIKE predicate searches for a specified pattern (the pattern expression) within
a character string (the match expression). Certain characters in the pattern
expression have a special meaning:
v The underscore character (_) represents any single character.
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v The percent sign (%) represents any string of zero or more characters.

�� match-expression
NOT

LIKE pattern-expression ��

NULL

The NULL predicate evaluates to true if a specified expression evaluates to the null
value; otherwise, the NULL predicate evaluates to false. A NULL predicate never
evaluates to the unknown truth value.

�� expression IS
NOT

NULL ��

The meaning of expression IS NOT NULL is the same as the meaning of
NOT(expression IS NULL).

Join conditions
Some queries require data from multiple tables. Such queries are known as join
queries.

In a join query, the FROM clause references a list of all the tables participating in
the join. Conceptually, the system forms all possible combinations of rows from the
tables listed in the FROM clause, and applies the search condition to each
combination. The search condition usually specifies some relationship between the
rows to be joined. For example, you might join rows from the PARTS table with
rows from the QUOTATIONS table that have matching part numbers. The
predicate, called a join condition, might be expressed as in the following example:
parts.partno = quotations.partno

If two or more tables in a join have a common column name, and that column
name is referenced in a join query, the column name must be qualified by the table
name to avoid ambiguity, as in this example.

Currently, SQL in Jaql only supports equijoin conditions. An equijoin is a join
whose join condition uses only the equals predicate.

Column functions
Column functions operate on a set of values and return a single scalar value. The
supported Jaql built-in column functions are avg(), count(), max(), min(), and
sum().

When a column function is invoked with an argument expression, such as qonorder
+ qonhand, for example, the set of values that is passed to the function consists of
that argument expression evaluated for each row that satisfies the search condition
in the query block. For example, the following query finds the number of bolts that
are on hand or on order:
SELECT sum ( qonorder + qonhand )

FROM parts
WHERE description LIKE ’Bolt%’

Use the following syntax to invoke a column function.
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�� function-name ( expression )
ALL
DISTINCT

COUNT ( * )

��

Jaql provides an array data type and built-in functions that operate on arrays. You
can also create user-defined functions that operate on arrays. A table in SQL in Jaql
is an array of records, and semantically, a column function is just a function that
operates on an array and returns one scalar value. How can you determine
whether you are calling a function on an array data type or whether you are
referencing a column function?

Jaql makes a distinction between functions and aggregate functions. An aggregate
function in Jaql can be used as a column function in SQL in Jaql. An ordinary Jaql
function, even if its input argument is an array of values, is not considered to be
an aggregate function and cannot be used as a column function in SQL in Jaql.
Consider the following example:
T = [ { a: [1,2,1,1,1,1,2,1,1,1,30,1,2,3,43,2,2,1] },
{ a: [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,7,7,6,5,4,3,2,1] } ];

S = [ { a: 1 }, { a: 2 }, { a: 1 }, { a: 1 }, { a: 1 }, { a: 1 },
{ a: 2 }, { a: 1 }, { a: 1 }, { a: 1 }, { a: 30 }, { a: 1 },
{ a: 2 }, { a: 3 }, { a: 43 }, { a: 2 }, { a: 2 }, { a: 1 } ];

T contains two rows with nested integer arrays in each row. S contains one integer
column.

A function called variance(), which computes the variance of an array of integers,
could be implemented as in the following example:
variance = fn(items) (

init =
items
-> filter not isnull($)
-> transform { n: 1, s1: $, s2: $*$ },

combined =
init
-> combine( fn(a,b)

{ n: a.n + b.n,
s1: a.s1 + b.s1,
s2: a.s2 + b.s2 }),

E_X = combined.s1 / combined.n,
E_X2 = combined.s2 / combined.n,

E_X2 - E_X * E_X
);

The variance() function is an ordinary function. Using variance() in SQL in Jaql,
you can compute the variance of the sub-arrays that are stored in column “a” in T:
SELECT variance(a)

FROM T

This query returns the following result:
[

{
"#0": 129

},
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{
"#0": 5

}
]

The variance() function is not interpreted as a column function, and is applied to
each row in T instead.

Grouping
Column functions operate on sets of values and return scalar results. Rather than
applying a column function to an entire table, it is sometimes preferable to divide
a table into groups of related rows and to apply a column function to each group
separately.

Grouping enables a table to be conceptually divided into groups of rows with
matching values in one or more columns (the grouping columns), which are listed in
the GROUP BY clause. When a query block contains a GROUP BY clause, each row
in the result set represents one group. In such a query, each column name in the
select list must be either one of the grouping columns or an argument of a column
function.

For the purpose of forming groups, the null value is considered a value like any
other.

The WHERE clause of the query block can specify a search condition, which serves
as a filter that is applied before the formation of groups, retaining only those rows
that satisfy the search condition.

It is also possible to apply a qualifying condition to the groups themselves,
retaining only those groups that satisfy the condition. This is done by including a
HAVING clause after the GROUP BY clause. The HAVING clause contains a search
condition in which each predicate tests some group property involving a column
function or a grouping column.

A query can contain both a WHERE clause and a HAVING clause. The WHERE
clause is applied before groups are formed, and the HAVING clause is applied to
the groups directly.

Query blocks
A query block is the basic unit of SQL that operates on tables or the results of
other queries by performing join, grouping, projection, or selection operations. The
result of a query block is a table that is known as a derived table.

Syntax

�� select-clause from-clause
where-clause group-by-clause

�

�
having-clause order-by-clause

��

The clauses in a query block are conceptually processed in the following order:
v FROM clause
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v WHERE clause
v GROUP BY clause
v HAVING clause
v SELECT clause
v ORDER BY clause

Although the Jaql engine might reorder these operations in any way, the semantics
described here are preserved.

FROM clause

�� �

,

FROM table-reference ��

table-reference:

�

table-name
correlation-clause

TABLE ( function-name ( ) ) correlation-clause
,

expression
nested-table-expression correlation-clause
collection-derived-table correlation-clause

correlation-clause:

�

AS
correlation-name

,

( column-name )

nested-table-expression:

TABLE
(query)

collection-derived-table:

UNNEST-table-function
WITH ORDINALITY

The first step is to form the Cartesian product of the tables that are named in the
FROM clause. If only one table is named, the FROM clause generates all of the
rows in that table.

If any table in the FROM clause is given a correlation name, that correlation name
replaces the table name in subsequent references to the table elsewhere in the
query block.
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In place of a reference to an actual table, the FROM clause can contain an
expression that derives a table. The expression can be a table expression, a function
invocation, or an UNNEST expression.
v A table expression is an SQL query that returns a derived table, which then

participates in the processing of main query. Any query that is contained inside
of another query is called a subquery. A table expression is a specific kind of
subquery that can be used in place of a reference to an actual table.

v A function invocation can evaluate any Jaql function that returns an array of
records, and can therefore act as an SQL table.

v An UNNEST expression unnests a nested array of values.

If a table expression, a function invocation, or an UNNEST expression is used in
the FROM clause, a correlation name must be specified. Column names are derived
from the contained expression, if possible, but can also be explicitly specified.

A nested expression can use correlation variables that are defined in a previous
table reference in the same query block. The use of a correlation variable inside of
another table reference is called a (sideways) correlation. During evaluation of the
query, a correlation is bound to actual values. The rows that are generated for a
nested expression using correlations is the union of all rows generated for all
possible bindings of all correlation variables that are used within the nested
expression.

WHERE clause

�� WHERE search-condition ��

The search condition in a WHERE clause is used to filter rows that are generated
by the FROM clause. Only rows for which the search condition evaluates to true
are retained for further processing.

GROUP BY clause

�� �

,

GROUP BY grouping-expression ��

The grouping expression in a GROUP BY clause determines how rows in the result
set are to be grouped. The null value is considered to be a value like any other
value, meaning that the null value, if present, will form a group.

HAVING clause

�� HAVING search-condition ��

The search condition in a HAVING clause is used to filter the groups. Only those
groups for which the search condition evaluates to true are retained for further
processing. If a query block contains no HAVING clause, all groups are kept. If a
query block contains a HAVING clause but no GROUP BY clause, the HAVING
clause is applied to all of the rows that have been retained so far. If the HAVING
clause does not evaluate to true, the empty table is returned.
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Each column reference in the search condition of a HAVING clause is one of the
following references:
v A reference to one of the grouping columns
v An argument (directly or indirectly) to a column function
v A correlated reference to a column defined in an enclosing query block that

contains this query block as a subquery

SELECT clause

�� SELECT
ALL

DISTINCT

�

*
,

expression
AS

new-column-name
exposed-name.*

��

The SELECT clause is applied to rows or groups that have been retained so far.
The SELECT clause selects the specific columns or expressions that are to be
returned as the final result of the query block.

If the query block contains a GROUP BY or HAVING clause, all column references
in the SELECT clause are either references to GROUP BY columns, arguments to
column functions, or correlated references. The query block returns as many rows
as there are groups.

If the query block does not contain a GROUP BY or HAVING clause, the structure
of the SELECT clause must adhere to one the following rules:
v The SELECT clause does not contain a column function. The query block returns

all of the rows that have been retained so far.
v The SELECT clause contains a column function for each item in the select list.

Expressions in the SELECT clause are applied to all of the rows as though they
were part of one group. The query block returns exactly one row.

The SELECT clause can contain an asterisk to denote either all declared columns or
all columns of a table reference. If the DISTINCT clause is specified, the result set
is filtered to eliminate duplicate rows.

ORDER BY clause

�� ORDER BY �

,
ASC

sort-key-expression
DESC

��

The sort key expression in an ORDER BY clause is used to sort the result set.

Queries
A query combines query blocks using set-based operations such as UNION,
EXCEPT, and INTERSECT.
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Syntax

�� query-block
(query)

�

UNION query-block
UNION ALL (query)
EXCEPT
EXCEPT ALL
INTERSECT
INTERSECT ALL

�

�
order-by-clause

��

Note: Jaql matches columns that are combined during set-based operations by
name, and does not enforce a compatible schema between matching columns.

Example

Consider the following data:
R = [ { a : 1 } ];

S = [ { a : "hello" } ];

Running the query SELECT a FROM R UNION ALL SELECT a FROM S; against this data
returns the following result:
[

{
"a": 1

},
{

"a": "hello"
}

]

Common table expressions
SQL uses the concept of views to facilitate the execution of frequently run queries.
Views can be referenced as though they were regular tables. SQL in Jaql uses
variables to accomplish the same thing.

For example:
payroll =

(
SELECT deptno, SUM( salary ) + SUM( bonus )
FROM emp
GROUP BY deptno

);

SELECT deptno
FROM payroll
WHERE totalpay =

(
SELECT MAX( totalpay )
FROM payroll

);
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Although an SQL view might be used in only one query, that query might need to
access the view repeatedly. With SQL in Jaql, you can use a common table
expression to declare a view from within the query itself. A common table
expression is expressed as a WITH clause. Thus, the previous example can be
rewritten as follows:
WITH payroll( deptno, totalpay ) AS

( SELECT deptno, SUM( salary ) + SUM( bonus )
FROM emp
GROUP BY deptno )

SELECT deptno
FROM payroll
WHERE totalpay =
( SELECT MAX( totalpay )

FROM payroll )

You can declare multiple temporary views that remain valid for the duration of the
query with which they are associated.

Syntax

�� table-name

�

,

( column-name )

AS ( query ) ��

Statements
A statement is a top-level SQL construct that combines common table expressions
and a query.

Syntax

��

�

,

WITH common-table-expression

query ��
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Chapter 32. Jaql extensibility

One of the key features of Jaql is its extensibility.

Extending Jaql by defining new functions
Jaql has been designed to be extensible, so defining new Jaql functions is
straightforward.

Function parameters are any valid JSON value. In general, you can specify a
function body using any valid Jaql expression. The value produced by the function
is the value produced by its body. Jaql functions are designed primarily for reuse;
however, there are many times when the function is best expressed using a
standard programming language.

A simple example of a function definition is as follows:
myNewFn = fn(a, b) (

a + b
);

The function body in this case assumes that the + operator can be applied to both
inputs.

You can invoke that function as follows:
myNewFn(1,2);

The following result is returned:
3

Extending Jaql with Java functions
Calling Java functions from Jaql requires writing a class with an eval() method that
accepts and returns Jaql representations of JSON types.

The following examples illustrate how to implement the Java functions, register the
functions with the Jaql system, and invoke the functions.

Split returning an entire array

Suppose your data consists of many file system paths. A useful operation is to split
a path according to a delimiter (for example, "/"). Such functionality is readily
available by using the Java String[ String.split(String d)] method. In Jaql, the same
functionality can be exposed through the built-in function split(). The following
example shows one way to define split():
package com.acme.extensions.fn;

import com.ibm.jaql.json.type.JsonArray;
import com.ibm.jaql.json.type.JsonString;
import com.ibm.jaql.json.type.MutableJsonString;
import com.ibm.jaql.json.type.SpilledJsonArray;

/**
*
*/
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public class Split1
{

private SpilledJsonArray result = new SpilledJsonArray();
private MutableJsonString resultStr = new MutableJsonString();

/**
* @param jstr
* @param jdelim
* @return
* @throws Exception
*/
public JsonArray eval(JsonString jstr, JsonString jdelim) throws Exception
{

if (jstr == null || jdelim == null)
{

return null;
}
String str = jstr.toString();
String delim = jdelim.toString();

String[] splits = str.split(delim);

result.clear();
for (String s : splits)
{

resultStr.setCopy(s);
result.addCopy(resultStr);

}

return result;
}

}

A Jaql function is implemented by creating a class. The class can store any local
state for the function. However, the Jaql compiler assumes that the function can be
called repeatedly with the same arguments and get the same result. The class has
an eval() method that takes JaqlType parameters and returns a JaqlType result.

The function should assume that the parameters might be null. In this case, a null
is simply returned. Alternatively, the function could throw an exception if a
nonnull value is required.

In many cases, the JaqlType values need to be converted to another form. For
example, they might need to be converted from JsonString to a regular Java String
data type. With the inputs processed, the function performs its task.

This example function collects all of the substrings into a JsonArray data type of
JsonString values and returns the entire array.

Registering and calling split in Jaql

The function name and implementing class are registered with Jaql by using
javaudf(). The function can then be invoked like any other function in Jaql:
split1 = javaudf("com.acme.extensions.fn.Split1");

$path = ’/home/mystuff/stuff’;

split1($path, "/");

count(split1($path, "/"));

split1($path, "/")[1];
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Split returning an array by using an iterator

Functions that return an array can either materialize and return an entire array
during the eval() function, or the eval() function might return a JsonIterator class
that returns one element at a time. The advantage of using an iterator is that the
entire array does not have to be stored in memory or even computed in many
cases. The following example is the sample string split function that returns an
iterator:
package com.acme.extensions.fn;

import com.ibm.jaql.json.type.JsonString;
import com.ibm.jaql.json.type.MutableJsonString;
import com.ibm.jaql.json.util.JsonIterator;

/**
*
*/
public class Split2
{

/**
* @param jstr
* @param jdelim
* @return
* @throws Exception
*/
public JsonIterator eval(JsonString jstr, JsonString jdelim) throws Exception
{

if (jstr == null || jdelim == null)
{

return null;
}
String str = jstr.toString();
String delim = jdelim.toString();

final String[] splits = str.split(delim);

final MutableJsonString resultStr = new MutableJsonString();
return new JsonIterator(resultStr) {

int i = 0;

public boolean moveNext()
{

if (i >= splits.length)
{

return false;
}
resultStr.setCopy(splits[i]);
i++;
return true; // currentValue == resultStr

}
};

}
}

The return type changed to JsonIterator from JsonString, and the return value
produces an anonymous JsonIterator subclass.

When returning an iterator, multiple invocations of the function might be active at
the same time. Therefore, a new iterator is returned and most of the state is stored
inside the iterator.

JsonIterator is an abstract class that requires a moveNext() method that sets the
current value and returns true, or JsonIterator returns false if there is no next
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value. For the query writer, this implementation of split behaves nearly identically
to the previous one. The function registration, invocation, and result are similar to
the earlier example:
split2 = javaudf("com.acme.extensions.fn.Split2");

$path = ’/home/mystuff/stuff’;

split2($path, "/");

count(split2($path, "/"));

split2($path, "/")[1];

Jaql aggregate functions
Jaql includes standard database aggregate functions, like sum, count, min, max,
and avg. Jaql also supports partial aggregation for these functions by using
combiners inside the Hadoop MapReduce framework for greater parallelism and
reduced data shipping.

Syntactically, these functions look like holistic aggregate functions because they
require all the data before returning an answer. However, they actually expand into
algebraic aggregates by using the combine expression.

Example of a median function

A typical holistic function is median, which you can create as follows:
$median = fn($items) (
$sorted = $items -> sort by [$],

$sorted[int(count($sorted)/2)]
);

The following invocation of the function
$median( [ 1, 4, 5, 3, 2 ] );

would return 3.

The greatest common divisor

The greatest common divisor (GCD) of a set of integers is the largest
positive integer that divides all the numbers without a remainder.
Therefore, the GCD is a type of aggregate function because, like sum, it
reduces a set of numbers down to a single number. The function is defined
as follows:
package com.acme.extensions.fn;

import com.ibm.jaql.json.type.JsonLong;
import com.ibm.jaql.json.type.JsonNumber;
import com.ibm.jaql.json.util.JsonIterator;

/**
*
*/
public class GCD1
{

/**
* @param a
* @param b
* @return
*/
private long gcd(long a, long b)
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{
while (b != 0)
{

long c = b;
b = a % b;
a = c;

}
return a;

}

/**
* @param nums
* @return
* @throws Exception
*/
public JsonLong eval(JsonIterator nums) throws Exception
{

if (nums == null)
{

return null;
}
if (!nums.moveNextNonNull())
{

return null;
}
JsonNumber n = (JsonNumber) nums.current();
long g = n.longValueExact();
while (nums.moveNextNonNull())
{

n = (JsonNumber) nums.current();
long x = n.longValueExact();
g = gcd(g, x);

}
return new JsonLong(g);

}
}

This function is much like the previous examples; a holistic aggregate
function is no different from any other function. The function deals with
null values and empty arrays by returning null. This example does show
one new point: JaqlType values represent JSON values, but a particular
type might have multiple encodings.

The JSON number type is represented internally by JsonNumber, but it is
abstract. The two subtypes, JsonLong and JsonDecimal, implement the
encodings. The conversion to long uses longValueExact() to convert any
JsonNumber to a long, without loss of precision, or it raises an exception.
The return type can be either an abstract class or a concrete class, but
parameters must always be the general types.

To use the GCD function, you need to register it as follows:
gcd1 = javaudf("com.acme.extensions.fn.GCD1");

Now you can calculate the GCD for an array of numbers, for example:
gcd1([12,18])

This example returns 6.

Aggregation using 'combine'

Jaql can parallelize a holistic aggregate when there are multiple reducers,
but Jaql does not know how to perform partial-aggregation in parallel by
using a combiner in a MapReduce job. The next example implements GCD
as a pairwise function that computes the GCD of two numbers. The
function is defined as follows:
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package com.acme.extensions.fn;

import com.ibm.jaql.json.type.JsonLong;
import com.ibm.jaql.json.type.JsonNumber;

/**
*
*/
public class GCD2
{

/**
* @param a
* @param b
* @return
*/
private long gcd(long a, long b)
{

while (b != 0)
{

long c = b;
b = a % b;
a = c;

}
return a;

}

/**
* @param x
* @param y
* @return
*/
public JsonLong eval(JsonNumber x, JsonNumber y)
{

long a = x.longValueExact();
long b = y.longValueExact();
long g = gcd(a, b);
return new JsonLong(g);

}
}

Register the function as follows:
gcd2 = javaudf("com.acme.extensions.fn.GCD2");

As with the previous example, you can calculate the GCD for an array of
numbers:
gcd2([12,18])

This example returns 6.

Jaql modules
Jaql modules allow users to package related Jaql functions and resources, such as
Java JAR files, so that they are easily reusable by others.

Jaql modules enable the following features:
v Namespaces: When you define functions in a module, they are placed in their

own namespace to avoid name clashes.
v Packages: You can organize modules by using directories.
v Jar management: You can associate jars with one or more modules.

Module search paths
The module search path is a string containing file system paths that are
delimited by a colon (:). The module search path is used to look up
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module and package files during import. To specify the search path to the
Jaql interpreter use the following code:
-jp "projects/jaql/myModules:scratch/myOtherModules"

Importing modules
Several options are available when importing a module to control how the
module variables interact with the current namespace. The current
namespace is defined to be the namespace of the script that issuing the
import call (for example, a script or the Jaql interpreter).

The most basic way to import a module, is to specify the search path, then
to import it as follows:
import module-name;

You can also choose to promote the modules variables into the current
namespace, as follows:
import module-name (variable);

To promote all variables, you would use:
import module-name (*);

To rename the module you are importing, use:
import module-name as new-module-name;

You can also import a module that is contained within packages. Suppose
that module simple1 is nested in the package test, /home/joeuser/modules/
test/simple1. Then the import would look like the following command:
import test::simple1;

Example

Consider a module called simple1.jaql contained in the following directory:
/home/joeuser/modules/simple1.jaql. You examine the contents of the
simple1.jaql file and see a simple variable assignment:
greeting = "Hello, World!";

If you launched Jaql from the /home/joeuser directory, use the following
command:
jaql -jp "modules"

Next, you import the module as follows:
import simple1;

The following text is returned:
simple::greeting;
"Hello, World!"

If you only wanted to import the greeting into the current namespace, use the
following command:
import simple1 (greeting);

The following text is returned:
greeting;

If you wanted to import the greeting into the current namespace, use the following
command:
import simple1 (greeting);
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The following is returned:
greeting;

Packages

Jaql packages correspond to directories (similar to package design in Python). A
package can include other packages, modules, and initialization statements. For
example, consider the following directory layout:
/home/joeuser/modules/p1/_p1.jaql
/home/joeuser/modules/p1/simple1.jaql
/home/joeuser/modules/p1/p2/simple2.jaql
/home/joeuser/modules/p3.jaql
/home/joeuser/modules/p3/simple3.jaql

Four modules are defined in three packages. The p1 package includes a module
(p1::simple1) and a package that includes a module (p1::p2::simple2). In addition,
the p1 package includes some initialization statements (_p1.jaq) that are evaluated
before any submodule is imported. The convention is to name the initialization file
by prepending the package name with an underscore character (_). The most
common use of the initialization file is to register JAR files that module UDFs
need. JAR files are registered as follows:
addClassPath( "path1:path2:...:pathN" );

The path is a colon-delimited string of JAR file paths relative to the package
directory. Often, a package is used to factor out all of the Java JAR files that
package modules need.

The p3::jaql module shows an example of a module and package that are named
the same. If you issue the following command, the p3.jaql package is loaded:
import p3

If you issue the follow command, only the p3.jaql module is loaded:
import p3::simple3

If the p3 package includes initialization, then these statements are evaluated for
simple3, not the p3 module.

BigInsights text analytics
BigInsights text analytics is a Jaql module that consists of two parts: an executable
program and a built-in annotator library.

The annotator library is built through AQL, a query language that describes which
entities within a document are to be annotated. AQL is compiled into an AOG file,
which is an internal representation of the operator graph that is used by text
analytics at run time. The AOG file is used to annotate the document.

Importing the text analytics module

To invoke BigInsights text analytics within Jaql, import the text analytics module
using the following statement in a Jaql script or from the Jaql prompt while in the
interactive mode:
import systemT;
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The text analytics module interface

The main interface for text analytics is the annotateString() function with the
following signature:
annotateString = fn(

aogURL: string,
document: string,
entities: [string] | null ?= null,
lang: string | null ?= "en",
tokenizer: string | null ?= "whitespace",
executionTimeout: long ?= max_long,
maxError: long ?= 0,
fenced: boolean ?= false

)

aogURL
A string specifying the URL of the AOG file. If the file is on the local file
system, the file name is prefixed by file://; for example, /home/user1/my.aog
becomes file:/// home/user1/my.aog. If the file is on the Hadoop Distributed
File System (HDFS), the value is the standard URL for an HDFS file; for
example, hdfs://localhost/system/aog/my.aog.

document
A string specifying the text that is to be annotated.

entities
An optional string array specifying which entity types are to be used for
annotation. The types should be defined in the AOG file. The default is all
defined types.

lang
An optional string specifying the language of the text that is to be annotated.
The default is “en” (English). Valid values are: “de” (German, “es” (Spanish),
“fr” (French), “it” (Italian), “ja” (Japanese), “nl” (Dutch/Flemish), “pt”
(Portuguese), and “zh” (Simplified Chinese).

tokenizer
An optional string specifying the tokenizer for text analytics. If lang is set to
“ja” or “zh”, the specified value is ignored and LanguageWare is used as the
tokenizer. If set to any other string value, the default “whitespace” tokenizer is
used.

executionTimeout
An optional long value specifying the maximum time (in milliseconds) that the
function is allowed to run. The default is the maximum value of a long
number.

maxError
An optional long value specifying the maximum number of errors or
exceptions that are allowed during the annotation process. The default value is
0, meaning that no errors are allowed.

fenced
An optional boolean value specifying whether or not the annotation procedure
can run in another process. The default value is false, meaning that the
procedure runs in the same JVM as the Jaql script.

The output is a JSON record.

Another interface for text analytics is the compileAQL() function with the
following signature:
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compileAQL = fn(
aqlFile: string,
aogFile: string,
dataPath: string | null ? = null

)

aqlFile
A string specifying the URL to the top-level AQL input file that is to be
compiled. This file is always in the local file system.

aogFile
A string specifying the URL to the AOG output file, which can be in either the
HDFS or the local file system.

dataPath
An optional string specifying the root directory for AQL file lookups. If the
null value is specified, uses the parent directory of the top-level AQL input file.

The output is a boolean value that returns true if the compilation was successful.

Default annotator libraries

There are three different annotator libraries (AOG files).
v An AOG file for Western languages (English, Dutch/Flemish, French, German,

Italian, Portuguese, or Spanish) is located in the following installed directory:
biginsights/jaql/modules/systemT/data/aog/western/
serverSideNEFinancial_BI.aog.
The AOG for Western languages can annotate the following entities (the only
accepted values for the entities parameter):

"Acquisition"
"Address"
"Alliance"
"AnalystEarningsEstimate"
"City"
"CompanyEarningsAnnouncement"
"CompanyEarningsGuidance"
"Continent"
"Country"
"County"
"DateTime"
"EmailAddress"
"JointVenture"
"Location"
"Merger"
"NotesEmailAddress"
"Organization"
"Person"
"PhoneNumber"
"StateOrProvince"
"URL"
"ZipCode"

The output is a JSON record for each matched entity, containing the following
elements:
– match: a JSON span representing the offset of the start and end of the

matching text in the original document
– match_detag: a JSON span representing the offset of the start and end of the

matching text in the detagged document (with markup, such as XML or HTML
tags, removed)

– match_text: a string with the matching text
– match_detag_text: a string with the matching detagged text
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– “optional attribute”: a string specifying optional attributes
An extended match is a broader match that provides context. For example, in the
string “Kevin lives in San Jose, California”, the match for the “City” entity is
“San Jose”, but the extended match for the “City” entity is “San Jose,
California”, which provides context for the match. The JSON elements that relate
to an extended match include:
– extendedMatch: a JSON span representing the offset of the start and end of the

extendedMatched attribute in the original document
– extendedMatch_text: a string with the extended matching text in the original

document
– extendedMatch_detag: a JSON span representing the offset of the start and end

of the extended matching text in the detagged document
– extendedMatch_detag_text: a string with the extended matching text in the

detagged document
v An AOG file for Simplified Chinese is located in the following installed

directory: biginsights/jaql/modules/systemT/data/aog/zh/ner.aog.
The AOG for Simplified Chinese can annotate the following entities (the only
accepted values for the entities parameter):

"Location",
"Organization"
"Person"

The output is similar to the output from the Western languages annotator, but
without the elements for non-optional attributes.

v An AOG file for Japanese is located in the following installed directory:
biginsights/jaql/modules/systemT/data/aog/ja/ne_ja.aog.
The AOG for Japanese can annotate the following entities (the only accepted
values for the entities parameter):

"com.ibm.systemT.Location"
"com.ibm.systemT.Organization"
"com.ibm.systemT.Person"

The output is similar to the output from the Western languages annotator, but
without the elements for non-optional attributes.

The built-in annotators are located in the data/aog directory under the text
analytics module. The URLs are as follows:
v Western languages annotator: aogEn = "file:///opt/ibm/biginsights/jaql/

modules/systemT/data/aog/western/serverSideNEFinancial_BI.aog"

v Chinese annotator: aogZh = "file:///opt/ibm/biginsights/jaql/modules/
systemT/data/aog/zh/ner.aog"

v Japanese annotator: aogJa = "file:///opt/ibm/biginsights/jaql/modules/
systemT/data/aog/ja/ne_ja.aog"

Given the following string:
"John Richards has an office at 555 Bailey Avenue, San Jose, California, 95141.
He went to school in Pittsburgh.
He has a home in San Jose, California."

Annotate the “Person” entities from this English string; allow a maximum of 20
seconds execution time and a maximum of 10 errors.
jaql> systemT::annotateString(aogEn, a, entities = ["Person"], executionTimeout=20000, lang="en", maxError=10);
{

"Person": [
{
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"first": span(0,4),
"last": span(5,13),
"match": span(0,13),
"match_detag": span(0,13),
"match_detag_text": "John Richards",
"match_text": "John Richards",
"middle": ""

}
],

"text": "John Richards has an office at 555 Bailey Avenue, San Jose, California, 95141.
He went to school in Pittsburgh.
He has a home in San Jose, California."
}

Specification for named entity annotation (Chinese)

Draft comment
This is labeled Chinese, but are there others? Or should this be made more
general? How is this specification used?

There are three named entity types:
v Person

– Chinese name
– Transliteration name
– Surname + title
– Fictional characters

v Location
– Country
– Address (province/state + city + district/town/village + street/road + house

number)
– Natural location (for example, mountains, mountain ranges, woods, rivers,

valleys, gardens, nature reserves, beaches, national parks)
– Structures (for example, bridges, ports)
– Public places (for example, squares, opera houses, stations, sports facilities,

parks, theaters, cinemas, houses, churches, cemeteries, music venues)
– Assorted buildings (for example, houses, monasteries, creches, castles, towers,

halls, rooms, courtyards)
– Path

Draft comment
What is this?

– Continent
v Organization

– Companies (for example, press agencies, studios, banks, stock markets,
manufacturers, cooperatives) and subdivisions of companies

– Commercial places (for example, chemists, pubs, restaurants, depots, hostels,
hotels, industrial parks, nightclubs)

– Political parties, terrorist organizations, military organizations
– Government bodies (ministries, councils, courts)
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– Musical companies (bands, choirs, opera companies, orchestras)
– Public organizations (for example, schools, universities, charities, professional

regulatory and advocacy groups, political advocacy groups and think tanks,
international regulatory and political bodies)

– Other collections of people (for example, sports clubs, sports teams,
associations, theater companies, religious orders, youth organizations)
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jaqlshell command
The jaqlshell command initializes the Jaql shell from where you can run Jaql
code in interactive mode.

Authorization

None

Command syntax

�� jaqlshell

�

�

,

-j file-name
:

-jp search-path
-b
-o format
-e expression

-h
-help
-?

�

,

input-file
��

Parameters

-j file-name
Specifies one or more Jar files that include user-defined expressions or data
stores.

-jp search-path
Specifies one or more Jaql search paths.

-b Specifies that Jaql is to be run in batch mode; unlike interactive mode, batch
mode does not print the Jaql prompt following each statement.

-o format
Specifies one of the following output format options:
v json (the default)
v del
v xml
v Any output IO descriptor

This parameter is ignored if you are running Jaql in batch mode.

-e expression
Specifies a valid Jaql expression that is to be evaluated before an input script is
executed. The expression can be used, for example, to bind free variables in an
input script.
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-h | -help | -?
Displays the command help information.

input-file
Specifies one or more input script files.

Jaql core operators
Jaql is a functional query language that provides users with a simple, declarative
syntax to do things like filter, join, and group JSON data. Jaql also allows
user-defined functions to be written and used in expressions.

EXPAND
Use the EXPAND expression to flatten nested arrays. EXPAND takes as input an
array of nested arrays [ [ T ] ] and produces an output array [ T ], by promoting
the elements of each nested array to the top-level output array.

Syntax

In addition, EXPAND can be used in a manner similar to TRANSFORM, whereby
an expression is applied to each nested array. Note that the expression must return
an array. When EXPAND is used in this way, it takes as input [ [ T1 ] ] and
outputs [ T2 ].

�� A -> expand ;
each <var> <expr>

��

Parameters

A An input (for example, an array of nested arrays) of type [T] or type [T1]. The
ouput will be A' of type [ T ] or type [T1]/

expand
Flattens nested arrays, if no <expr> is specified. If you specify an <expr>, it
binds a default iteration variable, $, that is bound to each element of the input.
The type of $ is [ T1 ] and it is often used as input to <expr>.

each <var>
Renames the default iteration variable $ to another variable.

<expr>
An expression that returns type [ T2 ]. A common expression, used with
EXPAND is unroll, which repeats the parent of a nested array for each element
of the nested array.

Examples

Consider the following nested array of numbers:
nestedData = [

[3,65,8,72],
[5,98,2,65]

];

To flatten the array, use the following EXPAND operation:
nestedData -> expand;

which returns:
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[
3,
65,
8,
72,
5,
98,
2,
65

]

If you wanted to also perform a TRANSFORM operation on the array (for
example, if you wanted to double each of the numbers), use the following:
nestedData -> expand ($ -> transform $ * 2);

The following results are returned:
[

6,
130,
16,
144,
10,
196,
4,
130

]

In this example, the first $ is bound to each nested array and the second $ is
bound to each element of each nested array. You could perform the same
operation, but with explicitly declared iteration variables as follows:
nestedData -> expand each arr (arr -> transform each n (n * 2));

In the next example, consider an array, movies_Owned, which contains data about
movie ownership by two individuals:
movies_Owned = [

{name:"Jon Doe", movie_ids:[3,65,8,72]},
{name:"Jane Dean", movie_ids:[5,98,2]}

];

If you wanted a single list that compiles the ids of all of the movies owned, use
the following:
movies_owned -> expand $.movie_ids;

The following results are returned:
[

3,
65
8,
72
5,
98
2
]

If you wanted a single list that compiles all of the movies owned, along with the
owner, use EXPAND with unroll (which multiplies each parent by the arity of its
nested child array) as follows:
$movies_owned -> expand unroll $.movie_ids;

The following results are returned:
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[
{

"movie_ids": 3,
"name": "Jon Doe"

},
{

"movie_ids": 65,
"name": "Jon Doe"

},
{

"movie_ids": 8,
"name": "Jon Doe"

},
{

"movie_ids": 72,
"name": "Jon Doe"

},
{

"movie_ids": 5,
"name": "Jane Dean"

},
{

"movie_ids": 98,
"name": "Jane Dean"
},
{

"movie_ids": 2,
"name": "Jane Dean"

},
]

FILTER
Use FILTER to filter away elements from the specified input array. FILTER takes as
input an array of elements of type T and outputs an array of the same type,
retaining those elements for which a predicate evaluates to true. It is the Jaql
equivalent of the SQL WHERE clause.

Syntax

�� A -> filter <predicate> ;
each <var>

��

Parameters

A An input (for example, an array) of type [T]. The ouput will be A' of type [ T ],
count(A') <= count(A)

filter
Binds a default iteration variable, $, that is bound to each element of the input.
The type of $ is T and it is often used as input to <predicate>.

each <var>
Renames the default iteration variable $ to another variable.

<predicate>
An expression that returns a boolean, meaning that the item is included in the
output if the boolean expression evaluates to true. The following relational and
boolean operators are supported:
v ==, meaning that the first operand is equal to the second operand
v !=, meaning that the first operand is not equal to the second operand
v >, meaning that the first operand is greater than the second operand
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v >=, meaning that the first operand is greater than or equal to the second
operand

v <, meaning that the first operand is less than the second operand
v <=, meaning that the first operand less than or equal to the second operand
v not

v and

v or

Example

A JSON data set, employees, contains an array with employee details as follows:
employees = [
{name: "Jon Doe", income: 20000, mgr: false},
{name: "Vince Wayne", income: 32500, mgr: false},
{name: "Jane Dean", income: 72000, mgr: true},
{name: "Alex Smith", income: 25000, mgr: false}
];

If you wanted to filter the results based on whether the employee is a manager or
whether the employee's salary is at a minimum threshold, using the default
iteration variable ($), you would use the following:
employees -> filter $.mgr or $.income > 30000;

The following results are returned:
[

{
"name": "Vince Wayne",
"income": 32500,
"mgr": false

},
{

"name": "Jane Dean",
"income": 72000,
"mgr": true

}
]

If you wanted to perform the same FILTER operation, but using "emp" as the
iteration variable, you would you use:
employees -> filter each emp emp.mgr or emp.income > 30000;

To make the syntax easier to read, you can use parentheses to separate the variable
declaration as follows:
employees -> filter each emp (emp.mgr or emp.income > 30000);

GROUP
Use GROUP to group one or more input arrays on a grouping key and applies an
aggregate function per group.

Syntax

When evaluated by a MapReduce job, a GROUP expression's grouping key is
extracted in the map phase and the per-group aggregate function is evaluated in
the reduce phase. If the aggregate function is an algebraic aggregate function, it is
evaluated using the map, combine, and reduce phases. The combine phase
computes partial aggregates, which allows more computation to take place in the
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mapper processes, potentially reducing network traffic when transferring
intermediate data between mapper and reducer processes. Jaql's GROUP
expression is similar to SQL's GROUP BY clause when specified for a single input
array. When multiple input arrays are specified, GROUP is similar to PigLatin's
co-group operator.

Single inputs

�� A -> group
each <elementVar>

�

�
by <groupKeyVar> = <groupExpr> as <groupVar>

into <aggrExpr> ; ��

Multiple inputs

�� A1 by <groupKeyVar> = <groupExpr1> as <groupVar1> , �

� A2 by <groupKeyVar> = <groupExpr2> as <groupVar2> , ... �

� An by <groupKeyVar> = <groupExprn> as <groupVarn> into <aggExpr> ; ��

Parameters

A An input (for example, an array) of type [T1]. The ouput will be A' of type T2

group
Creates arrays of elements [ T ] that are associated with each group. GROUP
binds $ per group and places it in scope for <aggrExpr>. In addition,
<groupKeyVar> is in scope for <aggrExpr>, so <aggrExpr> has access to a given
group's key and group values.

each <elementVar> and <groupVar>
Renames the default iteration variable $ and the group variable to be renamed
as other variables. The re-definition of $ for the grouping and aggregate
expressions allows for terser expressions but can be confusing to read. If you
are grouping multiple inputs, <groupVar> must be defined and unique for each
input.

<groupKeyVar>
A variable that references the grouping key for a group. It is in scope for
<aggrExpr>. If you are grouping multiple inputs, <groupKeyVar> must be
identical for each input.

<groupExpr>
An expression that extracts a grouping key from each element in A. As with
the other core operators, the GROUP expression defines $ as the iteration
variable, binding it to each element of A. Thus, $ is in scope for <groupExpr>. If
you are grouping multiple inputs, the <groupExpr> can be different for each
input.

<aggrExpr>
Produces an output of type T2. <aggrExpr> is invoked for each group. The
most common use of <aggrExpr> is to combine value constructors, such as
records and array constructors, with aggregate functions.

Examples

A JSON data set, employees, contains an array with employee details as follows:
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employees = [
{id:1, dept: 1, income:12000},
{id:2, dept: 1, income:13000},
{id:3, dept: 2, income:15000},
{id:4, dept: 1, income:10000},
{id:5, dept: 3, income:8000},
{id:6, dept: 2, income:5000},
{id:7, dept: 1, income:24000}

];

To compute an aggregate over all employee records, use the following:
employees -> group into count($);

The following is returned:
[

7
]

If you wanted to group the results based on the department number and to
provide an aggregate total of each department's income, use the following
command:
employees -> group by d = $.dept into {$d, total: sum($[*].income)};

The following results are returned:
[

{
"d": 2,
"total": 20000

},
{

"d": 1,
"total": 59000

},
{

"d": 3,
"total": 8000

}
]

Note the two uses of $ for both the iteration and group variables. Also note that as
a shorthand, the first output field (d) has its name constructed from the variable
name

To perform the same operation as above, but renaming iteration and group
variables, issue the following:
employees -> group each emp by d = emp.dept as deptEmps

into {d, total: sum(deptEmps[*].income)};

There is an additional data set, depts, which contains the following data:
depts = [

{did: 1, name: "development"},
{did: 2, name: "marketing"},
{did: 3, name: "sales"}

];

If you wanted to construct a single record per group, providing the department id,
department name, the list of matching employee ids, and the count of employees
per department, use the following aggregate expression:
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group employees by g = $.dept as es,
depts by g = $.did as ds

into { dept: g, deptName: ds[0].name, emps: es[*].id, numEmps: count(es) };

The following is returned:
[

{
"dept": 2,
"deptName": "marketing",
"emps": [3,6],
"numEmps": 2

},
{

"dept": 1,
"deptName": "development",
"emps": [1,2,4,7],
"numEmps": 4

},
{

"dept": 3,
"deptName": "sales",
"emps": [5],
"numEmps": 1

}
]

JOIN
Use JOIN to express a join between two or more input arrays. JOIN supports
multiple types of joins, including natural, left-outer, right-outer, and outer joins.

Syntax

The JOIN condition between two inputs is assumed to be an equi-join. When
joining more than two inputs, the JOIN condition is assumed to be a conjunction of
equi-joins where any two inputs are connected by a path of multiple equi-joins.

�� join <A1> , join <A2> ... join <An> where <joinExpr> into <joinOut> ;
preserve <var1> in preserve <var2> in preserve <varn> in

��

Draft comment
Can we write this as something like: join preserve<input1>,
preserve<input2>, preserve<inputn> where <join conditions> into
<expression>;

Parameters

A1, A2, An
An input (for example, an array) of type [T1]. The variables A1, ..., An are in
scope for joinExpr and joinOut. The ouput will be TM, where TM is generated
by <joinOut>.

preserve
Specifies that on a given input, all of its values will appear, regardless of
whether or not another input has matching values. Using preserve, you can
achieve the same semantics as SQL's various OUTER JOIN options. If you do
not specify preserve for any of the inputs, then the JOIN is defined to be a
natural JOIN.
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<var1> in
Renames the default iteration variable $ to another variable. <var1>, ... <varn>
are in scope for joinExpr and joinOut.

joinExpr
A conjunction of equality expressions between Ai and Aj, where i != j. In
addition for any i, j, i != j, a path must exist between i and j. For example,
consider a graph G where nodes are input variables and edges are specified by
conjunctions and equality expressions. For graph G, if x == y and y == z, then
there is a path from x to z.

Example

Two JSON data sets contain arrays with information about users and the pages
associated with their user IDs:
users = [

{name: "Jon Doe", password: "asdf1234", id: 1},
{name: "Jane Doe", password: "qwertyui", id: 2},
{name: "Max Mustermann", password: "q1w2e3r4", id: 3}

];
pages = [

{userid: 1, url:"code.google.com/p/jaql/"},
{userid: 2, url:"www.cnn.com"},
{userid: 1, url:"java.sun.com/javase/6/docs/api/"}

];

If you wanted to join the results of the two arrays on the user IDs, while projecting
the user's name and all page fields, use the following:
join users, pages where users.id == pages.userid

into {users.name, pages.*};

The following results are returned:
[

{
"name": "Jane Doe",
"url": "www.cnn.com",
"userid": 2

},
{

"name": "Jon Doe",
"url": "code.google.com/p/jaql/",
"userid": 1

},
{

"name": "Jon Doe",
"url": "java.sun.com/javase/6/docs/api/",
"userid": 1

}
]

To perform the same JOIN, but renaming all iteration variables, use the following:
join u in users, p in pages where u.id == p.userid

into {u.name, p.*};

If you wanted to join the results of the two arrays on the user IDs, while including
results that didn't match the JOIN condition, issue a left-outer join as follows:
join preserve u in users, p in pages where u.id == p.userid

into {u.name, p.*};

The following results are returned:
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[
{

"name": "Jane Doe",
"url": "www.cnn.com",
"userid": 2

},
{

"name": "Jon Doe",
"url": "code.google.com/p/jaql/",
"userid": 1

},
{

"name": "Jon Doe",
"url": "java.sun.com/javase/6/docs/api/",
"userid": 1

},
{

"name": "Max Mustermann"
}

]

SORT
Use SORT to sort an input by one or more fields.

Syntax

�� A -> sort by ;
each <var> asc

[ <expr> , * ]
desc

��

Parameters

A An input (for example, an array) of type [T]. The ouput will be A' of type [ T ],

each <var>
Renames the default iteration variable $ to another variable.

<expr>
Constructs a comparator used to sort A.

asc Specifies that the results are to be in ascending order. This is the
default setting.

desc Specifies that the results are to be in descending order.

Examples

Consider the following array of longs:
nums = [ 2, 1, 3 ];

To sort them, use the following:
nums -> sort by [ $ ];

The following results are returned:
[

1,
2,
3

]
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If you wanted to override the default iteration variable, use the following:
nums -> sort each n by [ n ];

If you wanted to sort the array in descending order, use the following:
jaql> nums -> sort by [ $ desc ];

Next, consider the following array, nums:
test = [[2,2,"first"],[1,2,"second"],[2,1,"third"],[1,1,"fourth"]];

If you wanted to sort the data in descending order by using a complex comparator,
where each comparator expression projects values from the input, use the
following:
test -> sort by [$[0], $[1] desc];

The following results are returned:
[

[
1,
2,
"second"

],
[

1,
1,
"fourth"

],
[

2,
2,
"first"

],
[

2,
1,
"third"

]
]

TOP
The TOP expression selects the first k elements of its input. If a comparator is
provided, the output is semantically equivalent to sorting the input, then selecting
the first k elements.

Syntax

�� A -> top <k> ;
each <var> asc

[ <expr> , * ]
desc

��

Parameters

A An input (for example, an array) of type [T]. The ouput an array of type [T]
containing the first k elements from A'.

each <var>
Renames the default iteration variable $ to another variable.
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<expr>
Constructs a comparator used to sort A.

asc Specifies that the results are to be in ascending order. This is the
default setting.

desc Specifies that the results are to be in descending order.

Examples

Consider the following set of numbers:
nums = [1,2,3];

If you wanted to select the first two elements from nums, regardless of how nums
is ordered, use the following:
nums -> top 2;

The following results are returned:
nums -> top 2;

If you wanted to specify an ordering from the input from which to select two
elements, use the following:
nums -> top 2 by [ $ desc ];

The following results are returned:
[

3,
2

]

TRANSFORM
Use TRANSFORM to realize a projection or to apply a function to all items of an
output.

Syntax

�� A -> transform <expr> ;
each <var>

��

Parameters

A An input (for example, an array) of type [T1]. The ouput will be A' of type [ T2
], count(A') == count(A)

transform
Binds a default iteration variable, $, that is bound to each element of the input.
The type of $ is T1 and it is often used as input to <expr>.

each <var>
Renames the default iteration variable $ to another variable.

<expr>
An expression that returns type T2. It is often expressed using type
constructors such as record { ... } and array [ ... ] constructors.
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Usage notes

With TRANSFORM, the input is processed item by item. The variable $ is bound
to each item in the input, so you can access values from records with the $.key or
from arrays with $[n]. When copying a value from a record, you can omit the key.
It is automatically copied to the result.

Example

A JSON data set, recs, contains an array of numerical values as follows:
recs = [

{a: 1, b: 4},
{a: 2, b: 5},
{a: -1, b: 4}

];

To combine the values of the numbers in each object, issue the following:
recs -> transform {sum: $.a + $.b};

The following results are returned:
[

{
"sum": 5

},
{

"sum": 7
}
{

"sum": 3
}

]

To perform the same TRANSFORM operation using r as the iteration variable,
issue the following:
recs -> transform each r {sum: r.a + r.b};

In this case, a variable, recs, is assigned an array of records, each record containing
numerical values.

Jaql built-in functions
You can manipulate Jaql data using a variety of built-in Jaql functions.

The following sections describe the Jaql built-in functions grouped by category of
action. The purpose of each function is provided, along with the allowable data
types of arguments and output values. Each function description includes an
example. For more information about valid data types and the schema language,
see “Jaql data model”.
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Aggregate functions
Aggregate functions return a single value from a collection of input values.

Table 11. Aggregate functions

Function Description Parameters Example

any() Returns an arbitrary
value if there is at least
one nonnull value in the
data set.

Input: Array (any)
Output: Any

jaql> data = [ 1, 3, 100, 2 ];

jaql> any(data);
1

argmax() Returns the value of the
input array for which
the specified function
attains its maximum
value.

Input:
input-array, Array
func, Function

Output: Any

jaql> argmax([-3,-2,-1], fn(v) (v*v));
-3

argmin() Returns the value of the
input array for which
the specified function
attains its minimum
value.

Input:
input-array, Array
func, Function

Output: Any

jaql> argmin([-3,-2,-1], fn(v) (v*v));
-1

avg() Returns the average of a
set of numbers.

Input: Array (any numeric type)
Output: Any numeric type

jaql> data = [ 1, 3, 100, 2 ];

jaql> avg(data);
26

count() Returns the number of
values in a set of values.

Input: Array (any)
Output: Long

jaql> data = [ 1, 3, 100, 2 ];

jaql> count(data);
4

max() Returns the maximum
value in a set of values.

Input: Array (any)
Output: Any

jaql> data = [ 1, 3, 100, 2 ];

jaql> max(data);
100

min() Returns the minimum
value in a set of values.

Input: Array (any)
Output: Any

jaql> data = [ 1, 3, 100, 2 ];

jaql> min(data);
1

pickN() Returns n elements from
an array.

Input:
arg1, Array (any)
n, Long

Output: Array (any)

jaql> pickN( [1,2,3], 2 );
[

1,
2

]

singleton() Ensures that an array
contains only one
element.

Input: Array (any)
Output: Any

jaql> singleton ( [5] );
5

jaql> singleton ( [5, 4] );

// throws an exception

sum() Returns the sum of a set
of numbers.

Input: Array (any numeric type)
Output: Any numeric type

jaql> data = [ 1, 3, 100, 2 ];

jaql> sum(data);
106
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Table 11. Aggregate functions (continued)

Function Description Parameters Example

topN() Returns the top n
elements from an array.
A comparator function
is used to determine
what constitutes the top
n elements of the array.
For more information
about comparators, see
“Atomic types”.

Input:
arg1, Array (any)
n, Long
arg3, Comparator function

Output: Array (any)

jaql> [1,2,3] -> write(hdfs("test1"));
{

"location": "test1",
"type": "hdfs"

}

jaql> read(hdfs("test1")) -> topN( 2, cmp(x) [x desc ] );
[

3,
2

]

Array functions
Array functions operate on the elements of an array.

Table 12. Array functions

Function Description Parameters Example

arrayToRecord() Generates a JSON
record by merging
two input arrays.
The current sort
order is maintained
during the merging
process. A null value
is used if a name
does not have an
associated value.

Input:
name-arr, String array
value-arr, Array

Output: Record

jaql> arrayToRecord(["DEF", "ABC"], [123,345]);
{

"ABC": 345,
"DEF": 123

}

deempty() Removes empty
sub-objects and null
values from a JSON
array.

Input: Array
Output: Array

jaql> [{type:’array’,value:[1,2]}, {}, null, []] -> deempty();
[

{
"type": "array",
"value": [

1,
2

]
}

]

distinct() Returns a set of
values in which
duplicate elements
have been removed.

Input: Array (any)
Output: Array (any)

jaql> data = [ 1, 3, 100, 3 ];

jaql> distinct(data);
[

100,
1,
3

]
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Table 12. Array functions (continued)

Function Description Parameters Example

enumerate() Returns a count
(starting from 0) and
the corresponding
value obtained from
iterating over a set
of input values.

Input: Array (any)
Output: Array [ array [long, any] ]

jaql> data = [ 1, 3, 100, 3 ];

jaql> enumerate(data);
[

[
0,
1

],
[

1,
3

],
[

2,
100

],
[

3,
3

]
]

exists() Returns true if an
array contains at
least one element. If
the argument is null,
returns the null
value; if the
argument is an
empty array, returns
false.

Input: Array (any)
Output: Boolean, null value

jaql> data = [ 1, 3, 100, 3 ];

jaql> exists(data);
true

index() Returns a value from
the input array that
corresponds to the
specified index
position.

Input:
input-array, Array
index-pos, Long

Output: Any

jaql> a = [ 1, 2, 3 ];

jaql> index( a, 1 );
2

lag1() Steps through an
array and
systematically
returns
current/previous
value pairs. If the
input array contains
k elements, the result
has k - 1
current/previous
value pairs.

Input: Array (any)
Output: Array [ record { "cur": any, "prev": any } ]

jaql> data = [ 1, 3, 100, 3 ];

jaql> lag1(data);
[

{
"cur": 3,
"prev": 1

},
{

"cur": 100,
"prev": 3

},
{

"cur": 3,
"prev": 100

}
]
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Table 12. Array functions (continued)

Function Description Parameters Example

nextElement() Steps through an
array and
systematically
returns current/next
value pairs. If the
input array contains
k elements, the result
has k current/next
value pairs.

Input: Array (any)
Output: Array [ record { "cur": any, "next": any } ]

jaql> data = [ 1, 3, 100, 3 ];

jaql> nextElement(data);
[

{
"cur": 1,
"next": 3

},
{

"cur": 3,
"next": 100

},
{

"cur": 100,
"next": 3

},
{

"cur": 3
}

]

pair() Combines two
values into an array.

Input:
arg1, Any
arg2, Any
Output: Array

jaql> pair("element1", "element2");
[

"element1",
"element2"

]

pairwise() Combines two arrays
into one array. The
elements are
combined one by
one. If the arrays are
not of the same
cardinality, null
values are used
wherever there are
missing elements.

Input:
arg1, Array (any)
arg2, Array (any)
Output: Array [ array (any), array (any), ... ]

jaql> pairwise([1,2],[3,4]);
[

[
1,
3

],
[

2,
4

]
]

powerset() Returns the power
set of a set of values.
If the set of input
values is S, returns
the set of all subsets
of S, including the
empty set and S
itself.

Input: Array (any)
Output: Array

jaql> data = [ 1, 5 ];

jaql> powerset(data);
[

[],
[

1
],
[

5
],
[

1,
5

]
]
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Table 12. Array functions (continued)

Function Description Parameters Example

prevAndNextElement()Steps through an
array and
systematically
returns
previous/next value
pairs. If the input
array contains k
elements, the result
has k previous/next
value pairs. When
the first element is
the current element,
there is no previous
element, and when
the last element is
the current element,
there is no next
element.

Input: Array (any)
Output: Array [ record { "prev": any, "next": any } ]

jaql> data = [ 1, 3, 5 ];

jaql> prevAndNextElement(data);
[

{
"next": 3

},
{

"prev": 1,
"next": 5

},
{

"prev": 3
}

]

prevElement() Steps through an
array and
systematically
returns
current/previous
value pairs. If the
input array contains
k elements, the result
has k
current/previous
value pairs. When
the first element is
the current element,
there is no previous
element.

Input: Array (any)
Output: Array [ record { "cur": any, "prev": any } ]

jaql> data = [ 1, 5 ];

jaql> prevElement(data);
[

{
"cur": 1

},
{

"cur": 5,
"prev": 1

}
]

range() Generates a
continuous array of
numbers. The first
argument (required)
specifies the start
value or the size of
the array; if the
latter, the returned
array starts at 0 and
ends at the specified
value minus 1. The
other two arguments
are optional and
specify the end of
the range and a skip
value, respectively.

Input:
startorsize, Long
end, Long
skip, Long

Output: Array, Long

jaql> range(4,20,4);
[

4,
8,
12,
16,
20

]

removeElement() Removes the
specified element
from an array.

Input:
input-array, Array
position, Long

Output: Array

jaql> data = [ 1, 3, 100, 3 ];

jaql> removeElement(data, 0);
[

3,
100,
3

]
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Table 12. Array functions (continued)

Function Description Parameters Example

replaceElement() Replaces a specific
element in an array
with a specified
value.

Input:
input-array, Array
position, Long
replacement-value, Any

Output: Array

jaql> data = [ 1, 3, 100, 3 ];

jaql> replaceElement(data, 0, 44);
[

44,
3,
100,
3

]

reverse() Reverses the order of
elements in an array.

Input: Array
Output: Array

jaql> data = [ 1, 3, 100, 3 ];

jaql> reverse(data);
[

3,
100,
3,
1

]

slice() Returns a specific
range of elements
from an input array.

Input:
input-array, Array
start-pos, Long
end-pos, Long

Output: Array

jaql> a = [ 1, 2, 3, 4 ];

jaql> slice( a, 1, 2 );
[

2,
3

]

slidingWindow() Associates each
element (curElem) in
the input array with
a sub-array of input,
called a window,
which is computed
using the predicates
start and end. The
window is a sliding
window: for each
curElem, the window
is computed relative
to curElem,
potentially starting
at curElem or any
position after
curElem and ending
at any position on or
after the starting
element. The
window starts when
start returns true for
the first time and
ends immediately
before end returns
false for the first
time.

Input:
input-array, Array
start, Function
end, Function

Output: Array

jaql> [1, 2, 3, 4] -> slidingWindow( fn( first, cur ) first == cur + 1,
fn( cur, last ) last < cur + 2 );

[
{

"cur": 1,
"window": [

2
]

},
{

"cur": 2,
"window": [

3
]

},
{

"cur": 3,
"window": [

4
]

},
{

"cur": 4,
"window": []

}
]
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Table 12. Array functions (continued)

Function Description Parameters Example

slidingWindowBySize()Associates each
element (curElem) in
the input array with
a sub-array of input,
called a window,
which is computed
using the size and
offset arguments. The
window is a sliding
window: for each
curElem, the window
is computed relative
to curElem. The
optional parameter
exact can be specified
to indicate that only
windows of size size
are to be returned.

Input:
input-array, Array
size, Long
offset, Long
exact, Boolean

Output: Array

jaql> [1, 2, 3, 4] -> slidingWindowBySize( 1, 1 );
[

{
"cur": 1,
"window": [

2
]

},
{

"cur": 2,
"window": [

3
]

},
{

"cur": 3,
"window": [

4
]

},
{

"cur": 4,
"window": []

}
]

toArray() Returns a
single-element array
if the argument is
not already an array;
otherwise, returns
the input array.

Input: Any
Output: Array

jaql> toArray("hello");
[

"hello"
]

tumblingWindow()Returns
non-overlapping
sub-arrays of input,
called windows.
Starting from the
current input
element (or the
beginning of input),
this function uses
stop (and, optionally,
start) to find an
appropriate window
to return. After that
window has been
returned, the current
value becomes the
first value that
follows the last
element in the
returned window. If
first-group is set to
false, the first
window is not
returned; if last-group
is set to false, the
last window is not
returned.

Input:
input-array, Array
stop, Function
start, Function
first-group, Boolean
last-group, Boolean

Output: Array

jaql> [ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 ]
-> tumblingWindow( fn( prev, first, last, next, size ) size ==
2, fn( prev, first, size ) true );

[
[

1,
2

],
[

3,
4

],
[

5,
6

],
[

7,
8

]
]
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Table 12. Array functions (continued)

Function Description Parameters Example

tumblingWindowBySize()Returns
non-overlapping
sub-arrays of input,
called windows, of
size size. If last-group
is set to false, the
last window is not
returned.

Input:
input-array, Array
size, Long, double, decfloat
last-group, Boolean

Output: Array

jaql> [ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 ] ->
tumblingWindowBySize( 3, false );

[
[

1,
2,
3

],
[

4,
5,
6

]
]

union() Combines multiple
arrays into one array
in arbitrary order
without removing
duplicates.

Input: Array
Output: Array

jaql> array1 = ( [1, 2] );

jaql> array2 = ( [3, 4] );

jaql> union(array1, array2);
[

1,
2,
3,
4

]

Binary functions
Binary functions are scalar functions that return binary strings.

Table 13. Binary functions

Function Description Parameters Example

base64() Converts an
ASCII or UTF-8
Base64 string
into a binary
string.

Input: String
Output: Binary

jaql> base64("utf8string");
hex(’BAD7FCB2DAE20000’)

hex() Converts a
hexadecimal
string into a
binary string.

Input: String
Output: Binary

jaql> hex("a00f");
hex(’A00F’)

Core functions
Core functions perform a range of tasks around Jaql options, exception handling,
and global variables, among others.
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Table 14. Core functions

Function Description Parameters Example

catch() Returns the result of
evaluating an
expression. If an
exception is thrown,
the exception is
skipped and the null
value is returned. The
second argument
(errThresh, optional)
specifies the
maximum number of
exceptions that are
skipped. The third
argument
(logged-value, optional)
specifies an expression
whose value is logged
when an exception is
thrown.

Input:
expression, Any
errThresh, Long
logged-value, Any

Output: Any

jaql> data = [ ["a",0], ["a",1], ["b",0],
["c",0], ["c",1], ["c",2]];

jaql> data -> write(hdfs("test"));

jaql> read(hdfs("test"))
-> transform catch(if ($[0] == "a") ($.badFieldAccess)

// cause exceptions on ["a", 0] and ["a", 1]
else ($),
{ errThresh: 1000 })

-> group by g = $[0]
into { g: g,

num: count($),
err: catch(if(g == "b") (g.badFieldAccess)

// cause exception/null on the "b" group
else ("ok"),
{ errThresh: 1000 })

};
[
{

"err": "ok",
"g": null,
"num": 2

},
{
"err": null,
"g": "b",
"num": 1

},
{
"err": "ok",
"g": "c",
"num": 3

}
]

compare() Compares two JSON
values of the same
type (arg1, arg2) and
returns -1 if arg1 is
less than arg2; 0 if
they are equal; or 1 if
arg1 is greater than
arg2.

Input: Any
Output: Long

jaql> data1 = [ ["a",0], ["b",1] ];

jaql> data2 = [ ["a",0], ["c",1] ];

jaql> compare(data1, data2);
-1

getHdfsPath() Returns the absolute
Hadoop Distributed
File System (HDFS)
path of a file or
directory.

Input: String
Output: String

jaql> getHdfsPath("books");
"hdfs://localhost:54310/user/user01/books"
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Table 14. Core functions (continued)

Function Description Parameters Example

getOptions() Returns Jaql options
as a record. Jaql
maintains globally
accessible options as
name-value pairs.
These options are
represented as a
record. If you set the
"conf" field with a
record value, those
options are overlaid
onto Hadoop's
JobConf when a
MapReduce job is run.
Use getOptions() and
setOptions() to
override settings in
the default JobConf
(the primary interface
for describing a
MapReduce job to the
Hadoop framework
for execution).

Input: None
Output: Record

jaql> getOptions();
{

"conf": {
"io.sort.factor": 20

}
}

listVariables() Returns information
about the active
global variables.

Input: None
Output: Array [ record { "var": string, "schema": schema, "isTable": boolean } ]

jaql> listVariables();
[

{
"var": "HadoopTemp",
"schema": schema function,
"isTable": false

},
...

{
"var": "xslt",
"schema": schema function,
"isTable": false

}
]

registerExceptionHandler()Registers an exception
handling policy. Use
this function to
override the default
exception handling
policy. Use the
errThresh field of the
input value (default
value of 0) to specify
how many exceptions
to skip before
propagating the
exception up the call
stack.

Input:
errThresh, Long

Output: Boolean

jaql> registerExceptionHandler({errThresh: 5});
true
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Table 14. Core functions (continued)

Function Description Parameters Example

setOptions() Sets Jaql options as a
record. Jaql maintains
globally accessible
options as name-value
pairs. These options
are represented as a
record. If you set the
"conf" field with a
record value, those
options are overlaid
onto Hadoop's
JobConf when a
MapReduce job is run.
Use getOptions() and
setOptions() to
override settings in
the default JobConf
(the primary interface
for describing a
MapReduce job to the
Hadoop framework
for execution).

Input: Record
Output: Boolean

jaql> setOptions( { conf: { "io.sort.factor": 20 } } );
true

tee() Streams an input
array into one or
more specified
functions, and returns
the input array. If tee()
is called with no
functions specified, it
becomes a
no-operation on the
input array. The
functions that are
passed to tee() usually
perform a side effect,
because the results of
those functions are
discarded. A typical
use of tee() is to write
the input array to
different output files.

Input:
input-array, Array
fn, Function

Output: Array

jaql> [ 1, 2, 3 ] -> tee( ->
localWrite( del( ’/tmp/test1.csv’ ) ) );

[
1,
2,
3

]

timeout() Wraps an expression
to limit the amount of
time that it will run.

Input:
expression, Function
milliseconds, Long

Output: Any

jaql> sleep = javaudf("com.ibm.jaql.fail.fn.SleepFn");

jaql> timeout(sleep(5000), 10000);
"done!"
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Date functions
Date functions operate on the elements of a date value.

Table 15. Date functions

Function Description Parameters Example

date() Formats an input
string as a date
value. If an
alternative format is
needed, the format
can be specified as
the second argument.

Input:
arg1, String, Long

Output: Date

jaql> date(1000000);
date(’1970-01-01T00:16:40.000Z’)

dateMillis() Transforms an input
date value into a
milliseconds value.

Input: Date
Output: Long

jaql> dateMillis(date(’2000-01-01T12:00:00Z’));
946728000000

dateParts() Returns a record that
contains all readable
fields of a date value.

Input: Date
Output: Record

jaql> dateParts(date(’2000-01-01T12:00:00Z’));
{

"day": 1,
"dayOfWeek": 6,
"hour": 12,
"millis": 946728000000,
"minute": 0,
"month": 1,
"second": 0,
"year": 2000,
"zoneOffset": 0

}

now() Returns the current
system time stamp.

Input: None
Output: Date

jaql> now();
date(’2010-12-01T22:02:35.993Z’)

Function-related functions
Function-related functions operate on built-in functions and user-defined functions
(UDFs).

Table 16. Function-related functions

Function Description Parameters Example

fence() Applies a
function
argument to
each element
of an input
array to
produce an
output array.
The fence()
function
shields the Jaql
interpreter
from UDFs
that exhaust
memory.

Input: Array, Function
Output: Array

jaql> [1,2,3] -> write(hdfs("test"));
{

"location": "test",
"type": "hdfs"

}

jaql> read(hdfs("test")) -> fence( fn(i) i + 1 );
[

2,
3,
4

]
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Table 16. Function-related functions (continued)

Function Description Parameters Example

javaudf() Constructs a
Jaql function
from a specific
Java class.

Input:
className, String

Output: Function

jaql> split = javaudf("com.acme.extensions.fn.Split1");

jaql> path = ’/home/mystuff/stuff’;

jaql> split(path, "/");
[

"",
"home",
"mystuff",
"stuff"

]

Hadoop functions
Hadoop functions include: loadJobConf(), mapReduce(), mrAggregate(),
nativeMR(), and readConf().

Table 17. Hadoop functions

Function Description Parameters Example

loadJobConf() Loads an Hadoop
JobConf into a
record. JobConf is
the primary
interface for
describing a
MapReduce job to
the Hadoop
framework for
execution. If a file
name for the
JobConf is not
specified, loads
the default
JobConf.

Input:
filename, String

Output: String

jaql> loadJobConf( "vendor/hadoop/0.20/conf/mapred-site.xml" );
{

"fs.checkpoint.dir": "${hadoop.tmp.dir}/dfs/namesecondary",
"fs.checkpoint.edits.dir": "${fs.checkpoint.dir}",
"fs.checkpoint.period": "3600",
"fs.checkpoint.size": "67108864",
"fs.default.name": "file:///",
"fs.file.impl": "org.apache.hadoop.fs.LocalFileSystem",
...
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Table 17. Hadoop functions (continued)

Function Description Parameters Example

mapReduce() Runs a
MapReduce job
from within Jaql.

v input and
output are file
descriptors or
an array of file
descriptors
(needed for
functions such
as union(), and
tee(), for
example)

v The map
function
accepts an
array and
returns an
array of
grouping
key-value pairs.

v The combiner
function (not
included in the
example)
accepts the
output of the
map function
and performs
partial
aggregation
before passing
it to the reduce
function.

v The reduce
function
accepts the
output of the
map function
or the combiner
function and
operates on the
array of
grouping
key-value pairs.

Input: Record
Output: Record

jaql> [
{x: 0, text: ’zero’},
{x: 1, text: ’one’},
{x: 0, text: ’two’},
{x: 1, text: ’three’},
{x: 0, text: ’four’},
{x: 1, text: ’five’},
{x: 0, text: ’six’},
{x: 1, text: ’seven’},
{x: 0, text: ’eight’}
] -> write(hdfs(’sample.dat’));
{

"location": "sample.dat",
"type": "hdfs"

}
jaql> mapReduce(
{ input: {type: ’hdfs’, location: ’sample.dat’},

output: {type: ’hdfs’, location: ’results.dat’},
map: fn(v) ( v -> transform [$.x, 1] ),
reduce: fn(x, v) ( v -> aggregate into [{x: x, num: count($)}] )

});
{

"type": "hdfs",
"location": "results.dat"

}
read(hdfs(’results.dat’));
[

{
"num": 5,
"x": 0

},
{

"num": 4,
"x": 1

}
]
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Table 17. Hadoop functions (continued)

Function Description Parameters Example

mrAggregate()Runs a
MapReduce job
from within Jaql
and enables the
execution of
multiple algebraic
aggregates in one
pass. The input
and output
parameters are
file descriptors or
an array of file
descriptors
(needed for
functions such as
union(), and tee(),
for example). You
can specify an
array of partial
aggregates in the
aggregate
parameter. These
algebraic
aggregates, which
must be
commutative and
associative
combiner
functions, are
then evaluated
without making
multiple passes
over the group, as
would be
necessary with
the MapReduce
function.

Input: Record
Output: Record

import com.ibm.jaql.json.type.JsonLong;
import com.ibm.jaql.json.type.JsonNumber;

public class GCD2
{

private long gcd(long a, long b)
{

while( b != 0 )
{

long c = b;
b = a % b;
a = c;

}
return a;

}

public JsonLong eval(JNumber x, JNumber y)
{

long a = x.longValueExact();
long b = y.longValueExact();
long g = gcd(a,b);
return new JsonLong(g);

}
}

registerFunction("gcd2", "package....GCD2");

jaql> range(1,10) -> expand each i ( range(1,100) ->
transform each j { a: i, b: i * j } ) ->

write(hdfs(’nums’));
{

"location": "nums",
"type": "hdfs"

}

jaql> mrAggregate(
{ input: { type: "hdfs", location: "nums" },

output: HadoopTemp(),
map: fn ($) ( $ -> transform [ $.a, $ ] ),
aggregate: fn (k, $) [ combine($[*].b, fn(a,b) gcd2( a,b ) ),

sum($[*].b), count($) ],
final: fn (k, aggs) [{ a:k, g: aggs[0], s:aggs[1], c:aggs[2] }]

})
-> read()
-> sort by [$.a];

[
{

"a": 1,
"c": 10,
"g": 1,
"s": 55

},
{..}

]
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Table 17. Hadoop functions (continued)

Function Description Parameters Example

nativeMR() Launches a
natively-specified
MapReduce job
that is exclusively
described by
JobConf settings.
The first
argument can be
a call to the
loadJobConf()
function or it can
be a record literal
that lists the
needed
name-value pairs
for the job.
Options include
apiVersion and
useSessionJar. If
apiVersion is set
to "0.0", the old
Hadoop
MapReduce API
is used;
otherwise, the
new API is used.
The useSessionJar
option is
convenient for
those native
MapReduce jobs
that use Jaql
libraries. Because
the Jaql client
already packages
Jars when
submitting jobs to
MapReduce, the
useSessionJar
option can be
used to specify
that the job's Jar
is to use the
client's currently
packaged Jar.

Input:
conf, Function, Record
options, String, Boolean

Output: Boolean

jaql> nativeMR( loadJobConf( "myJob.conf" ) );
{

"status": true
}

readConf() Returns a name
value from Jaql's
current Hadoop
JobConf. JobConf
is the primary
interface for
describing a
MapReduce job to
the Hadoop
framework for
execution.

Input:
name, String

Output: String

jaql> readConf( "mapred.reduce.tasks" );
"1"
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I/O functions
I/O functions perform file input and output operations.

Table 18. I/O functions

Function Description Parameters Example

hdfsShell() Invokes the
Hadoop
Distributed
File System
(HDFS) shell.
Returns 0 if
the specified
command
completes
successfully;
otherwise,
returns -1.

Input: String
Output: Long

jaql> hdfsShell(’-copyFromLocal /home/user01/books books’);
0

Index functions
Index functions manipulate arrays of key-value pairs.

Table 19. Index functions

Function Description Parameters Example

keyLookup() Performs a left
outer join on two
sets of key-value
pairs. The inner
keys should be
unique. If an outer
key does not exist
in the inner set, a
null inner value is
returned.

Input: Array
Output: Array

jaql> [ [ 1, 1 ], [ 1, 2 ], [ 2, 3 ] ] ->
keyLookup( [ [ 1, 5 ], [ 2, 6 ] ] );

[
[

1,
1,
5

],
[

1,
2,
5

],
[

2,
3,
6

]
]
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Table 19. Index functions (continued)

Function Description Parameters Example

keyMerge() Given two input
arrays of
key-value pairs,
returns an array
resulting from the
merger of those
two arrays based
on keys. The input
arrays must be
sorted on key.

Input:
arg1, Array
arg2, Array

Output: Array

jaql> [ [ 1, 10 ], [ 2, 20 ], [ 3, 30 ] ] ->
keyMerge( [ [ 1, 100 ], [ 2, 200 ], [ 3, 300 ] ] );

[
[

1,
10,
100

],
[

2,
20,
200

],
[

3,
30,
300

]
]

probeLongList() Probes an input
array of key-value
pairs with a list of
long keys. Null
values in the
probe list are
ignored and
removed from the
list. Returns the
input array with
an index value for
each key-value
pair. A positive
index value means
that the associated
key was found; a
negative index
value means that
the associated key
was not found.
The actual index
values that are
returned indicate
where in the
probe list found
keys are located
and where
missing keys
belong if they
were to be
inserted (
-(insertion-point) - 1
).

Input: Array
Output: Array

jaql> [ [ 9, "a" ], [ 160, "c" ], [ 100, "b" ] ] ->
probeLongList( [ 1, 5, 6, 7, 10, 100, 150 ] );

[
[

9,
"a",
-5

],
[

160,
"c",
-8

],
[

100,
"b",
5

]
]
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Nil functions
Nil functions operate on null values.

Table 20. Nil functions

Function Description Parameters Example

denull() Removes null values
from an input array.

Input: Array (any)
Output: Array (any)

jaql> denull( [1, null, 3] );
[

1,
3

]

Number functions
Number functions are scalar functions that operate on numeric data types.

Table 21. Number functions

Function Description Parameters Example

abs() Returns the
absolute value of
the argument.

Input: Any numeric type
Output: Any numeric type

jaql> abs(3-11);
8

decfloat() Defines a
decfloat value.

Input: String, Any numeric type
Output: Decfloat

jaql> 5m instanceof schema decfloat(value=5m);
true

div() Returns the result
of dividing two
numbers.

Input:
dividend, Any numeric type
divisor, Any numeric type

Output:
quotient, Any numeric type

jaql> div(8, 2);
4

double() Defines a double
value.

Input: Any numeric type
Output: Double

jaql> double(5);
5.0

exp() Returns the base
of natural
logarithms (e)
raised to the
power of the
argument.

Input: Decfloat, Double
Output: Decfloat, Double

jaql> exp(8);
2980.9579870417283

ln() Returns the
natural logarithm
of the argument.

Input: Any numeric type
Output: Any numeric type

jaql> ln(8);
2.0794415416798357

long() Defines a long
value.

Input: Any numeric type
Output: Long

jaql> long(3.14);
3

mod() Returns the
remainder when
dividing two
numbers.

Input:
dividend, Any numeric type
divisor, Any numeric type

Output:
remainder, Any numeric type

jaql> mod(8, 3);
2

pow() Returns the first
argument raised
to the power of
the second
argument.

Input:
arg1, Any numeric type
arg2, Any numeric type

Output: Any numeric type

jaql> pow(3, 4);
81
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Table 21. Number functions (continued)

Function Description Parameters Example

toNumber() Converts an
input value to a
number.

Input: String, boolean, or any numeric value
Output: Any numeric value

jaql> toNumber(’42’);
42

jaql> toNumber(true);
1

jaql> toNumber(false);
0

Random functions
Random functions return random numbers.

Table 22. Random functions

Function Description Parameters Example

randomDouble() Returns a random
double-precision
floating-point number
that is greater than or
equal to 0.0 and less
than 1.0. If an
argument is specified
and that same
argument is specified
again on a subsequent
call to the function, the
same random number
is returned.

Input:
seed, Long

Output: Double

jaql> randomDouble();
0.4164533674793982

randomLong() Returns a random
Long integer number.
If an argument is
specified and that
same argument is
specified again on a
subsequent call to the
function, the same
random number is
returned.

Input:
seed, Long

Output: Long

jaql> randomLong();
4704429585274978354

registerRNG() Registers a random
number generator
(RNG).

Input:
key, String
seed, Long

Output: String

jaql> registerRNG(’r’, fn() 17);
"r"

sample01RNG() Returns a uniformly
distributed Double
value between 0.0
(inclusive) and 1.0
(exclusive) from a
registered RNG.

Input:
key, String

Output: Double

jaql> registerRNG(’r’, fn() 17);
"r"

jaql> sample01RNG(’r’);
0.7323115139597316

sampleRNG() Returns a uniformly
distributed Long value
from a registered RNG.

Input:
key, String

Output: Long

jaql> registerRNG(’r’, fn() 17);
"r"

jaql> sampleRNG(’r’);
-5582529378488325032
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Table 22. Random functions (continued)

Function Description Parameters Example

uuid() Generates a type 4
UUID (random
method).

Input: None
Output: Binary

jaql> uuid();
hex(’E401BB86E804437B8C884DD1443823CD’)

Record functions
Record functions are used to manipulate data records.

Table 23. Record functions

Function Description Parameters Example

arity() Returns the size
of a record, in
number of fields.

Input: Record
Output: Long

jaql> arity({a:1,b:2,c:3});
3

fields() Converts each
key-value pair in
a record to a (key,
value) array.

Input: Record (any)
Output: Array (any)

jaql> fields({a:1, b:2, c:3});
[

[
"a",
1

],
[

"b",
2

],
[

"c",
3

]
]

names() Extracts all of the
keys in a record
and returns them
as an array.

Input: Record (array)
Output: Array (string)

jaql> names({a:1, b:2, c:3});
[

"a",
"b",
"c"

]

record() Converts an
array into a
single record.

Input: Array
Output: Record

jaql> record([{A:11},{B:22}]);
{

"A": 11,
"B": 22

}

remap() Joins two records. Input: Record
Output: Record

jaql> remap({a:1,b:2},{a:3,d:4});
{

"a": 3,
"b": 2,
"d": 4

}

removeFields() Removes the
fields of a record
by keys.

Input:
input-rec, Record
keys, Array

Output: Record

jaql> removeFields({a:1,b:2},["a"]);
{

"b": 2
}

renameFields() Replaces one or
more keys of a
specific target
record with new
values.

Input:
input-rec, Record
old-name : new-name, Record

Output: Record

jaql> renameFields({a:1,b:2},{"a":"AAA" , "b":’BBB’});
{

"AAA": 1,
"BBB": 2

}
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Table 23. Record functions (continued)

Function Description Parameters Example

replaceFields() Replaces specific
fields in a record.

Input:
old-rec, Record
new-rec, Record

Output: Record

jaql> replaceFields( { a: 1, b: 2 }, { a: 10, c: 3 } );
{

"a": 10,
"b": 2

}

values() Extracts all of the
values in a record
and return them
as an array.

Input: Record
Output: Array

jaql> values({a:1, b:2, c:3});
[

1,
2,
3

]

Regex functions
Regex functions operate on regular expressions.

Table 24. Regex functions

Function Description Parameters Example

regex() Creates a regular
expression.

Input: String
Output: A regular expression

jaql> reg = regex("[a-z]+");

jaql> regex_match(reg,"abc bcd");
[

"abc"
]

regex_extract()Returns every
first substring
that matches each
group specified
in the regular
expression. (A
group is
delimited by a
pair of
parentheses.)
Returns a string
array.

Input:
regex, String
target-string, String

Output: Array (string)

jaql> regex_extract(regex("(a(b*))+(c*)"),"abbabcd");
[

"ab", // first match for (a(b))
"b" // first match for (b),
"c" // first match for (c)

]

regex_extract_all()Captures all of
the substrings
that match each
group specified
in the regular
expression. (A
group is
delimited by a
pair of
parentheses.)
Returns a string
array.

Input:
regex, String
target-string, String

Output: Array (string)

jaql> regex_extract_all(regex("(a(b*))+(c*)"),"abbabcd");
[

[
"ab",
"b",
"c"

]
]

regex_match()Returns the first
substring that
matches a pattern
against the
regular
expression.

Input:
regex, String
target-string, String

Output: String

jaql> regex_match(regex("[a-z]?"),"abbabcd");
[

"a"
]
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Table 24. Regex functions (continued)

Function Description Parameters Example

regex_spans() Matches a subset
of the input
string and
returns a
begin-end pair,
where begin
indicates the start
position of the
match, and end
indicates the
position of the
last matched
character.

Input:
regex, String
text, String

Output: String

jaql> regex_spans(regex("bcd"),"abbabcd");
[

span(4,6)
]

regex_test() Checks whether a
string contains
substring
matches against a
regular
expression. If at
least one match
exists, returns
true; otherwise,
returns false.

Input:
regex, String
target-string, String

Output: Boolean

jaql> regex_test(regex("[a-z]?"),"abbabcd");
true

Schema functions
Schema functions operate on Jaql types.

Table 25. Schema functions

Function Description Parameters Example

check() Checks whether
the first argument
matches the
schema that is
specified in the
second argument.
If there is a
match, returns the
first argument;
otherwise, throws
an exception.

Input:
json-obj, Any
schema, Any

Output: Any

jaql> check(1, schema long);
1

jaql> check({a:"test", b:3}, schema{a:string, b:long});
{

"a": "test",
"b": 3

}

jaql> check([true,2], schema [boolean,long]);
[

true,
2

]

typeof() Returns the type
of a JSON object.

Input:
json-obj, Any

Output: String

jaql> typeof(1);
"long"

jaql> typeof("test");
"string"

jaql> typeof([true,2]);
"array"

jaql> typeof({a:"test", b:3});
"record"
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String functions
String functions are scalar functions that operate on string data types.

Table 26. String functions

Function Description Parameters Example

convert() Converts an
input value (a
string, an array
of strings, or a
record with
string values)
to the specified
type.

Input:
string-value, String
output-type, Schema (any)

Output: Any

jaql> convert( { a: "1" }, schema { a: long } );
{

"a": 1
}

endsWith()Returns true if
a string ends
with a specified
string value.

Input:
target-string, String
search-string, String

Output: Boolean

jaql> endsWith("The quick brown fox", "x");
true

json() Converts a
string value in
JSON format
into Jaql's data
model.

Input: String
Output: Any

jaql> json( "[1,2,3]" );
[

1,
2,
3

]

serialize() Returns a string
representation
of any value.

Input: Any
Output: String

jaql> serialize(500);
"500"

startsWith()Returns true if
a string begins
with a specific
prefix.

Input:
target-string, String
prefix-string, String

Output: Boolean

jaql> startsWith("The quick brown fox", "x");
false

strcat() Appends one
or more strings
to another
string.

Input: Two or more strings
Output: String

jaql> strcat("The quick brown fox", "es");
"The quick brown foxes"

strJoin() Builds a string
by
concatenating
the elements in
a set of data
and adding a
separator
between the
elements. Null
values are
removed.

Input:
items, Array
sep, String

Output: String

jaql> data = [ 1, 3, 100, 3 ];

jaql> strJoin(data, "_");
"1_3_100_3"

strLen() Returns the
length (in
characters) of a
specified string
value.

Input: String
Output: Long

jaql> strLen("The quick brown fox");
19
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Table 26. String functions (continued)

Function Description Parameters Example

strPos() Returns the
position of the
first character
in an input
string that
matches a
specified search
string. The
position of the
first character
in the input
string is 0.

Input:
target-string, String
search-string, String

Output: Long

jaql> strPos(’This is a sample string’, ’sample’);
10

strPosList()Returns the
positions of all
characters in an
input string
that match a
specified search
string. The
position of the
first character
in the input
string is 0.

Input:
target-string, String
search-string, String

Output: Array (long)

jaql> strPosList("hello", "l");
[

2,
3

]

strReplace()Replaces a
substring with
a specified
value if the
substring
matches a
specific regular
expression.

Input:
substring, String
regex, String
replacement, String

Output: String

jaql> reg = regex("[a-z]+");
jaql> val = "<abc>,<bcd>,<cde>";
jaql> strReplace(val,reg,"a");

"<a>,<a>,<a>"

strSplit() Splits an input
string argument
into separate
substrings,
according to a
specified
delimiter.

Input:
input-string, String
del, String

Output: Array (string)

jaql> strSplit("The quick brown fox", " ");
[

"The",
"quick",
"brown",
"fox"

]

strToLowerCase()Converts an
input string to
lowercase
characters.

Input: String
Output: String

jaql> strToLowerCase("aBcDEFgHiJ");
"abcdefghij"

strToUpperCase()Converts an
input string to
uppercase
characters.

Input: String
Output: String

jaql> strToUpperCase("abcDEFgHijk");
"ABCDEFGHIJK"

substring() Extracts
characters from
an input string,
between two
specified
locations, and
returns the
resulting
substring.

Input:
input-string, String
start-pos, Long
end-pos, Long

Output: String

jaql> substring("The quick brown fox", 4, 9);
"quick"
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System functions
System functions operate on external (operating) system functions.

Table 27. System functions

Function Description Parameters Example

externalfn() Creates a value
that stores a call
to an external
system function.
The external
system function
can then be
applied to all
elements of the
input array.
Input
parameters are
represented by
a JSON record
containing the
following
key-value pairs:

v cmd, a string,
defines the
external
command
that is called

v perPartition, a
boolean,
specifies
whether or
not the
function can
be applied in
parallel

v mode, a
string,
influences
how the data
is written to
the external
function call;
valid values
are 'push'
(which uses
synchronous
communication
to write
whatever
data is
currently
available to
the external
function) and
'streaming'
(which uses
asynchronous
communication
between
iterating
over—and
reading
from—the
source data

d i i it

Input:
input-array, Array
input-rec, Record { "cmd": string, "perPartition": boolean, "mode": string }

Output: Array

jaql> external = externalfn({ cmd:’grep 19’, perPartition:true, mode:’streaming’ });
// Stores a call to the system ’grep’ function, to extract all elements
// that contain the string ’19’.

jaql> read(hdfs(’books’)) -> external();
// Apply the grep function call to the content of the books file.

[
" \"year\": 1999",
" \"year\": 1998",
" \"year\": 1997",
" \"year\": 1930"

]
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XML functions
XML functions operate on XML data.

Table 28. XML functions

Function Description Parameters Example

jsonToXml() Converts data
in JavaScript
Object
Notation
(JSON) format
to XML.

Input: Any
Output: XML string

jaql> [1,2,3] -> jsonToXml();
"<?xml version=\"1.0\" encoding=\"UTF-8\"?>
<array>

<value type=\"long\">1</value>
<value type=\"long\">2</value>
<value type=\"long\">3</value>

</array>"

typedXmlToJson()Converts
XML data to
the JSON
format. This
function is
similar to
xmlToJson(),
except that it
creates typed
data; that is,
instead of
producing
only string
values, it
casts values
to the most
appropriate
type.

Input: XML string
Output: Any

jaql> typedXmlToJson("<?xml version=\"1.0\" encoding=\"UTF-8\"?>
<array><value>test</value><value>1</value></array>");

{
"array": {

"value": [
"test",
1

]
}

}

xmlToJson() Converts
XML data to
the JSON
format. All
values are
created with
the string
type.

Input: XML string
Output: String

jaql> xmlToJson("<?xml version=\"1.0\" encoding=\"UTF-8\"?>
<array><value>test</value><value>1</value></array>");

{
"array": {

"value": [
"test",
"1"

]
}

}

xpath() Runs XPath
queries
against an
XML
document and
returns a
JSON array
containing the
result of the
XPath filter.
The XPath
expression
must return a
node list.

Input:
xml-document, String
xpath-filter, String

Output: Array

jaql> xpath("<?xml version=\"1.0\" encoding=\"UTF-8\"?>
<record>

<content type=\"record\">
<city>Beijing</city>
<no type=\"array\">

<value type=\"long\">1</value>
<value type=\"long\">2</value>
<value type=\"long\">3</value>

</no>
</content>

</record>", "record/content/city");
[

{
"city": "Beijing"

}
]
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Table 28. XML functions (continued)

Function Description Parameters Example

xslt() Runs an XSL
transformation
on an XML
document and
returns a
JSON record
containing the
result of the
XSL
transformation.

Input:
xml-document, String
xsl-transform, String

Output: Record

jaql> xslt("<?xml version=\"1.0\" encoding=\"UTF-8\"?>
<?xml-stylesheet type=\"text/xsl\" ?>

<record>
<content type=\"record\">

<city>Beijing</city>
<no type=\"array\">

<value type=\"long\">1</value>
<value type=\"long\">2</value>

</no>
</content>

</record>",
"<?xml version=\"1.0\" ?>
<xsl:stylesheet version=\"1.0\" xmlns:xsl=\"http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform\">

<xsl:template match=\"city\">
<p><city><xsl:value-of select=\".\"/></city></p>

</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>");

{
"p": {

"city": "Beijing"
}

}

Jaql data model
Jaql's data model is based on JavaScript Object Notation or JSON, but it has been
extended to include useful data types that are not supported in JSON. Data types
define allowable values and supported operations.

When you use literal values in Jaql (for example, 42 or "a string" as used in the
expressions x = 42 and y == "a string"), the values are specified as JSON.
Conversely, if you use non-JSON data types, Jaql might not produce valid JSON.
Jaql supports the following data types:
v array
v record
v null
v boolean
v string
v long, double, and decfloat numeric types
v binary
v date
v schematype
v function
v comparator

Atomic types
A atomic data type can contain content whose values are not composed of values
of other data types.
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Table 29. Basic atomic types

Type Description Example

null . v The null value:

null

v The null value used within
a record:

{ a: null, b: 1 }

boolean A mapping from names to
values within braces. This
corresponds to JSON's
boolean type.

v The boolean value for
TRUE:

true

v The boolean value for
FALSE:

false

v An array with two boolean
values included:

[ 1, true, 3, false, 4 ]

string Strings are specified much
the same way as in JSON.
The only exception is that
the Jaql parser permits single
quotation marks, in addition
to the double quotation
marks that are specified by
the JSON standard.

"some string"

’some string’

"some string with an \\n embedded newline"

"some string with an embedded \\u1234 unicode char"

Table 30. Numeric atomic types

Type Description Example

long A 64-bit signed integer. If a
number can be of type long,
then it will be represented as
a long by default.

1;

-1;

104;

double A 64-bit base-2 floating point
value. If a number can be of
type double, and is not a
long, then it will be
represented as a double by
default. A number can be
coerced to be a double by
using a 'd' suffix.

1.0;

3.5;

3d;

100e-2;

decfloat A 128-bit base-10 floating
point value. A number can
be specified to be a decimal
only if suffixed by 'm'. The
current implementation of
decimal handling has led us
to use longs and doubles
where possible.

1.0m;

3.5m;

3dm;

100e-2m;
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Table 31. Other atomic types

Type Description Example

binary Binary values are represented
as hexadecimal strings and
constructed with the hex
constructor. Note that binary
values are provided as a
convenience and are not
directly supported by JSON.

hex(’F0A0DDEE’);

date Date values are represented
using the following string
format: "yyyy-MM-
dd’T’HH:mm:ss.SSS’Z’". If an
alternative format is needed,
the format can be specified
as the second argument to
date.

date(’2001-07-04T12:08:56.000Z’);

schematype Schemata are represented in
Jaql with the schema type.
The basic pattern to follow is
schema <schema
expression>. For more detail,
see "Schema language."

schema null;

schema boolean;

schema long|date;

schema [ long, boolean * ];

schema { a: long, b: null };

schema schematype;

function To specify a function, use the
following syntax:

fn(<param>*) <body>

where <param> is
[schema]name[=val], which
means that a param can have
an optional schema and an
optional default value
associated; and <body> is
defined by any Jaql
expression. Since functions
are simply values, they can
be assigned to variables
which can be invoked.

fn() 1+2;

(fn() 1+2 )();

x = fn() 1+2;

x();

y = fn(a,b) a + b;

y(3,5);

y = fn(schema long a, schema long b) a + b;

y = fn(a=1, b=1) a + b;

y();

y(2);

y(2,3);

y(b=2, a=3);

y = fn(schema long a=1, schema long b=1) a + b;
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Table 31. Other atomic types (continued)

Type Description Example

comparator A comparator is similar to a
function except that it is
used specifically to construct
a comparator. In particular, it
is used by sort and top. The
built-in function topN
explicitly exposes
comparators. For the most
part, however, comparators
are used for Jaql built-in and
core operator
implementations.

To specify a comparator, use
the following syntax:

cmp(<param>) [<body> asc | desc]

where the <param> is a
single value and <body> is
the transformation. The asc
and desc keywords
determine whether the
comparator can be used to
sort in ascending or
descending order.

v The following compares x
values in descending order

cmp(x) [ x desc ];

v The following assumes x is
a record and compares
values associated with
someField in ascending
order

cmp(x) [ x.someField asc ];

Complex types
A complex Jaql data type is either an array or a record.

Type Description Example

array A list of values within square
brackets. This corresponds to
JSON's array type.

v An empty array:

[]

v An array with three longs:

[ 1, 2, 3 ]

v An array with mixed
atomic types:

[ 1, "a", 3 ]

v An array with nested
complex data:

[ 1, ["a", "b"], [["a", "b"]], ["a", ["b", ["c"]]], {name: "value"}, 2 ]
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Type Description Example

record A mapping from names to
values within braces. This
corresponds to JSON's object
type.

v A record with one field,
whose name is "aName"
and whose value is "val":

{ "aName": "val" }

v Same as the previous
example, but without
double-quotes:

{ aName: "val" }

v A record with mixed
atomic types:

{ a: "val", b: 5 }

v A record with a complex
type for one of its fields:

{ a: [1,2,3], b: "val" }

Schema language
Schemas are used as constraints on the data and to optimize how data is processed
and stored. In general, Jaql will have more opportunities for optimization when
more detailed schema information is provided. However, there are many cases, in
particular when exploring new data sets, where partial or no schema specification
is more convenient.

Jaql's schema language specifies the type for values. The types can be as follows:
v precise–for example, if x is a long
v open–for example, if x is any type
v partial–for example, if x is a { a: long, b: any, * }. This can be read as: "x is a

record with at least two fields, a and b, plus potentially other fields. Field a is a
long and field b is of any type".

To construct a schema value, use the following expression: schema <schema
expression>, where the <schema expression> is defined as follows:
schema <schema expression> ::= <basic> ’?’? (’|’ <schema expression> )*
<basic> ::= <atom> | <array> | <record> | ’nonull’ | ’any’
<atom> ::= ’string’ | ’double’ | ’null’ | ...
<array> ::= ’[’ ( <schema expression> (’,’ <schema expression>)* ’...’?)? ’]’
<record> ::= ’{’ ( <field> (’,’ <field>)*)? ’}’
<field> ::= (<name> ’?’? | ’*’) (’:’ <schema expression>)?

Essentially, a schema value is the OR of one or more schema values (for example,
long|string). The ? is used as a shorthand for the null schema, so, long? translates
to long|null. In addition, some schema values support value-based constraints; for
example, long(5).

Jaql schema types

Array schema
An array can be described by constraining the types of its elements and
their cardinality. When an array's length is fixed, it is called a closed array.
Otherwise, the array's length is unbounded, in which case it is referred to
as an open array.
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schema []; // the empty array
schema [*]; // any array
schema [ long(value=1),

string(value="a"), boolean ]; // a closed array,
// in this case a triple, whose elements
// are constrained by the given types

schema [ long, boolean * ]; // an open array whose first element is a long
// and the remaining elements, if present,
// must be booleans

schema [ long, boolean, * ]; // an open array whose first element is a long,
// second element is a boolean, and the remaining
// elements are of any type

Record schema
A record is described by constraining its fields, which in turn are
constrained on their name and type. Like arrays, there are open and closed
records where the fields are either fixed or unbounded, respectively. In
addition, fields can be specified to be optional (for example, { a? } ).
schema {}; // empty record
schema { a }; // closed record; field "a" of any type
schema { a? }; // "a" field is optional
schema { a: long }; // "a" field must be of type long
schema { a: long, b: null,

c: nonnull }; // closed record with three fields
schema { * }; // open record with any number of fields
schema { a: long, * }; // open record that must contain an "a" field of type long
schema { a: long, *: long }; // closed record whose second field can be named anything

Null schema
Matches only the null value.
schema null;

Nonnull schema
Matches any type except for null.
schema nonnull;

Any schema
Matches any type, including null.
schema any;

Boolean schema
A boolean value can be constrained as either true or false.
schema boolean;
schema boolean(true);

String schema
A string value can be constrained by its length or a specific value.
schema string;
schema string(5); // matches any string of length 5
schema string(value="baab");

Long schema
A long value can be constrained by its length.
schema long;
schema long(5);

Double schema
A double value can be constrained by its length.
schema double;
schema double(5d);

Decfloat schema
A decfloat value can be constrained by its length.
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schema decfloat;
schema decfloat(5m);

Binary schema
A binary value can be constrained by its length or a specific value.
schema binary;
schema binary(5);
schema binary(value=hex(’001122’));

Date schema
A date value can be constrained by a specific value.
schema date;
schema date(date(’2000-01-01T12:00:00Z’));

Schematype schema
A schematype value can be constrained by a specific value.
schema schematype;
schema schematype(value=schema long);

Function schema
schema function;
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Chapter 34. DB2 functions for integration with Jaql and the
HDFS

The Jaql server can accept Jaql queries from the following DB2 user-defined
functions: HDFS_READ, JAQL_SUBMIT, REMOVE_MODULEUDF, and
UPLOAD_MODULEUDF.

HDFS_READ table function

�� HDFS_READ ( xml-descriptor ) ��

The HDFS_READ function reads file contents from the Hadoop Distributed File
System (HDFS) and returns them as a DB2 table.

xml-descriptor
Specifies an XML descriptor (a VARCHAR value of maximum length 3000) that
contains the location of the HDFS file to be read. The file must be a CSV file (a
file that contains comma-delimited values). The following code represents the
XML schema description for the XML descriptor:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">

<xs:element name="metadata">
<xs:complexType>

<xs:all>
<xs:element name="hostname" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="physical">

<xs:complexType>
<xs:element name="file" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:attribute name="type" type="xs:string" />

</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="schema">

<xs:complexType>
<xs:element name="output">

<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="column" nillable="true" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded">
<xs:complexType>

<xs:simpleContent>
<xs:extension base="xs:string">

<xs:attribute name="type" type="xs:string" />
</xs:extension>

</xs:simpleContent>
</xs:complexType>

</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

</xs:all>
</xs:complexType>

</xs:element>
</xs:schema>

The function returns a table consisting of up to twelve VARCHAR(255) columns.
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v SELECT a.* FROM TABLE(hdfs_read(’
<metadata>

<physical type=’’CSV’’>
<file>hdfs://shihc031-public:9000/out/1285100428755/part-00000</file>

</physical>
<schema>

<output>
<column type=’’VARCHAR’’>publisher</column>
<column type=’’VARCHAR’’>author</column>
<column type=’’VARCHAR’’>title</column>
<column type=’’VARCHAR’’>date</column>

</output>
</schema>
<hostname>9.125.91.40</hostname>

</metadata>’))
AS a;

v Using HDFS_READ in conjunction with JAQL_SUBMIT
SELECT a.* FROM TABLE(hdfs_read(jaql_submit(’

expandFD([1,2]
->write(hdfs(’’foo’’)));
expandFD(read(hdfs(’’/user/hdpadmin/books2’’))
->filter $.year in $yearlist_TMP-> transform { $.publisher, $.author, $.title, $.year }
->write(del($out_location$,

{ schema: schema
{ publisher:string, author:string, title:string, year:long
}

})));’,’
<parameters>

<parameter name="publisher" type="string">
<entry>Scholastic</entry>

</parameter>
<parameter name="publisherlist" type="string-array">

<entry>Scholastic</entry>
<entry>Grosset</entry>

</parameter>
<parameter name="year" type="number">

<entry>1930</entry>
</parameter>
<parameter name="yearlist" type="number-array">

<entry>1930</entry>
<entry>1997</entry>
<entry>1998</entry>

</parameter>
</parameters>’,
’9.125.91.40’,’8080’,’3600000’)))
AS a;

JAQL_SUBMIT scalar function

�� JAQL_SUBMIT ( jaql-script , parameter-list , url , port-number , �

� timeout-string ) ��

The JAQL_SUBMIT function enables users to invoke IBM InfoSphere BigInsights
Jaql from a DB2 application.

jaql-script
Specifies a script (a VARCHAR value of maximum length 5000) that contains
one or more Jaql queries, with or without parameter declarations.

parameter-list
Specifies an XML string (a CLOB value of length 5000000) that contains name
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and value pairs. Set to the null value if there are no parameter declarations in
the Jaql script. The following XML schema fragment describes this argument:
<xsd:element name="parameters">

<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="parameter" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded">

<xsd:attribute name="name" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
<xsd:attribute name="type" type="paramType" use="required"/>

</xsd:element>
</xsd:sequence>

</xsd:element>

<xsd:simpleType name="paramType">
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:string">

<xsd:enumeration value="string"/>
<xsd:enumeration value="number"/>
<xsd:enumeration value="date"/>
<xsd:enumeration value="string-array"/>
<xsd:enumeration value="number-array"/>
<xsd:enumeration value="date-array"/>

</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>

url
Specifies the URL (a VARCHAR value of maximum length 5000) of a Jaql
server that accepts requests from this DB2 client, constructs queries from the
submitted Jaql script and parameter list, executes those queries, and returns
results.

port-number
Specifies the port number (a VARCHAR value of maximum length 50) of a Jaql
server that is identified by url.

timeout-string
Specifies the maximum time (in seconds, a VARCHAR value of maximum
length 50) to wait for results from the Jaql server.

The result of the function is VARCHAR(3000).

The JAQL_SUBMIT function returns an XML descriptor that contains the results of
executing the Jaql script.

The parameter list should contain atomic values, small arrays, or records with
simple values. If the size of the input data is large (for example, one million
account IDs), pass the name of the DB2 table or the name of the Hadoop file
containing the parameter data as input, and use Jaql to read the data from DB2
(using DBInputFormat) or from the file system.

If you use JAQL_SUBMIT in conjunction with the HDFS_READ scalar function, the
last Jaql query that is constructed from the Jaql script and the parameter list must
be a write operation.
v No parameter list values

jaql_submit(’range(1,5)
-> write(del($out_location$,

{ schema: schema
{ publisher:string, author:string, title:string, year:long
}

}));’,’’,’9.125.91.40’,’8080’,’60000’);

v Simple parameter list values
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jaql_submit(’range(1,5);’,’
<parameters>

<parameter name="publisher" type="string">
<entry>Scholastic</entry>

</parameter>
</parameters>’,’localhost’,’8080’,’600000’);

v A more complicated parameter list
Given the following table:
CREATE TABLE typestab (

intVal INTEGER GENERATED BY DEFAULT AS IDENTITY,
realVal REAL,
decVal DECIMAL,
floatVal FLOAT,
doubleVal DOUBLE,
strVal VARCHAR(254),
dateval DATE

);

Insert data into the table.
INSERT INTO typestab

(realVal, decVal, floatVal, doubleVal, strVal, dateVal)
VALUES
(1, 66500.01, 300000000000.01, 40000000000000.01, ’5’, current date);

INSERT INTO typestab
(realVal, decVal, floatVal, doubleVal, strVal, dateVal)
VALUES
(2, 30000.23, 400000000000.13, 50000000000000.22, ’6’, current date);

Construct a parameter list from the table and pass it to JAQL_SUBMIT.
WITH temp(params) AS

(SELECT XMLSERIALIZE(XMLELEMENT(NAME "parameters",
XMLELEMENT(NAME "parameter",

XMLATTRIBUTES(’id’ AS "name", ’number-array’ AS "type"),
XMLAGG(XMLELEMENT(NAME "entry", typestab.intVal))),

XMLELEMENT(NAME "parameter",
XMLATTRIBUTES(’accounts’ AS "name", ’number-array’ AS "type"),

XMLAGG(XMLELEMENT(NAME "entry", typestab.decVal))),
XMLELEMENT(NAME "parameter",

XMLATTRIBUTES(’balance’ AS "name", ’number-array’ AS "type"),
XMLAGG(XMLELEMENT(NAME "entry", typestab.doubleVal))),

XMLATTRIBUTES(’desc’ AS "name", ’string-array’ AS "type"),
XMLAGG(XMLELEMENT(NAME "entry", typestab.strVal))))

AS CLOB(5000000)) FROM typestab)

SELECT * FROM temp, TABLE(hdfs_read(jaql_submit(
’expandFD([$id_TMP,$accounts_TMP,$balance_TMP,$desc_TMP]

->write(del("lsd.out",
{ schema: schema

{ id:long,account:decfloat,balance:double,desc:string
}

})));’,temp.params,’9.125.91.40’,’8080’,’600000’)))
AS Write1000Row;

XML schema for JAQL_SUBMIT output
This section contains the XML schema description for output from the
JAQL_SUBMIT scalar function.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">

<xs:element name="jaqlserver">
<xs:complexType>

<xs:element name="output">
<xs:complexType>

<xs:choice>
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<xs:element name="array">
<xs:complexType>

<xs:choice>
<xs:element name="record" type="recordtype" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />
<xs:element name="value" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded">

<xs:complexType>
<xs:simpleContent>

<xs:extension base="xs:integer">
<xs:attribute name="type" type="xs:string" />

</xs:extension>
</xs:simpleContent>

</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

</xs:choice>
</xs:complexType>

</xs:element>
<xs:element name="record" type="recordtype" />

</xs:choice>
</xs:complexType>

</xs:element>
<xs:attribute name="protocol" type="xs:string" use="required" />
<xs:attribute name="hostname" type="xs:string" use="required" />
<xs:attribute name="port" type="xs:string" use="required" />
<xs:attribute name="context" type="xs:string" use="required" />

</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:complexType name="recordtype">

<xs:all>
<xs:element name="type">

<xs:complexType>
<xs:simpleContent>

<xs:extension base="xs:string">
<xs:attribute name="type" type="xs:string" />

</xs:extension>
</xs:simpleContent>

</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="location">

<xs:complexType>
<xs:simpleContent>

<xs:extension base="xs:string">
<xs:attribute name="type" type="xs:string" />

</xs:extension>
</xs:simpleContent>

</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="inoptions">

<xs:complexType>
<xs:element name="schema">

<xs:simpleContent>
<xs:extension base="xs:string">

<xs:attribute name="type" type="xs:string" />
</xs:extension>

</xs:simpleContent>
</xs:element>
<xs:attribute name="type" type="xs:string" />

</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="outoptions">

<xs:complexType>
<xs:element name="schema">

<xs:simpleContent>
<xs:extension base="xs:string">

<xs:attribute name="type" type="xs:string" />
</xs:extension>

</xs:simpleContent>
</xs:element>
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<xs:attribute name="type" type="xs:string" />
</xs:complexType>

</xs:element>
</xs:all>

</xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>

REMOVE_MODULEUDF scalar function

�� REMOVE_MODULEUDF ( url , port-number , type-string , �

� moduleudf-name ) ��

Draft comment
What is the schema?

The schema is

The REMOVE_MODULEUDF function removes a Jaql module or a user-defined
function (UDF) from a Jaql server.

url
Specifies the URL (a VARCHAR value of maximum length 200) for the Jaql
server.

port-number
Specifies the port number (a VARCHAR value of maximum length 20) for the
Jaql server that is identified by url.

type-string
Specifies whether a Jaql module or a UDF is to be removed. Valid values are
'module', 'udf', and 'all'.

moduleudf-name
Specifies the name of the Jaql module or UDF that is to be removed.

The result of the function is VARCHAR(200).
VALUES remove_moduleudf(’9.125.91.40’,’8080’,’module’,’fuzzy_join.zip’);

VALUES remove_moduleudf(’9.125.91.40’,’8080’,’udf’,’extension.jar’);

VALUES remove_moduleudf(’9.125.91.40’,’8080’,’all’,’’);

UPLOAD_MODULEUDF scalar function

�� UPLOAD_MODULEUDF ( url , port-number , path-string , �

� type-string , boolean-string ) ��

Draft comment
What is the schema?
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The schema is

The UPLOAD_MODULEUDF function uploads a Jaql module or a user-defined
function (UDF) to a Jaql server. After the module or UDF has been uploaded to the
Jaql server, it can be used in a Jaql script that is passed to the JAQL_SUBMIT
function.

url
Specifies the URL (a VARCHAR value of maximum length 200) for the Jaql
server.

port-number
Specifies the port number (a VARCHAR value of maximum length 20) for the
Jaql server that is identified by url.

path-string
Specifies the path (a VARCHAR value of maximum length 500) to the Jaql
module or UDF on the local host.

type-string
Specifies whether a Jaql module or a UDF is to be uploaded. Valid values are
'module' and 'udf'.

boolean-string
Specifies whether or not to overwrite if the Jaql module or UDF already exists
on the Jaql server. Valid values are 'true' and 'false'.

The result of the function is VARCHAR(200).
v Uploading a UDF

VALUES upload_moduleudf(’9.125.91.40’, ’8080’,
’/home/db2inst1/db2IntegrationInstaller/testSQLs/extension.jar’,
’udf’,’true’);

v Using a UDF in a Jaql script
VALUES jaql_submit(’

a=1;
split1 = javaudf("com.acme.extensions.fn.Split1");
path = ’’home/mystuff/stuff’’;
split1(path, "/");’,
’’,’localhost’,’8080’,’600000’);

VALUES jaql_submit(’
import fuzzy_join;
fuzzy_join::cleanTitle("XY");
fuzzy_join::$normalize([{a:"a"},{a:"XY"}],"a");’,
’’,’9.125.91.40’,’8080’,’60000’);
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Chapter 35. Message structure

You can use the information contained in the following sections to identify an error
or problem and to resolve the problem by using the appropriate recovery action.

The message topics describe the cause of each message and the actions that you
can take to address it.

Message identifiers consist of a three-character message prefix, followed by a
four-digit message number, followed by a single letter suffix. For example,
BMC0010E.
v The three-character prefix identifies the component that generates the message.

“IUI” represents the InfoSphere BigInsights installer, and “BMC” represents the
BigInsights console.

v The single letter suffix describes the severity of the message. Message identifiers
ending with an “E” are for error messages and those ending with a “W” indicate
warning or informational messages.

Some messages include tokens, or message variables. When a message containing
tokens is generated by InfoSphere BigInsights, each token is replaced by a value
that is specific to the error condition that was encountered. For example:
BMC0010E Cannot copy directory or file: run-time-token-0. When this message is
generated at run time, the message token is replaced by the actual name of the
object that caused the error.

IUI messages
This section contains the InfoSphere BigInsights installation user interface (IUI)
messages. The messages are listed in numeric sequence.

IUI0001E Cannot generate the cluster
configuration file.

Explanation: The cluster configuration file is an XML
file named install.xml. The BigInsights installation
wizard collects user input that helps to generate this
file, without which the BigInsights cluster cannot be
installed.

User response: Check the file system on which the
WebSphere Application Server Community Edition
(WAS CE) software that hosts the installation wizard
runs. Verify that the directory to which the install.xml
file is written has the correct access permissions. The
install.xml file is created by default in the directory
from which you ran the start.sh shell script. Rerun the
installation wizard.

You can also check the WAS CE log files for any
installation wizard errors that might have prevented
the wizard from creating the install.xml file. There are
two relevant log files: $installer_home/installer-
console/var/log/server.out and $installer_home/
installer-console/var/log/server.log, where
installer_home is the directory from which the

BigInsights installation tar file was extracted.

IUI0002E Cannot connect to the JMS queue.

Explanation: The BigInsights installation wizard uses
a Java Message Service (JMS) queue to communicate
with Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB). If the user interface
cannot communicate with the back-end code, the
BigInsights cluster cannot be installed.

User response: Check the idahoinstall.properties
file in biginsights-install-dir/installer-console/
repository/default/idaho-ear/1.0/idaho-ear-
1.0.car/idaho-war.war/WEB-INF/classes/com/ibm/xap/
install/resource/, where biginsights-install-dir is the
location from which the BigInsights installation tar file
was extracted. Ensure that the jms.port property is set
to 61836.

To restart the WebSphere Application Server
Community Edition (WAS CE) that hosts the
installation wizard, complete the following steps:

1. Use the cd command from a Linux shell console to
move to the biginsights-install-dir.
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2. Execute the ./start.sh shutdown command to stop
the running WAS CE that hosts the installation
wizard.

3. Execute the ./start.sh command to restart the
WAS CE.

IUI0003E Unknown action: {0}

Explanation: The BigInsights installation wizard has
received a request that it does not know how to handle.

User response: Retry the operation. If the problem
persists, contact IBM support.

IUI0004E The installation failed. The sample job
cannot complete successfully.

Explanation: BigInsights cluster installation includes
running a sample job to verify that the BigInsights
cluster has been installed correctly and that MapReduce
jobs can complete successfully. This message indicates
that the BigInsights cluster is unable to run MapReduce
jobs because the cluster might not have been installed
successfully.

User response: Uninstall the BigInsights cluster, clean
up any running BigInsights processes that were started
by the BigInsights administrative user, and start the
installation process again. If the problem persists,
contact IBM support.

IUI0005E The installation failed with fatal error:
{0}

Explanation: The installation process did not complete
successfully.

User response: Uninstall the BigInsights cluster, clean
up any running BigInsights processes that were started
by the BigInsights administrative user, and start the
installation process again. If the problem persists,
contact IBM support.

IUI0006E The installation completed with errors.
Some nodes in the cluster are running,
and the sample job completed
successfully.

Explanation: Some errors occurred during BigInsights
cluster installation, and some nodes in the cluster
might not be running. However, successful completion
of the sample job indicates that the BigInsights cluster
is capable of running MapReduce jobs.

User response: Review the states of nodes that are
listed on the Results page of the installation wizard. In
the Nodes table, click the radio button corresponding to
a specific node. Click the View Node Status Details
button to view the detailed status of the selected node.
If necessary, reinstall the cluster.

IUI0007E The directory specification must begin
with a /. No special characters are
allowed, with the exception of / and _.

Explanation: The BigInsights installation wizard
requires the input to begin with a "/" (forward slash).
Because this input is used to specify the path of a
directory, no special characters other than / and _ (the
underscore character) can be used.

User response: Make appropriate changes to the
directory specification and resubmit the input.

IUI0008E The directory specification must begin
with a /. No special characters are
allowed, with the exception of / and _.
Multiple paths must be separated by
commas.

Explanation: The BigInsights installation wizard
requires the input to begin with a "/" (forward slash).
Because this input is used to specify the path to one or
more directories, no special characters other than /, _
(the underscore character), and commas (in the case of
multiple paths) can be used.

User response: Make appropriate changes to the
directory specification and resubmit the input.

IUI0009E The installation was successful but
verification failed for the following
component(s): {0}.

Explanation: After a component is installed, tests are
automatically run to verify that the component is
working. A verification failure means that tests on one
or more components did not complete successfully.

User response: Examine the installation log to
determine whether any exceptions are related to this
error. Make appropriate corrections and reinstall
BigInsights, if necessary. If the problem persists, contact
IBM support.

IUI0010E No special characters are allowed, with
the exception of / and _.

Explanation: Because this input is used to specify the
path of a directory, no special characters other than /
(forward slash) and _ (the underscore character) can be
used.

User response: Make appropriate changes to the
directory specification and resubmit the input.

IUI0011E No special characters are allowed, with
the exception of / and _. Multiple paths
must be separated by commas.

Explanation: Because this input is used to specify the
path to one or more directories, no special characters
other than / (forward slash), _ (the underscore

IUI0003E • IUI0011E
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character), and commas (in the case of multiple paths)
can be used.

User response: Make appropriate changes to the
directory specification and resubmit the input.

BMC messages
This section contains the InfoSphere BigInsights console (BMC) messages. The
messages are listed in numeric sequence.

BMC0001E Cannot find file: run-time-token-0.

Explanation: The BigInsights management console
reads various properties files on the classpath of the
WebSphere Application Server Community Edition
(WAS CE) that hosts the console. If a particular file
cannot be found, one or more operations might fail.

User response: Determine whether the file exists. If
the file does not exist, try to create it manually in the
expected directory. Restart the WAS CE that hosts the
console, so that the file can be loaded to the classpath.

BMC0002E Cannot read file: run-time-token-0.

Explanation: The BigInsights management console
reads various properties files on the classpath of the
WebSphere Application Server Community Edition
(WAS CE) that hosts the console. If a particular file
cannot be read, one or more operations might fail.

User response: If the directory that contains the file
does not have the correct read or write permissions,
change the permissions and restart the WAS CE. If the
file does not exist, try to create it manually in the
expected directory. Restart the WAS CE so that the file
can be loaded to the classpath.

BMC0003E Cannot write file: run-time-token-0.

Explanation: The system cannot save configuration
settings that have been specified on the BigInsights
management console.

User response: If the directory for the file does not
have the correct read or write permissions, change the
permissions and restart WebSphere Application Server
Community Edition (WAS CE). If the file does not exist,
it might be possible to create it manually.

BMC0004W Cannot complete the navigation link to
the parent directory.

Explanation: The BigInsights management console
cannot determine which directory contains the file that
is being displayed in the File Viewer.

User response: You should be able to return to the
HDFS page by clicking an element in the breadcrumb
trail.

BMC0005E Cannot upload file: run-time-token-0.
Exception: run-time-token-1

Explanation: An exception occurred while processing
a file upload request.

User response: Review the exception details and retry
the operation. If the problem persists, contact IBM
support.

BMC0006E Cannot upload file: run-time-token-0 to
run-time-token-1 in the HDFS.

Explanation: The BigInsights management console
cannot save a file to the Hadoop Distributed File
System (HDFS).

User response: Examine the management console logs
(biginsights-log-dir/console/log/console-wasce.out
and biginsights-log-dir/console/log/
BigInsightsManagementConsole.log) to determine
whether any exceptions are related to this error. (The
default path to the BigInsights log directory is
/var/ibm/biginsights.) Retry the operation. If the
problem persists, contact IBM support.

BMC0007E The target file size exceeds the
maximum allowable value of 100 MB.

Explanation: There is a size limit on files that you
upload to the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS).
The BigInsights management console waits until the
Web browser finishes uploading a file. Larger files
prolong the wait time and could result in the Web
browser timing out.

User response: Update the file.max.size property in
the /biginsights_home/console/conf/
console.properties file, where biginsights_home is the
location from which the BigInsights cluster was
installed. Restart WebSphere Application Server
Community Edition (WAS CE) after changing the
file.max.size property value (in bytes).

BMC0008E Cannot upload file: {0}. Unable to
determine where to upload the file.

Explanation: The BigInsights console cannot
determine where in the Hadoop Distributed File
System (HDFS) the file is to be saved.

User response: Retry the operation. If the problem
persists, contact IBM support.

BMC0009E Cannot connect to the HDFS.

Explanation: The BigInsights management console
failed to connect to the Hadoop Distributed File System

BMC0001E • BMC0009E
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(HDFS) using the configuration values in the
biginsights-dir/hdm/hadoop-conf-staging directory,
where biginsights-dir is the BigInsights installation
directory.

User response: If the NameNode has stopped, start it
and retry the operation. If the problem persists,
examine the BigInsightsManagementConsole.log and
console-wasce.out files in biginsights-log-dir/
console/log/ to determine whether there are any
mismatched hosts and IP addresses; for example,
exceptions stating that the NameNode is expecting a
host name or IP address other than the one that was
specified as the fs.default.name value in the
/biginsights_home/hdm/hadoop-conf-staging/core-
site.xml file. (The default path to the BigInsights log
directory is /var/ibm/biginsights.) Try to edit the
hadoop.namenode property in the /biginsights_home/
console/conf/console.properties file with the correct
host name or IP address for the NameNode. Restart the
WebSphere Application Server Community Edition
(WAS CE) and retry the operation. If the problem
persists, check the host name or IP address
configuration of the servers in the cluster to determine
whether one IP address can be resolved to a different
host name, or the reverse. Consider reinstalling the
BigInsights cluster and configuring the NameNode
using the correct host name or IP address.

BMC0010E Cannot copy directory or file:
run-time-token-0.

Explanation: The BigInsights management console
failed to copy a directory or file to the specified
location.

User response: If the NameNode has stopped, start it
and retry the operation. If the problem persists,
examine the BigInsightsManagementConsole.log and
console-wasce.out files in biginsights-log-dir/
console/log/ to determine whether there are any
mismatched hosts and IP addresses; for example,
exceptions stating that the NameNode is expecting a
host name or IP address other than the one that was
specified in the /biginsights_home/hdm/hadoop-conf-
staging/core-site.xml file. (The default path to the
BigInsights log directory is /var/ibm/biginsights; the
default path to the BigInsights home directory—the
directory where BigInsights was installed—is
/opt/ibm/biginsights.)

Try to edit the hadoop.namenode property in the
/biginsights_home/console/conf/console.properties
file with the correct host name or IP address for the
NameNode. Restart the WebSphere Application Server
Community Edition (WAS CE) and retry the operation.
If the problem persists, check the host name or IP
address configuration of the servers in the cluster to
determine whether one IP address can be resolved to a
different host name, or the reverse. Consider
reinstalling the BigInsights cluster and configuring the
NameNode using the correct host name or IP address.

BMC0011E Cannot create directory: run-time-token-0.

Explanation: The BigInsights management console
failed to create a directory.

User response: If the NameNode has stopped, start it
and retry the operation. If the problem persists,
examine the BigInsightsManagementConsole.log and
console-wasce.out files in biginsights-log-dir/
console/log/ to determine whether there are any
mismatched hosts and IP addresses; for example,
exceptions stating that the NameNode is expecting a
host name or IP address other than the one that was
specified in the /biginsights_home/hdm/hadoop-conf-
staging/core-site.xml file. (The default path to the
BigInsights log directory is /var/ibm/biginsights; the
default path to the BigInsights home directory—the
directory where BigInsights was installed—is
/opt/ibm/biginsights.)

Try to edit the hadoop.namenode property in the
/biginsights_home/console/conf/console.properties
file with the correct host name or IP address for the
NameNode. Restart the WebSphere Application Server
Community Edition (WAS CE) and retry the operation.
If the problem persists, check the host name or IP
address configuration of the servers in the cluster to
determine whether one IP address can be resolved to a
different host name, or the reverse. Consider
reinstalling the BigInsights cluster and configuring the
NameNode using the correct host name or IP address.

BMC0012E Cannot delete directory or file:
run-time-token-0.

Explanation: The BigInsights management console
failed to remove a directory or file.

User response: If the NameNode has stopped, start it
and retry the operation. If the problem persists,
examine the BigInsightsManagementConsole.log and
console-wasce.out files in biginsights-log-dir/
console/log/ to determine whether there are any
mismatched hosts and IP addresses; for example,
exceptions stating that the NameNode is expecting a
host name or IP address other than the one that was
specified in the /biginsights_home/hdm/hadoop-conf-
staging/core-site.xml file. (The default path to the
BigInsights log directory is /var/ibm/biginsights; the
default path to the BigInsights home directory—the
directory where BigInsights was installed—is
/opt/ibm/biginsights.)

Try to edit the hadoop.namenode property in the
/biginsights_home/console/conf/console.properties
file with the correct host name or IP address for the
NameNode. Restart the WebSphere Application Server
Community Edition (WAS CE) and retry the operation.
If the problem persists, check the host name or IP
address configuration of the servers in the cluster to
determine whether one IP address can be resolved to a
different host name, or the reverse. Consider
reinstalling the BigInsights cluster and configuring the
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NameNode using the correct host name or IP address.

BMC0013E Directory or file does not exist:
run-time-token-0.

Explanation: The Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS) has thrown exceptions about a directory or file
not being in the location where the BigInsights console
expects it to be.

User response: This error can occur if you are using
an obsolete view of the HDFS after another user has
moved, removed, or renamed the directory or file.
Refresh the HDFS page. Check Hadoop's NameNode
web page and the BigInsights console to confirm that
the directory or file is no longer in the expected
location. (“Hadoop's NameNode web page”, accessible
at: http://<host name or IP address of the
NameNode>:50070, is a read-only view of the HDFS
provided by Apache Hadoop.)

BMC0014E The specified directory already exists.

Explanation: The Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS) has thrown exceptions about a directory with
the same name as the one being specified.

User response: This error can occur if you are using
an obsolete view of the HDFS, and a directory with the
same name already exists. Refresh the HDFS page.
Check Hadoop's NameNode web page and the
BigInsights console to confirm that the directory
already exists. (“Hadoop's NameNode web page”,
accessible at: http://<host name or IP address of the
NameNode>:50070, is a read-only view of the HDFS
provided by Apache Hadoop.)

BMC0015E No destination selected.

Explanation: The BigInsights management console
cannot determine the Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS) destination path for the rename operation.

User response: Retry the operation. If the problem
persists, contact IBM support.

BMC0016E No paths provided.

Explanation: The BigInsights management console
cannot determine the Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS) path for the add or delete operation.

User response: Retry the operation. If the problem
persists, contact IBM support.

BMC0017E No source selected.

Explanation: The BigInsights management console
cannot determine the Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS) source path for the rename operation.

User response: Retry the operation. If the problem
persists, contact IBM support.

BMC0018E The specified path already exists.

Explanation: The Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS) has thrown exceptions about a directory or file
with the same name as the one being specified.

User response: This error can occur if you are using
an obsolete view of the HDFS after another user has
added the directory or file. Refresh the HDFS page.
Check Hadoop's NameNode Web page and the
BigInsights management console to confirm that the
directory or file already exists. (“Hadoop's NameNode
Web page”, accessible at: http://<host name or IP
address of the NameNode>:50070, is a read-only view of
the HDFS provided by Apache Hadoop.)

BMC0019W The user-specified buffer size exceeds
the maximum allowable value of:
run-time-token-0 bytes.

Explanation: Reading a file from the Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS) requires a memory
buffer. The specified buffer size is larger than the
maximum allowable value.

User response: None. The BigInsights management
console will use the maximum buffer size instead.

BMC0020W Invalid input. Use 0 instead.

Explanation: The specified value cannot be parsed
into an integer.

User response: None. The BigInsights management
console will use 0 instead.

BMC0021W Invalid buffer size.

Explanation: The specified value cannot be parsed
into an integer.

User response: None. The BigInsights management
console will use the default value of 10 bytes instead.

BMC0022W Non-numerical input for the buffer size.

Explanation: The specified value cannot be parsed
into an integer.

User response: None. The BigInsights management
console will use a default value instead.

BMC0023W Non-numerical input for the position.
Use 0 instead.

Explanation: The specified value cannot be parsed
into an integer.

User response: None. The BigInsights management
console will use a default value instead.
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BMC0024W Invalid input for the position. Use 0
instead.

Explanation: The specified value cannot be parsed
into an integer or long integer.

User response: None. The BigInsights management
console will use a default value instead.

BMC0025W The specified starting point is larger
than the file size.

Explanation: The specified value is larger than the
size of the file.

User response: None. The BigInsights management
console will use a default value instead.

BMC0026E Malformed URL.

Explanation: The URL that is required to read a file in
the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is
incorrect.

User response: Retry the operation. If the problem
persists, contact IBM support.

BMC0027E Cannot move a directory or file:
run-time-token-0.

Explanation: The BigInsights management console
failed to move a directory or file to the specified
location.

User response: Confirm that the target location and
the directory or file being moved still exist in the
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). Retry the
operation. If the problem persists, contact IBM support.

BMC0028E Please select one or more folders or files
before pasting.

Explanation: The BigInsights management console
cannot access the folders or files that are to be copied
or moved.

User response: Ensure that the folders or files that are
to be copied or moved still exist. Retry the operation. If
the problem persists, contact IBM support.

BMC0029E The NameNode is in safe mode.

Explanation: The Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS) currently permits read operations only.

User response: Stop any running operations that
require writing to the HDFS, such as creating
directories, uploading files, or creating MapReduce
jobs.

BMC0030E Cannot rename directory or file:
run-time-token-0.

Explanation: The BigInsights management console
failed to rename the directory or file.

User response: Ensure that the NameNode is not in
safe mode. Note that another user can enable safe
mode from another Web browser. Retry the operation.
If the problem persists, examine the
BigInsightsManagementConsole.log file and the
console-wasce.out file in biginsights-log-dir/
console/log/ to determine whether there are any IO
exceptions for the rename operation. (The default path
to the BigInsights log directory is /var/ibm/
biginsights.)

BMC0031E No job has been created.

Explanation: The BigInsights console failed to create a
MapReduce job.

User response: Examine the
BigInsightsManagementConsole.log file and the
console-wasce.out file in biginsights-log-dir/
console/log/ to determine whether there are any
exceptions for the create job operation. (The default
path to the BigInsights log directory is
/var/ibm/biginsights.) If there are exceptions, make
appropriate corrections and retry the operation. If the
problem persists, contact IBM support.

BMC0032E Cannot create a new job because the
application is currently running in safe
mode.

Explanation: The NameNode is in safe mode. The
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) currently
permits only read operations.

User response: Stop any running operations that
require writing to the HDFS, such as creating
MapReduce jobs.

BMC0033E Cannot connect to the JobTracker node
at: run-time-token-0.

Explanation: The BigInsights management console
failed to connect to the JobTracker using the
configuration values in /biginsights_home/hdm/hadoop-
conf-staging/mapred-site.xml.

User response: If the NameNode has stopped, start it
and retry the operation. If the problem persists,
examine the BigInsightsManagementConsole.log and
console-wasce.out files in biginsights-log-dir/
console/log/ to determine whether there are any
mismatched hosts and IP addresses; for example,
exceptions stating that the NameNode is expecting a
host name or IP address other than the one that was
specified in the /biginsights_home/hdm/conf/
hdm.properties file. (The default path to the
BigInsights log directory is /var/ibm/biginsights; the
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default path to the BigInsights home directory—the
directory where BigInsights was installed—is
/opt/ibm/biginsights.)

Try to edit the hadoop.jobtracker property in the
/biginsights_home/console/conf/console.properties
file with the correct host name or IP address for the
NameNode. Restart the WebSphere Application Server
Community Edition (WAS CE) and retry the operation.
If the problem persists, check the host name or IP
address configuration of the servers in the cluster to
determine whether one IP address can be resolved to a
different host name, or the reverse. Consider
reinstalling the BigInsights cluster and configuring the
NameNode using the correct host name or IP address.

BMC0034E Invalid name. No special characters are
allowed, with the exception of _ and -.

Explanation: The BigInsights management console
requires that the directory be named using no special
characters other than _ (the underscore character) and -
(a hyphen).

User response: Make appropriate changes to the name
specification and resubmit the input.

BMC0035E Select one directory only.

Explanation: When drilling down from a directory in
the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) to its
subdirectories, select only one directory at a time.
Selecting multiple directories disables the Down
button.

User response: Select one directory only.

BMC0036E Specify a folder name.

Explanation: When creating a new folder, a folder
name is required. The OK button in the Create
Directory dialog box is disabled if no folder name has
been specified.

User response: Specify a folder name.

BMC0037E Specify a new folder name.

Explanation: When renaming a folder, a new folder
name is required. The OK button in the Rename dialog
box is disabled if no new folder name has been
specified.

User response: Specify a new folder name.

BMC0038E The JAR file path must begin with a /.
No special characters are allowed, with
the exception of /, _, -, or.

Explanation: The BigInsights management console
requires the input to begin with a "/" (forward slash).
No special characters other than _ (the underscore

character) and - (a hyphen) can be used when creating
a new MapReduce job.

User response: Make appropriate changes to the path
specification and resubmit the input.

BMC0039E Specify both input and output
directories.

Explanation: When creating a new MapReduce job,
paths to both the input and output directories are
required.

User response: Specify both input and output
directories.

BMC0040E The input path specification must begin
with a /. No special characters are
allowed, with the exception of /, _, or -.

Explanation: The BigInsights management console
requires the input path to begin with a "/" (forward
slash). No special characters other than _ (the
underscore character) and - (a hyphen) can be used
when creating a new job.

User response: Make appropriate changes to the path
specification and resubmit the input.

BMC0041E The output path specification must
begin with a /. No special characters are
allowed, with the exception of /, _, or -.

Explanation: The BigInsights management console
requires the output path to begin with a "/" (forward
slash). No special characters other than _ (the
underscore character) and - (a hyphen) can be used
when creating a new job.

User response: Make appropriate changes to the path
specification and resubmit the input.
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Appendix. Notices

This information was developed for products and services offered in the U.S.A.
Information about non-IBM products is based on information available at the time
of first publication of this document and is subject to change.

IBM may not offer the products, services, or features discussed in this document in
other countries. Consult your local IBM representative for information on the
products and services currently available in your area. Any reference to an IBM
product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that only that IBM
product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product,
program, or service that does not infringe any IBM intellectual property right may
be used instead. However, it is the user's responsibility to evaluate and verify the
operation of any non-IBM product, program, or service.

IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter
described in this document. The furnishing of this document does not grant you
any license to these patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to:

IBM Director of Licensing
IBM Corporation
North Castle Drive
Armonk, NY 10504-1785
U.S.A.

For license inquiries regarding double-byte character set (DBCS) information,
contact the IBM Intellectual Property Department in your country or send
inquiries, in writing, to:

Intellectual Property Licensing
Legal and Intellectual Property Law
IBM Japan Ltd.
1623-14, Shimotsuruma,
Yamato-shi
Kanagawa 242-8502 Japan

The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or any other
country/region where such provisions are inconsistent with local law:
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION PROVIDES THIS
PUBLICATION “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, OR FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some states do not allow disclaimer of express or
implied warranties in certain transactions; therefore, this statement may not apply
to you.

This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors.
Changes are periodically made to the information herein; these changes will be
incorporated in new editions of the publication. IBM may make improvements
and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this
publication at any time without notice.
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Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are provided for
convenience only and do not in any manner serve as an endorsement of those Web
sites. The materials at those Web sites are not part of the materials for this IBM
product and use of those Web sites is at your own risk.

IBM may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any way it
believes appropriate without incurring any obligation to you.

Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for the purpose
of enabling: (i) the exchange of information between independently created
programs and other programs (including this one) and (ii) the mutual use of the
information that has been exchanged, should contact:

IBM Canada Limited
Office of the Lab Director
8200 Warden Avenue
Markham, Ontario
L6G 1C7
CANADA

Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions,
including, in some cases, payment of a fee.

The licensed program described in this document and all licensed material
available for it are provided by IBM under terms of the IBM Customer Agreement,
IBM International Program License Agreement, or any equivalent agreement
between us.

Any performance data contained herein was determined in a controlled
environment. Therefore, the results obtained in other operating environments may
vary significantly. Some measurements may have been made on development-level
systems, and there is no guarantee that these measurements will be the same on
generally available systems. Furthermore, some measurements may have been
estimated through extrapolation. Actual results may vary. Users of this document
should verify the applicable data for their specific environment.

Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the suppliers of
those products, their published announcements, or other publicly available sources.
IBM has not tested those products and cannot confirm the accuracy of
performance, compatibility, or any other claims related to non-IBM products.
Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products should be addressed to the
suppliers of those products.

All statements regarding IBM's future direction or intent are subject to change or
withdrawal without notice, and represent goals and objectives only.

This information may contain examples of data and reports used in daily business
operations. To illustrate them as completely as possible, the examples include the
names of individuals, companies, brands, and products. All of these names are
fictitious, and any similarity to the names and addresses used by an actual
business enterprise is entirely coincidental.

COPYRIGHT LICENSE:

This information contains sample application programs, in source language, which
illustrate programming techniques on various operating platforms. You may copy,
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modify, and distribute these sample programs in any form without payment to
IBM for the purposes of developing, using, marketing, or distributing application
programs conforming to the application programming interface for the operating
platform for which the sample programs are written. These examples have not
been thoroughly tested under all conditions. IBM, therefore, cannot guarantee or
imply reliability, serviceability, or function of these programs. The sample
programs are provided “AS IS”, without warranty of any kind. IBM shall not be
liable for any damages arising out of your use of the sample programs.

Each copy or any portion of these sample programs or any derivative work must
include a copyright notice as follows:

© (your company name) (year). Portions of this code are derived from IBM Corp.
Sample Programs. © Copyright IBM Corp. _enter the year or years_. All rights
reserved.

Trademarks

IBM, the IBM logo, ibm.com and InfoSphere are trademarks or registered
trademarks of International Business Machines Corp., registered in many
jurisdictions worldwide. A current list of IBM trademarks is available on the Web
at “Copyright and trademark information” at www.ibm.com/legal/
copytrade.shtml.

The following terms are trademarks or registered trademarks of other companies
v Linux is a registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the United States, other

countries, or both.
v Java and all Java-based trademarks and logos are trademarks of Sun

Microsystems, Inc. in the United States, other countries, or both.
v UNIX is a registered trademark of The Open Group in the United States and

other countries.
v Microsoft, Windows, Windows NT, and the Windows logo are trademarks of

Microsoft Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both.

Other product and service names might be trademarks of IBM or other companies.
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